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It's the buy in all -in -one receivers

...and it's by Fisher!

The Fisher 400 stereo receiver is unquestionably the most economical way to
own a professional -quality stereo installation. On a single space- saving chassis
(only 171/2" wide by 13" deep), the 400
accommodates the following advanced
Fisher components:
A massive stereo power amplifier with
a total IHF music power output of 65
watts (321/2 watts per channel) at only
0.5% harmonic distortion.
A versatile stereo preamplifier with an
unusually complete set of controls and
conveniences.
A wide -band FM stereo tuner with 1.8
microvolts IHF sensitivity and the most
advanced multiplex circuitry.
Simply connect a pair of good speakers
to the 400 and you can enjoy stereo of
Fisher caliber -in minimum space, at an
irreducible minimum cost.
Of course, at $329.50, the Fisher 400
OVERSEAS RESIDENTS

not an inexpensive piece of equipment. But you could easily pay twice as
much for your complete stereo electronics
without obtaining finer sound quality or
better FM reception. When it comes to
the price -quality equation, the solution is
definitely 400.
(If you like the all -in -one idea, Fisher
gives you three other choices. For $389.50,
you can have the Fisher 500 -C, a superb
FM- Stereo receiver with 75 watts power
output and automatic mono -stereo switching. Or, for $449.50, there is the Fisher
800-C, which is identical to the 500 -C but
also includes a remarkable AM tuner. And
if you're willing to pay a premium for the
last word in space -age electronics, consider the transistorized Fisher 600 with
100 watts output, selling for $595.00.
Cabinets for all models are available at
$24.95.)
For complete information, use coupon.
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FREE! $2.00 VALUE! Send
for your free copy of The New
Fisher Handbook. This en-

tirely new, revised and enlarged
edition of the famous Fisher
high fidelity reference guide is
a magnificent, full -size 76 -page
book. Detailed information on
all Fisher stereo components is
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included.
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cartridge. You can see the difference. You can hear the difference. Pick up a V -15. Note
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need we say more?
$30 down and only
$10 a month

from most dealers!

Send for

FREE INFORMATION

MR 67
4 Chambers St.
Binghamton, N.Y.

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
4 Chambers St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Please send me MR 67 information
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COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB
invites new members to choose from this superb selection of

The Greatest

Classical Recoidings

of our day!
Now available in Regular High- Fidelity, Stereo -and 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPE

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony No.7

LORD'S PRAYER

MORMON
TABERNACLE CHOIR

World
Premiere
Recording
ORMANOY
PHILADELPHIA ORCH.

THE

soloists and chorus
ORMANDY conducting

f

Ore an,
Bor
rass and

THE

LORDS PRAYER

-o

MORE

I tiri

BIGGS

Organ Symphony (No. 3)
Philadelphia Orch.

E.

POWER BIGGS
ORGANIST

ro w

1076.

Chopin Polonaises
ALEXANDER
BRAILOWSKY

Bach

Nevsky

BERLIOZ

THOMAS SCHIPPERS
N. Y. PHILHARMONIC

1097.

ANDRE WATTS

TCHAIKOVSKY

ORMANOY

=

'Emperor

Leonard
Bernstein
New York
Philharmonic
Westminster
Choir

SERKIN

BERNSTEIN

N.Y. Philharmonic

1095.

ONLY

OR

Any 5 Stereo Tapes
9"

PHILHARMONIC

1074.

STRAVINSKY
conducts

MISSA
SOLEMNIS

7

FOR

S

EUGENE ORMANOY

Beethoven

Concert:
RUDOLF

The
SLEEPING
BEAUTY
Belles Suite
PHILADELPHIA ORCH.

BERNSTEIN 0
NOW YORK

1405.

BEETHOVEN

'COLUMBIA!

1278.
LISZT: Piano Concerto No.1

Philadelphia Orch.

REGULAR
or STEREO
RECORDS

Power
Biggs
E.

Symphonie
Fantastique

1092.

Organ
Favorites

Alexander
I.

;i.`'.:.

ANY 5

1067.

PROKOFIEV:

Ormandy

'-

Rachmaninoff
Schumann

1110.

SAINTSAENS

bR

1281.

VLADIMIR
HOROWITZ
Chopin Liszt

Percussion

E. POWER

BATHE HYMN Of INE REPUBIIE

1090.

PHIIAOELPHM ORCKESTeA

HEROIC MUSIC

: - L-1

1283.
OREF: CARMINA BURANA

AS A NEW MEMBER, YOU MAY HAVE

r

',l

The rEFIREBIRDrr

FOR

COMPLETE BALLET

ONLY
(o

if you joim the Club now -and agree to buy as
few as five selections duriing the coming twelve
months, from the more than 1000 to be offered

lw

1103.

1275.1276. Set Counts As 2 Selections

Special Offer!
This Deluxe 7- Record Set Counts
as 5 Selections

SERKIN

BEETHOVEN

THE

Saint- Saens:

BLUE

CARNIVAL of ANIMALS

Beethoven:
Symphony No.

DANUBE

3

"EROICA"

A Johann

BEETHOVEN'S
9 Symphonies
1462. 1463.1464. 1465.1466. "Taken

separately, the individual recordings are recommended without
qualification. As a set they stand
as near the pinnacle of perfection
as any human product ever can."
-San Francisco Chronicle
Not Available in 4Track Stereo Tape

CIRCLE

16

Orch.

Three Favorite Sonatas

Conducted and Narrated by

ORNARE

MOONUGHT PATHETIOUE
APPASSIONATA

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
N.Y. Philharmonic

Ir

1263.

Conducted by BRUNO WALTER

'no

Philadelphia

Strauss
Festival

1094.

MAHLER

BACH:

IVES

"Resurrection"
Symphony R,

3

BERNSTEIN

Philharmonics
Choir

VARIATIONS

GLENN GOULD, piano

Na. 2

B*«

New York

Westminster

THE GOLDBERG

Symphony

BRUNO

WALTER

1106.

1479.

Ir "I. ,InI

New York Philharmonic
l

1111.1112. Set Counts As 2 Selections
(Not Available in Stereo Tape)

1277. Not Available
in Stereo Tape

tit lit\.
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1267. Available
Regular Only
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SWAN
LAKE

CHOPIN:

RES PIGHI

TCHAIKOVSKY

THE FOUNTAINS OF ROME
THE PINES OF ROME

EUGENE ORMANDY
THE

Special Offer!

PHILADELPHIA 0RCNrSIRA

Ballet Suite

1102.

1320.

II STRAVINSKY

CONDUCTS

El

Last

Salon Mexico

Appalachian Spring

;

OF WAGN

1467-1468.

RACHMANINOFF

NEW YORK

6

PHILHARMONIC

1069.

"No other

Serenade

9

He

Tchaikovsky:

Philharmonic

'

a

fro

This Deluxe 4- Record Set
Counts as 3 Selections

nix

1472.

SER KIN

Stravinsky conducts

MENDELSSOHN
I

t

2

LE SACRE
DU
PRINTEMPS

BRAHMS'

_.

4 Symphonies

'a

-THE RITE
OF SPRING"

BRUNO WALTER
SIBIP

1476.

1469-1470-1471. This deluxe album also includes:

1280.

THE LORD'S PRAYER

Academic Festival Over-

SCHUBERT:
Symphonies Nos.

Volume II

ture; Tragic Overture;
Variations on a Theme
by Haydn. "This is a
monumental album!"
-New York Times

5

and 8 ( "UNFINISHED ")

AVE MARIA

BRUNO WALTER

,,.w.m

e

HAI LELUTAH, AMEN
COME, SWEET DEATH

Ic"r.unee,,,iand others

Not Available in 4 -Track Stereo Tape

MORMON TABERNACLE CHOIR

Ormandy

Philadelphia Ord,

1091.

1287.

MESSIAH
EUGENE

',- Air

Excerpts from

MIKROKOSMOS

CHOIR

cans,minal

1107 -1108. Set Counts As 2 Selections

i

Just mail the coupon
to receive your five
records or tapes

1270. Available in
Regular Only

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB, Dept. 229 -4
Terre Haute, Indiana
I accept your special offer and have written in the boxes at the right
the numbers of the five records I wish to receive for only $1.97 (or $2.97
if I select five 4 -track stereo tapes), plus a small mailing and handling

SEND ME THESE

FIVE SELECTIONS

(fill in numbers below)

charge.

Enroll me in the Classical Division, with the understanding that I may
select any of the other records for tapes) offered. I agree to purchase at
least five records (or tapes) from the more than 1000 to be offered In
the coming 12 months, at the regular Club price plus a small mailing
and handling charge. After fulfilling this agreement I may cancel my
membership. If. however, I wish to continue as a member in good
standing. I need purchase only 4 records (or tapes) a year, and for each
two selections I buy, I will receive another selection of my choice FREE.
Home

(Please Print)

First Name

Initial

Last Nance
SEND MY 5 SELECTIONS AND
ALL FUTURE SELECTIONS IN

Address

played
stereo record player

Terre Haute, Indiana

Send No Money

PLAYING HIS OWN WORKS

Orchestra
THE MORMON TABERNACLE

be

COLUMBIA RECORD CLUB

BELA
BARTOK
I

`.

ORMANDY

The Philadelphia

Zip
City

More than 1,750,000 families now belong
to the world's largest record club

If

State

Code

APO, FPO addressees.' write for special offer
CANADA: prices slightly higher; 1111 Leslie St., Don Mills, Ont.

you want this membership credited to an established Columbia or
Epic record dealer, authorized to accept subscriptions, fill in his name
and address here:

LColumbia

ID
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Philadelphia -S
Orci,.
Ormendy

1070.

-

only on

1273.1274. Set Counts 1s 2 Selections
(Not Available In Stereo Tape)

Special Offer!

NdR

THE WOLF

Piano Concertos Nos

1078. Not Available
in Stereo Tape

" f

Concerto

Leonard Bernstein
Y

Selections

Pieno

Prokofiev:
PETER AND

N

2

SERKINr-

NUTCRACKER
SUITE

-

NOTE: Stereo records most

.Pierrot Lunaire-

Oie Glutkliche Hand.
-Violin Conceno
lco r
w-

ORMANDY
Icocr,Marn7

-

...

Robert Craft Cond.

iPHILADELPHIA ORCO.

1104-1105. Set Counts As

--

-

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG

And Orchestra, K.191

Leonard Bernstein, Cond.

1195. Not Available
in Stereo Tape

1473.

rust or

'Concedo for Bassoon

York Philharmonie,

Here is a truly wonderful selection of classical recordings that belong in any collection! They are all
available in regular high- fidelity and in stereo . .
and most of them are also now available on 4 -track
stereo tape!
If you join the Columbia Record Club now, you
may have ANY FIVE of these superb records
in
your choice of regular high- fidelity or stereo ALL
FIVE for only $1.97 . .
. OR
if you prefer you may have ANY
FIVE of the selections available on 4 -track
stereo tape
ALL FIVE for only $2.97!
To receive the five recordings of your choice simply fill in and mail the coupon. Please be sure to
indicate whether you want your five selections (and
all future selections) on regular high- fidelity or stereo
records, or on 4 -track stereo tape.
How the club operates: Each month the Club's staff
of music experts selects outstanding recordings from
every field of music. These selections are fully described in the Club's entertaining and informative
music Magazine which you will receive free each
month. (If you choose to receive 4 -track stereo tapes,
you will receive the special Tape Magazine each
month, which describes scores of outstanding tape
selections.)
You may accept the morthly Classical selection
or take any of the wide variety of other recordings
offered in the Magazine ... or take no selection in
any particular month.
Your only membership obligation is to purchase
five records (or tapes) from the more than 1000 to be
offered in the Club Magazine during the coming 12
months
and you may discontinue membership at
any time thereafter. If you continue, you need buy
only four records (or tapes) a year to remain a
member in good standing.
Money- saving bonus plan. If you do wish to continue
as a member after fulfilling your enrollment agreement, you will receive
FREE - a record (or tape)
of your choice for every two additional selections
you buy.
The records you want are mailed and billed to you
at the regular Club price of $4.98 (Popular, $3.98),
plus a sma'l mailing and handling charge. Stereo
record are $1.00 more. And the 4 -track stereo tapes
you want are billed at the regular Club price of $7.95,
plus a small mailing and handling charge.

ras

Concerto for Flute

SZELL
Cleveland
Orchestra

Eugene Ormandy
Philadelphia Orch.

Minor

1303=0:11

1288.

And Orchestra,11313

No. 8

-

NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

MOZART

("CHORAL ")

SIBIA

D

Orchestra

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
E

SYMPHONY No.

in

Philadelphia

of

ORCHESTRA
EUGENE ORMANDY Cond.

Symphony

1480.

Symphony
Ormandy

Strings

1474.

HOROWITZ

.

1289.

FRANCK

THE PHILADELPHIA

BEETHOVEN

1068.

1478.
SHOSTAKOVITCH
SYMPHONY No. 5

T`I.

PHILHARMONIC
r p

The Sound of

SCHUBERT
SCRIABIN

FOUR CONCERTOS
LEONARD
BERNSTEIN
r.OUM A.
NEW YOU
PHILHARMONIC
ma Menu
IcoLuannal

Eugene

1101.

1084.

VIVALDI

EIN
HELDENLEBEN
(A Heros Life)

}It

Stringgs

Not Available in 4-Track Stereo Tape
N. Y

1475.

RICHARD
STRAUSS:

ORMANDY,
THE
PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA

conductor seems to give
himself to this music so
completely."
-N.Y. Herald Trib.

Piano Concerto No. 2
BERNSTEINENTREMONT

Philadelphia Orchestra
ORMANDY

C

-..r

LEONARD BERNSTEIN

The

SCARLATTI
SCHUMANN

1098.

TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony No. 5

BRUNO WALTER

1093.

1279.

SOUND

Philadelphia
Orchestra

Symphonies

N.Y. Philharmonic

THE GLORIOUS.°

OR MANDV

MOZART'S

STRAVINSKY

"NEW WORLD"
SYMPHONY (No.5)

1321.

CONDUCTS

COPLAND

WALTER/ DVORAK

Suites from
Sylvia, Coppella

This Deluxe 3- Record Set
Counts as 2 Selections

A,a
BERNSTEIN

Rhapsody in Blue
An American in Paris

Les Sylphides

DELIBES: .:

Records Distribution Corp., 1944 824/F64
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(check one)

Regular high -fidelity
records
Stereo records
4 -track stereo tapes
82-6K

65 -6K
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"the only
automatic . . . for
finest systems

AUTHORitatively Speaking
Now on the music staff of the New York
Herald Tribune and a member of this
journal's panel of record reviewers, Eric
Salzman has combined in his quarter century career (said career, we hasten
to add, began, with violin lessons, when
he was barely out of kindergarten) the
roles of composer, critic, conductor, and
performer. In all these guises his particular interest has been in the field of
old music and contemporary music
which fact perhaps accounts for the special insight he brings to his portrayal
(p. 24) of Robert Craft, whose own endeavors have been largely along the same
lines. We might add that Mr. Salzman
is being the subject of widespread congratulations these days as a recent recipient of a Ford Foundation grant; he
will soon take a sabbatical, but we have
his assurances that it will not exclude

-

to reduce the
`superiority' of manuals
from fact to fiction."

...bids fair

The American Record Guide, Jan. 1964

All the experts agree:
"... will function as well as any good separate tone -

HIGH FIDELITY.

We suspect that our good friend R. D.
Darrell may justifiably feel that his activities are far too well known to need
celebrating in this column. Therefore
we shall not say (and nobody need think

arm ... the most compliant cartridges, operating at
the lowest forces for which they are designed, can
be used ..." HiFi /Stereo Review, January, 1964
full' capable of operating with a !racking force of
.

.

we've forgotten our Marcus Tullius
Cicero!) that Mr. Darrell has been a record reviewer since 1926, a reviewer of
prerecorded tape since its inception, a
pioneer in the propagation of the concept of high fidelity, and the author of
countless periodical articles and a number of books for music listeners. As for
his current contribution herein ( "Organs
Without Pipes," p. 27), Mr. Darrell tells
us that he first became interested in electronic instruments when he wrote, for
the Phonograph Monthly Review in 1930,
a report on the Theremin. As we've implied, no development in the musical arts
has escaped R.D.D.'s exploration.

grants, as rated. The trip mechanism operated tI O%'Ics,l at this tune, with nn cNidcnie uf,ide thrust on the
cartridge ..... Llerhnnit, Ihorfrl, March, 1961
tracked perfectly well with the table tilted to
0.:5

almost 90', with warped records and with eccentric
means that the arm is balanced in all
records
planes ... the ability to vary speed is a real asset."

...

Audio, November, 1063
".
variations in line voltage, as well as in the
number of records placed on the turntable, had
eery little effect on the speed, so that speed accuracy and speed coi istalicy ( tinder a wide range of
operating conditions were truly excellent." High
Fidelity, November, I96.3
I can drive a pair of AR3 speakers with full
bass boost on the amplifier and still not hear objectionable turntable rumble. (When I try this with
most record changers, they make a sound like a
subway rolling through my living room.)" Popular
Science, February, 1964.
.

.

)

,

From overseas there comes to us this
month an essay from one of our favorite
British authors, Peter J. Pirie. We're
very happy to think that Mr. Pirie's brief
in favor of mens salta (see "Fie Upon
Freud!" p. 31) may set a small kettle
boiling. We're also happy to have the
opportunity of correcting here the fin pression of Mr. P. we once drew in these
pages, when we wrote of a "very English
Englishman" apparently leading a life
of quiet communion with nature in "a
Sussex village." It seems this description
was a good deal more fanciful than factual: the Sussex village turns out to be
a suburb of a heavily industrialized Channel port; the archetypal Englishman, a
convinced internationalist of strongly
anti -Establishment bent. It is true, however, that Mr. Pirie has long been engaged in a campaign on behalf of English music, and takes a rightful pride in
its recent revival by the BBC and British
record makers. In particular he's pleased
by the renascence for Arnold Bax -and
asks that Americans please take note.

.

Complete reprints of these sense/Mao/ reviews are yours
for the asking. Better yet, see the Dual 1009 demonstrated
CO vnur audio dealer. An outstanding slue at $99.50

DUAL 1009

Auto/ Professional Turntable

and its extraordinary tonearm
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Alll

Just two months ago one of our New
York correspondents was privileged to
have an interview with the Swiss -born
tenor Hugues Cuenod (May, p. 22), and
we thereby lost our prerogative of introducing here the author of the reminiscences of Mary Garden which appear in
this issue on p. 36. We therefore simply
mention that M. Cuenod followed his
spring visit in this country with a trip to
Rome to sing in Nozze di Figaro, with
a series of recitals on the Continent, and
with a commitment to appear at the
Glyndebourne Festival.

DUAL
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from this day on,
Audiotape will have
a new formula.
A formula unmatched
by any other magnetic tape.
Greater uniformity.
Greater sensitivity.
Greater durability.
Greater clarity.
Greater range.
Hearing is Believing.
Try a reel of
today's most remarkable tape.
New Audiotape!
auctiotape
Newt

pERfORMÓpMLA

..,,ÿ..,d.

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 235 East 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Outperforms Finest Vacuum Tube Units

NEW SCOTT 312

SOLID STATE

No1LS

FM
TUNER
...

FROM

yet it's only $259.95!

oux
CORRUPOWNIEWft

Scott announces a top - performing
solid -state FM stereo tuner at a
modest price ... a no- compromise
tuner that exceeds the performance
of conventional tube units
it's
factory -guaranteed for 2 full years.
Not just a redesigned unit, the Scott
312 incorporates an entirely new
approach to tuner circuit design:

...

PARIS

"Flat -Line Limiting" circuits assure
quiet, noise -free FM reception, impervious to outside electrical interference. There's actually less than
1 db difference in
tuner output
whether you listen to a strong local
station or a weak distant one.

-in

S C OTT°

226-07
Dep
H. H. SCOTT, INC.
111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.
Please rush me complete information
and specifications on the new Scott 312
FM solid -state tuner, plus Scott's full color 24 -page Guide to Custom Stereo
for 1964.

Name
Address

City
Zip

Export: H. H. Scott International, 111 Powder mill Road, Maynard, Mass. Cable HIFI Canada:
Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto

II

boyish -looking man
Roland Douatte. For the past fifteen years he has
appeared frequently at concerts and on
radio and television programs as the director of his own chamber orchestra.
which specializes in pre -1800 works and
which he calls. in honor of the group
created by Telemann and led by Bach,
the Collegium Musicum de Paris. Since
1960 he has been the president. business
manager, and a & r man of Critère, the
youngest and perhaps most scholarly of
French disc makers. Still only forty three, he has a reputation as a musicologist. And he is the owner of what must
be the most extraordinary private zoo in
the country.
The Critère catalogue has from the
beginning included interesting baroque
compositions. along with a bit of Schoenberg and such unusual items as the music
for Racine's Esther. Douatte has now
added a monument: all of Bach's fourteen harpsichord concertos (five records,
available separately). presented with a
total of twenty -one album -size pages of
notes
fact, a small book by several
learned hands. The principal soloist is
Ruggero Gerlin. and the orchestra, of
course, is the Collegium Musicum, conducted by its founder.
In several ways (I'll get to the zoo in
a moment) the recording is evidence of
a tradition which will soon be forty
years old. Gerlin. who is a Venetian with
a Milan background. began his connection with Paris in the Twenties, when he
came here to become one of Wanda
Landowska's most brilliant and ardent
disciples. Now a vigorous, black- haired,
honors-laden sixty -five, he is still spreading the Landowskan influence, less frequently on the concert circuit but very
actively on European discs and as a professor at the Chigiana Academy in
Siena. And he has kept his link with
France. Performing with him in some of
the Bach concertos are four French
harpsichordists who have studied with
him at Siena: Huguette Dreyfus, Nicole
Hénon, Michaèle Tedeschi, and Blandine
named

Exclusive "Comparatron" provides
foolproof silent automatic stereo
switching. Momentary changes in
signal strength will not cause stereo
to switch in and out as do ordinary
automatic devices.

State

Residents of France
who like old music
and exotic animals are
becoming increasingly
aware of a tall. bony,

J

Verlet. The other soloists are the flutists
Michel Debost and Maxence Larrieu,
and the young violinist Régis Pasquier.
After a Salle Gaveau concert celebrating the completion of the project, I
found Douatte relaxed and ready to talk
about his several interests. The zoo?
"That." he said, "is my grand passion,
along with music. It's on some property
I have south of Bordeaux. I am thinking
of expanding my collection, which is
now up to eighty -monkeys, birds of
prey, goats, astrakhan sheep, African
porcupine, South American guanaco, a
Shetland pony, mouflon from North
Africa. Except for the rams sometimes,
they all have good dispositions, the monkeys in particular."
We returned to Bach. Since the harpsichord is no longer. strictly speaking, a
revived instrument. but has begun a new
evolution. and since both Gerlin and
Douatte are interested in historical accuracy. sound had been a problem.
"Finally." Douatte said. "we got four of
the 'Bach' models manufactured by the
Neupert firm in Bamberg, and installed
them in the Maronite church here in
Paris for the recording sessions. The reverberation times in this building are

naturally right."
Tempo? "I let Gerlin decide, because
of his experience, and I liked his decisions -even though in a particular
movement I might myself have gone a
little faster. Bach was not really austere,
not at all an old bonnet de nuit. He had
his gay and lyrical aspect. Of course you
have to let that relentless rhythm pile
tip. It is part of the life in his music.
But he winks at you every so often. He
is Latin as well as German, and quite
Italian in these concertos. I have been
reminded of Corelli during our recording
sessions."
How had he, Douatte. become so interested in older music? "At first, as a
young conductor, I was simply looking
for something different to play. Then I
found myself caught up in it, and spent
a good part of six years doing some research. Of course, in all this I am in
agreement with the taste of our times.
Nineteenth -century music, for all its
greatness, has a dream quality. The older

Continued on page 12
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Manita de Plata listens to the playback of

a

stereo master tape which will become "Flamenco Legend" (Connoisseur

first playtime* after the recarrling
guitarist Manila de I'liita listens to
throt, li AIE ':s

CS

263). The speakers are

üirn.ielf

Connoisseur Society makes stereo records in 12 -inch 45 rpm LP's, of the very highest quality.
Connoisseur engineers recently made a European tour, taking their recording equipment with them. They recorded
Flamenco Legend (Connoisseur CS 263) with Manita de Plata in Arles, France, where this photo was taken.

Recording engineers make critical decisions on the basis of the playback sound achieved on locatior. Artificial
coloration in the monitor loudspeakers provides false clues to work with, and tends to perpetuate itself inversely in the
record. Connoisseur engineers chose AR -3 speakers as producing the sound most faithful to the tape.
The AR -3 ($203

-

-

$225, depending on finish) and the lower -cost AR -2a ($109
$128) are often used professionally
because of their high quality, but they are primarily designed for the home. AR -3 speakers were selected for the top
stereo systems described by three magazines the September 1963 Popular Science, the Fall 1963 Bravo,

-

and the 1964 edition of Hi -Fi /Tape Systems.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.,

A

five -year guarantee covers any repair costs, including freight.

24 Thorndike Street,
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music -and some contemporary work
has more reality."
Critère discs are distributed in Europe
by Philips. and some -by no means all
have been selected by Westminster for
distribution in the United States.
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...erery tinte you capture the
magnificent world of full fidelity
sound on tape.
Taped sound retains full fidelity cren
yours to
after hundreds of playbacks
on VIKING tupe comenjoy always
ponents, naturally.

...

.

.

.

VIKING invests you with unlimited rcrsatilit!/ to record lire
programs or off the air including F.M. multiplex, duplicate,
put sound on sound and edit with perfect ease.
A

-

ultimate
Retro-inatic O70
performance with tomorrow's

features for discriminating
audiophiles and professionals
only.
Two - directional playback, quarter track
stereo at two speeds. "Feather- touch" push
buttons, remote control, 12 watt amplifier,
simultaneous record /playback with 20 -25,000 cps frequency response. Independent
channel controls, "luma- touch" record buttons and illuminated VU meters. Photo
electric run -out sensor, four heads, hysteresis capstan motor plus two reel drive
motors and digital counter. Superbly styled
with stainless steel face plate this compact
operates vertically or horizontally.

Beatrice Lillie, who
plays the bicycle -riding medium in High
NEW YORK
Spirits
(a
musical
adaptation of Noël
Coward's Blithe Spirit), made her way
presumably by car -out to a studio in
Long Island one Sunday not long ago
to conjure up a manifestation or two
before the microphones of ABC Paramount Records. It was the company's
first original -cast recording, and they
could hardly have chosen better: Miss
illie's Madame Arcati (quaffing brandy,
whenever offered, with a dauntless cry
of "Why not! ") and Tammy Grimes's
arsenic -and- old -ectoplasm representation
of the recalled spirit constitute what is
certainly one of the rarer female pairings on Broadway. And the songs of
Hugh Martin and Timothy Gray, as my
evening in the theatre had convinced me.
capture the essence of the goings -on
with high style.

-

I

88 Stereo Compact-for con noisseurs of the fine things
in high fidelity stereo sound.
Two speed tape recorder with choice of
half or quarter track stereo. Three new
type hyperbolic heads -no more old fashioned pressure pads. New design amplifier
with excellent 30- 18,000 cps frequency response, lets you monitor off the tape with
"A - B" comparison switch. Independent
channel controls and VU meters, two motors, record indicator light, counter, automatic tape shut -off. With its attractive,
brushed aluminum face panel, the 88 Compact fits any installation for vertical or
horizontal operation.

-

One -take Lillie, they call her.
I- illie, first on the recording

Miss

-

w

1

Put Command Performance at tort, ring, tips
made by skitlerl .Hitt irntt
tape components
t

?:t ¡1
,e

nth

i71í1 -A "G

everf(vntrr,t.

Tape recorders, transports, cartridge players -even for your car or boat
at reputable high fidelity dealers most everywhere.

-

Your assurance

'riding

of Quality in
Tape Components

OF MINNEAPOLIS, INC.
9600 Aldrich Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55420

schedule, suggested the figure and the
movement of a boy of twelve as she
took her place at the mike. She was
clad in trim black slacks, an emerald green silk mandarin jacket, black patent leather boots borrowed from Act I, a
pill-box hat (or perhaps one should
say the pill -box hat) executed in the
same substance as the boots, and several
ards of heads. She was as indomitable
at the mike as on stage, and put so much
lint into a song called Something Is
C'onting to Tea that the engineers had
to call a halt while she removed some of
the heads. which had set to rattling.
The first take went swimmingly,
though Miss Lillie's only comment, as
she listened with a somewhat bemused
expression to the playback, was "It can't

Continued on page 14
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Now, it's safe to buy one
Maybe you're the conservative type. Or just patient. You've wanted to
buy a transistor amplifier. You know about their extraordinary peak
power delivery. And that there is no known limit to the operating life of
a transistor. Ponder that last. Output transistors don't go out of balance.
They don't `soften' or change after a few hours of use. The performance
of a transistor amplifier does not deteriorate gradually as you use it. If
only you could be sure that they would work.
Well, relax. The KLH Model Sixteen does. It works. And works. And
works. Plug in a program source and turn the gain up full. Short the
speaker cables or pull the speaker plugs out. You couldn't burn this
one out if you tried. Not without resorting to a blowtorch. The reason you can't is that KLH has developed a unique electronic circuit
which eliminates the need for fuses, circuit breakers, or elaborate

countdown procedures.
So you can stop worrying and start buying. Just think what a bargain it
is to get 70 watts, 100 watts or 200 watts (the wide -band steady state,

music or peak power ratings of the Model Sixteen) at only 219.95.* If
you want the specs, you've only to write and ask us. But we'd rather use
this space to tell you this: the Model Sixteen sounds, while playing music
at the same relative levels heard in the concert hall, indistinguishable
from any high quality stereophonic amplifier in its power category,
regardless of cost.

Now, it's safe to buy one.

"Slightly higher in the west

KLH designed it. KLH builds it,
KLH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Hill
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the new look of

KENWOOD

Continued from page 12
that loud!" The recording team was
jubilant. but she refused to be flattered:
"One -take Lillie, they call me. Wait until
they hear the rest." The rest went with
the same high radiation of energy, and
watching Miss Lillie render a verse such
as this (in a paean to her bicycle)
"With the flick of a wrist
I can turn, I can twist,
I can lurch, I can list, I can fly"
is the next best thing to beholding her on
be

-

that Raleigh on stage. "Of course it took
me no time at all to decide to be in the
show," she told me. "I think some of
Noël Coward's best things are in Blithe

Spirit." And who should know better?

Distinguished! This new Kenwood chassis for connoisseurs
with all -new circuitry designed only for those who appreciate highest performance. The fact that Kenwood is solid
state with a new look isn't the only big news. Years of
research by Kenwood's master engineers have provided
many special circuitries and features for the ultimate in
reliability and performance. Ask your high fidelity dealer
for a demonstration and then ask the price.

YOU CAN NOW PAY LESS AND ENJOY
THE QUALITY OF HIGHEST PRICED UNITS

1

I

0ic
MODEL TK-500 ALL TRANSISTOR
AUTOMATIC FM STEREO TUNER

A

MODEL TK -400 ALL TRANSISTOR
STEREO AMPLIFIER

FEW OF THE MANY KENWOOD FEATURES

MODEL KT -10
All transistor tuner, preamplifier, main amplifier
on a single chassis.
Automatic circuit breaker
protects transistors.
Instant stereo indicator.
Output and Input

transformerless circuit.
Direct tape monitor
system.
SCA noise eliminator.
Total 40 watts music
power (IHF Standard)

MODEL TK -500

Automatic relay
switching between FM
multiplex stereo and
monaural modes.
Instant stereo indicator.
Inter-station muting

circuit eliminates
inter-station noise.
SCA noise eliminator.
Stereo and tape
record output.

MODEL TK -400
All- transistor preamplifier and main

amplifier on

a single
chassis.
Automatic circuit
breaker protects
transistors.
Output and input
transformerless circuit.
Direct tape monitor
system.
Total 80 watts music
power (IHF Standard).

See the complete line of Kenwood receivers, tuners, amplifiers and

accessories at your high fidelity dealer, or write direct for descriptive catalogue to:

KENWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC.
Los Angeles Office:
3700 S. Broadway Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007, ADams

2 -7217

New York Office: 212 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010, Murray Hill 6 -1590

Blithe spirit Tammy Grimes.
I forget who remarked of Tammy
Grimes, at the time of The Unsinkable
Molly Brown, that she sang as if she
had a jaw full of Novocain. I was pleased
to note on this occasion that the dose
still holds. Behind dark glasses as big
as windshields, which she periodically
boosted with one finger, Miss Grimes
herself was almost hidden. But the voice,
ranging from a purring sotto voce to a
peal like a trumpet, unquestionably ranks
her as one of the most beguiling spirits
to have returned in many a day. On
stage, Miss Grimes floats airily most of
the time; in the studio she had to stay
fixed, but she compensated for the relative immobility by coiling up and unwinding as she sang like a spring in slow
motion, all with a sense of rhythm that
a dancer might envy.
It's a wonderful musical, and I hope
this particular Madame Arcati and the
spirit she summoned from the other
world will linger on Broadwey for a
S.F.
long time.
In prewar days public
concerts were rightly
regarded as a true inLONDON
dex to the activities of
London's orchestras.
but the record industry and the coming of
long -play upset all that. In effect. the
orchestral scene here today is like an
iceberg, which shows only a third of its

Continued on page 16
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The new Empire Grenadier
Let's you sit anywhere Hear everything

1. Mass loaded woofer with floating suspension and four inch voice coil.
2. Sound absorbent rear loading.
3. Die -Cast Mid Frequency -High Frequency
Full Dispersion Acoustic Lens.
4. Polyester Laminate surface.
5. Ulitra -Sonic Domed Tweeter.
6. Full presence mid Range Direct Radiator.
7. Totally damped acoustic fibre enclosure.
8. World's largest speaker ceramic magnet structure (18 lbs.).
9. Front loaded Horn with 360° aperture

throat.
10. Terminals concealed underneath.

In the exciting new Empire Grenadier you have the first speaker system
designed and engineered for stereophonic sound. Three acoustic lenses allow
you to enjoy phenomenal stereo separation and the highest fidelity of music
anywhere in the room. Speaker placement becomes non -critical.
Its exclusive sonic -column, totally rigid without resonance, approaches acoustically flat frequency response. Sound level and tone remain constant.
And that's not all Its unique combination of electrical and acoustical cross-

-

overs and cutoffs avoid woofer cone break -ups and mid -range response dips,

thus making the Grenadier

virtually free from distortion.
Being decorator -designed, the
Grenadier goes with most any
decor
fits in corners or
against walls ... a truly beautiful and functional achievement of sight and sound.
If you haven't already, visit
your hi fi dealer today, see and
hear the new Empire Grenadier
unlike any speaker you've
.

-

.

.

ever seen

...unlike any

speaker you've ever heard.

"World's Most Perfect High Fidelity Components"
Empire Scientific Corp.

845 Stewart Ave.. Garden C+ty. L. I.. N. Y. / Export: EMEC. Plainview. L. I.. N. Y.

e

1\1

L

Canada, Empire Scientific Corp.. Ltd.. 1476 Eglmgton West, Toronto

enjoy manual turntable performance -automatically
Your Miracord handles cartridges other automatics can't manage;
tracks them automatically at stylus force settings recommended for
manuals. It performs gently to bring out the best in your records,
and preserves their quality for long-lasting enjoyment. Moreover, the
Miracord is the only automatic available with hysteresis motor and
with FEATHERTOUCH push buttons. At your high '
1 N
fidelity dealer, or write to Benjamin Electronic
CPR C0
Sound Corp., 80 Swaim Street Westbury, N.Y.

BENoAM
MIFîAC
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real bulk above water. Only a small part
of London's orchestral work is visible
in the concert hall. Recording studios
hide the greater part, and consequently
provide most of the orchestral players'
income. This simple fact. hardly realized
by the concert -going or record -buying
public. is of paramount importance in
any discussion of London's present orchestral discontents. about which there
has been universal confusion during the
past season.
One of the chief locales for this "invisible" orchestral employment is Kings a final
way Hall, and it was there
session devoted to the Queen of the
Night aria-that Otto Klemperer completed recording Mozart's Die Zarrherfliite three months ago. Neither the
Queen (Lucia Poppe) nor the other members of Angel's starry cast were in the
news, but the orchestra was. Headlines
were made by Walter Legge's announcement that the impossibility of maintaining high artistic standards" compelled
him to withdraw his support from the
Philharmonia Orchestra. of which he
was founder and artistic director.
"An autocrat bows out with dignity,"
read the Obse'rver's valedictory fanfare.
Conveniently but unjustly forgetting postwar standards achieved by the London
Philharmonic Orchestra under Victor de
Sabata. and by the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra under Sir Thomas Beecham.
and glossing over the undoubted present
superiority of the London Symphony
Orchestra over all its rivals. the article
virtually credited Walter Legge with
London's orchestral salvation through:
(a) the creation of the Philharmonia Orchestra. lb) the engagement of Karajan
and, after him, Klemperer to conduct it.
What the article did not mention was
that all this was paid for and only made
possible through recording engagements.
A week later. the Sunday Time.s's estimate of the royalties paid by the recording company to the Philharmonia office
as £30,000 annually came as a surprise,

-at
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HOW FAR WRONG CAN YOU GO FOR $1 A YEAR!
Eager to sell. buy or swap used high fidelity speakers,
amplifiers, cartridges, turntables, tuners, records, etc.?
Turn to our monthly bulletin: The BUY- SELL -orSWAP NEWSLETTER.
If you want to SELL-classified listings of used equipment and records cost only $1 per ad -limit 30 words
including name and address. No dealer ads accepted.
If you want to BUY -lots of bargains offered in the
50 or more ads that appear here every month. Subscription price: only $1 a year!

If you're audio- minded, how far wrong can you go for
$1? Fill in and mail the form below today!
Enclosed is my payment for $

HIGH FIDELITY, Dept. CE
Great Barrington, Mass.

Start my subscription to your BSS
Newsletter with the next issue. (Only $1)

copies, 60 cents.
Change of address notices and undelivered
copies (Form 3579) should be addressed to

Address
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7.
Published monthly by The Billboard
Publishing Co.. publisher at Billboard,
Vend. Amusement Business. American Artist, Modern Photography. and the Carnegie
Hall Program. Telephone: Great Barrington
1300. !Member Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Editorial correspondence should be addressed to The Editor. High Fidelity. Great
Barrington. Mass.. 111230. Editorial contributions .v lit be ""elcomed. Payment for articles
accepted will be arranged prior to publication. Unsolicited manuscripts should be
accompanied by return postage.
Subscriptions: Subscriptions should be addressed to High Fidelity. Great Barrington.
Mass.. 01230. Subscription rates: Anywhere
on Earth, 1 year, $7; 2 years, $13; 3 years.
$17. Single

Name

City

Insert the following 30 -word advertisement (including name and address) in
the next issue of the BSS Newsletter.
(Type or print plainly.) ($1)
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How can the new
XP -5 speaker
be this small, cost
only $4950 and still
sound like a Fisher?
9'

10'

20

It's far from easy. It requires a bona
fide advancement of the state of the art.
And that's precisely what Fisher engineers have accomplished.
The new Fisher XP -5 is the first
`compact' in the loudspeaker field that
doesn't sound like one -in fact, as well
as in claim. Its bass is round and solid,
very close to that of the largest speaker
systems and free of artificial correctives
like shaping networks that alter the
bass output of the amplifier. Its treble
has a smooth, rich texture and a genuine `see- through' quality. It is the millennium: a moderately priced one cubic -foot speaker that sounds like a
Fisher
The most important part of the secret
is in the woofer. This is an 8" unit with
a magnet structure weighing 21
!

OVERSEAS RESIDENTS

pounds, a flux density of 12,500 gauss
and a totally new suspension system
utilizing a long-throw inverted half roll surround. The free-air resonance
is at 25 cps, an almost incredible figure
for an 8" driver. The completely enclosed baffle is heavily damped with

AcoustiGlas packing. The result is
fundamental bass response down to 34
cps, without doubling.
The 21/2" tweeter has a new low mass cone made of a combination of
the usual fibrous material plus a special polyurethane foam, resulting in
peak -free response out to 20,000 cps,
without coloration. The LC -type crossover network uses low -loss air -core
inductors.
The Fisher XP -5 is without question
the first loudspeaker system of its size

PLEASE WRITE TO EISHER RA010 INTERNATIONAL,

INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y. 11101. CANADIAN

that will satisfy even the most demanding audio perfectionist. It can be unhesitatingly recommended for all applications where space is at a premium.
Price, in oiled walnut, $54.50. In unfinished birch, $49.50. (Slightly higher
in the Far West.)

r-FREE:

Mail this coupon
for your free copy of the
Fisher technical fact booklet on speakers plus the
XP -5 technical fact sheet.

-

FISHER

SFEA1H SYSTEMS

TEC.MpCAL PACT SOEWLET

Fisher Radio Corporation
21-40 44th Drive
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101
Name
Address

LCity

State

01710

I

ENTS WRITE TO TRI.TEL ASSOCIATES, LTD., WILLOWDALE, ONT.
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-kits -

A bit of skill with a screwdriver
a pair of Bozak speaker- cabinet

Bozak

that's the formula for the perfection
of Bozak Sound at a sensible saving.

speaker- cabinet

Fabulous stereo in cabinets styled
with timeless distinction reward your
choice of 8 -4000, Symphony No. 1,
for a larger music system. Smaller
music systems gain a pure, robust
voice and enduring good style with
B -300 or three -way 8 -302A Bozaks
in Urban or Early American cabinets.

kits

for the
perfectionist

The new Bozak speaker- cabinet

kits comprise the same parts,
the same quality, as the
factory- assembled enclosures.
They go together easily and are
a tribute to your skill
and good taste. See your
Franchised Bozak Dealer,
or write for his name
and a copy of our catalog.

DARIEN /CONN /06821
CIRCLE
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Video Tape at Fairchild. Ever since Ampex introduced its television tape recorder
in 1956, many of us have speculated on
the eventual combining of sight and
sound elements in form and cost suitable
for the average home. Such a system
could serve many amateur interests. of
which a relevant one, from our standpoint, would be to implement a "total
perception concept" for serious adult fare
-operas, musicals, dramas. and so on.
Promise of such a system has been
rumored for some time; recently we
witnessed a demonstration of one at Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, Syosset, Long Island, New York.
Company spokesmen emphasized that
the equipment being shown was not yet
a marketable product. Rather, it was a
prototype built to demonstrate the new
technique. They did feel, however, that
eventually a machine could be manufactured (by others; Fairchild does not plan
to produce this equipment itself) to retail
for "well under $500."
What we saw at Fairchild was a neatly
styled tape deck fitted into a console that
also housed a commercial television receiver. Programs that had been taped
off the air, and others that were taken
live with a new Fairchild camera. were
played through the set. The presentation
was enjoyable and the system's technology seemed to us viable. There were, of
course, the inevitable bugs of a new system. The picture occasionally had a
trace of snow and some jitters. The sound
in general lacked a full "high end" and
at times was marred by a buzz. These
faults -which Fairchild attributed to the
quality of the programs that had been
taped. and to an admitted need for further improvement and /or adjustment of
the equipment -did not detract from the
favorable impression made by the new
medium. What seemed most noteworthy
was the very fact of its accomplishment,
albeit in terms subject to refinement.
The deck runs at a speed of 120 inches
per second, using 1/4-inch -wide tape. The
system is four -track, and a single track
carries both video and audio information. When the tape runs out in one
direction, the machine automatically reverses it and continues to play in the
opposite direction. An eleven -inch reel
thus can offer one hour of uninterrupted
programming. There is, at present. a
7- second loss of signal at the instant of
reversal; this is the time it takes for the
tape to come up to full speed. A color
picture, which necessitates using another
track, would reduce total playing time
JULY 1964
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by half. Stereophonic sound could be
multiplexed onto the same track now
used for monochrome video and mono-

phonic audio.
The Fairchild recorder is fitted with
a record head and a playback head.
According to its designer, Wayne Johnson, it is at present impractical to include
an erase head, and so tapes made on the
machine can be erased only with a separate bulk eraser. An azimuth adjustment permits tapes made on one model
to be played on another. While examining the system. we were told that the
transport mechanism is built of standard
parts, although the circuitry ( "we let the
electronics do all the work ") is complex,
using fifty transistors. Eventually, Fairchild hopes to reduce this number to
about thirty -five.
We asked about the compatibility of
the video system with existing television
sets. The new device, we were told,
could be regarded as an "attachment"
that would mate with most TV receivers,
although the interconnections required
might be too complicated for the average
do- it-yourselfer. It would not, in other
words, be as simple to hook up as an
audio tape recorder, and as a rule. "wired
TV sets would be easier to adapt to it
than printed-circuit sets." One view expressed was that many video recorders
would be sold as optional equipment with
new TV sets.
The heads used in the new machine
have an estimated life of 1,500 hours: a
replacement head is expected to cost $15
to $20 and should be about as easy to
change as an audio recorder head. The
bandwidth of the video signal is. at
present. 2 megacycles, which results generally in the kind of picture seen on a
good TV set showing a good print of a
movie. The picture we saw at the demonstration seemed quite satisfactory in
terms of contrast and definition. although by way of referring this bandwidth to others we note that a commercial broadcast video recorder can handle
4.2 megacycles, and Ampex has made
some recorders for color TV in Europe
that have as high as a 6- megacycle bandwidth. The audio potential of the Fairchild (obviously not being fully exploited for the demonstration) was stated
as covering from 30 to 15.000 cycles.
A major question concerns the tape
to be used. So far, the best pictures have
been obtained with using instrumentation
tape, the coating of which has a higher
resolution than that of audio tape -the
oxide particles are tinier and more dense-

ly packed. Not only does this tape provide better signals, but the oxide is less

prone to rub off against heads and other
delicate parts of the tape machine. At
present. such tape costs upwards of $30
for a 101 -inch reel; the kind used in
most of Fairchild's demonstration ranged
from $40 to $50 a reel. Plainly, either
the system's own technology would have
to be modified to permit using lower cost
tapes, or -what Fairchild feels is more
probable -an increased demand for high
resolution tape could reduce its cost.

Maintenance: A New Approach? Most
technicians will insist that it is either
illusion, or susceptible to logical explanation -but we must describe a situation
that has perplexed us, and other of our
acquaintance, for some time. You take
a stereo system that begins to show signs
of trouble: a bit of distortion every now
and then, an intermittent noise, an apparent loss of bass or treble, the intrusion of something spurious on one channel. and so on. You check the system
step by step -substituting other components, playing your program sources
on your friend's system, asking visitors
to listen with you to your system.
Nothing, however, either pinpoints the
trouble or eliminates it. Then. one day,
you have a hearty breakfast and proceed
to dismantle the system completely.
Every cable is unplugged from every
chassis. speaker leads are disconnected,
power cords are pulled out, the cartridge
is removed from the arm, the components
themselves are removed from wherever
they are installed and placed on the floor.
You stop short of removing tape heads
and pulling knobs off control shafts.
Methodically, you next reassemble and
reinstall the whole system, as if you had
just acquired it. You turn it on. and lo!
sounds beautiful: the trouble has
disappeared. "Who can explain it; who
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can tell you why ?"
We are quite certain that we cannot,
but we are equally certain that this sort
of thing does happen. It has, in fact,
happened to us twice in the past three
years; we have had reports of similar
shenanigans from others. So the phenomenon is documented, if not proved.
To thousands of perplexed stereo owners,
then. who may be plagued by unknown
audio bugs, we recommend the tear -itdown and put -it-together -again technique;
to science and engineering we bequeath
a new mystique, perhaps some day to be
understood, measured. and known -may
the Eisenberg Effect.
we hope

-as
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NOTES FROM
OUR CORRESPONDENTS
Continued from page 16
and not least to the orchestral players
who make music as a team under that
name. The additional knowledge that
the recording companies will now no
longer pay royalties as such to any
orchestral institution provided them with
a possible explanation of why their
founder and artistic director believes
that the time has come for them to disband. Regretting his decision, and with
democratic rather than autocratic dignity, the players have decided to continue
their corporate existence as a "new"
Philharmonia Orchestra. They have the
support of Klemperer and of the record
manufacturers, and the good will of the
public. But Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (in
private life, Mrs. Walter Legge) withdrew from a Verdi Requiem she was
scheduled to sing with them under
Giulini at the Royal Festival Hall on
April 26.

real FM
authorities
agree , . .

Limited Accommodations. The builders
are now in complete possession of that
much-discussed auditorium on the south
bank of the Thames. Work in connection
with the new approaches and enlarged
foyers will keep it closed until the grand
reopening on February 1, 1965. The
lack of comparable accommodation is
bound to hamper public orchestral activity in London during the coming winter.
With commendable foresight, the London
Symphony Orchestra has chosen the period when the Royal Festival Hall will
be closed to go on a world tour. It will
be making the American concert circuit
in the fall, with Georg Solti and Colin
Davis sharing the podium. This will be
the orchestra's first visit to the United
States in fifty -two years.

for the best seat in the house .. .
you need a FINCO AWARD WINNING
FM ANTENNA
O

Guarantee yourself the best seat in the house for
tonight's FM concert . . . install a fidelity -phased
FINCO FM antenna. Dept. HF.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
Bedford, nhio
"See your local FINCO dealer or write for catalog 20- 213."

A Suffolk Herring. Benjamin Britten's
comic opera Albert Herring has been
very successfully recorded by Decca/
London under the composer's direction.
The sessions took place not in a London
studio but, at Britten's request, in the
Jubilee Hall at Aldeburgh, the small
town on the Suffolk coast where he lives
and presides over an annual festival. It
is a sign of his eminence and of the
unique position he occupies in British
music that the record company was impelled to wait on his pleasure in East
Anglia rather than he on theirs in the

metropolis.
Undoubtedly, practical wisdom rather
than personal pride dictated his choice.
Not only is the story of Albert Herring
set in the neighborhood, but members
of an orchestra transplanted that distance
from London for a week are unlikely
to attempt other, possibly disturbing,
engagements during the same period.
Britten's wishes have ensured concentration and continuity as well as an authentic atmosphere for his sessions.
FELIX
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contained music system. FM multiplex,

Enjoy the CONCORD 550 -4, the qual-

ity tape recorder that puts life into
recorded stereo sound... adds the pro-

fessional touch to your own recording
and playback. Exclusive Trans -A -Track

gets you in on the act, records while
you sing -or -play -along with your favor-

ite artists. Use with amplofiers and
speakers of

a

stereo and lour track monaural record-

life

of the,

party

hi -fi system or as a self-

CORPORATION 809 North Cahuenga Bled., Dept.

with the help of the 550 -4's advanced
design features.

amps

WITH EXCLUSIVE
TRANS -A -TRACK

ing. Create your own music library

Ali

Transistorized Pre

Pushbutton

Automatic Shutoff
Speakers

-

3 Speeds
Separate

VU Meters. Model 550 -4

under $320. Other models from $100*

Argele: 38, Calif. In Creada

t -gal

Industries Ltd., Montreal and Toronto.

LECTgONICe
Sli htly higher in Canada
®=
QUALITY
Tape Recoraers /Industrial Sound Equipment /a.:ictatioa Sysie ns;Communcatians Deices /Closes Circuit Television
THE SIGNATURE
CONCORD
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consider this...
Whatever the other components- most music systems today
start with a Garrard Automatic Turntable!

What makes the Garrard so special?
Is it creative engineering, quality control, Garrard's 50 years of experience?
Is it features?

Admittedly -the counterweight -

adjusted tone arm; the heavy balanced
turntable; the Laboratory Series() motor; the ability to track your choice of
cartridge at the lightest specified pres-

sure; the convenience of single and
automatic play, either at your service
when you want it -all play their parts.
But a Garrard is more than the sum
of such parts.
A Garrard is a pleasure to own.
A Garrard is an enduring source of
pride and satisfaction!

This is why more dealers recommend
Garrard, and more people are buying
Garrard, than any other component!
There is a Garrard Automatic Turntable for every high fidelity system. Type
A, $84.50; AT6, $59.50; Autoslim,
$44.50. For literature, write department
GG -24, Garrard, Port Washington, N. Y.

WORLD'S FINEST
CIRCLE
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The American Conductor
whose career we examine on p. 24,
example of that rarest of rare birds: a successful American-born and -trained conductor. Yet the
American musical community and the American
public can take very little credit for his accomplishment. The fact is that Craft reached his present
position through his association with Stravinsky,
through appearances in Europe, and through the
foresight of a few people at Columbia Records.
Similarly, the handful of other Americans who
have built successful conducting careers are special
cases. Lorin Maazel is active chiefly abroad, where
he is accorded far greater recognition than he is at
home. Thomas Schippers came to prominence
through his association with Menotti, and much of
his international reputation derives from his acclaim
in the Old World. It was through radio that Alfred
Wallenstein, who stands almost alone among an
older generation, became widely known, and at present he has no orchestral post at all. In point of fact,
Leonard Bernstein remains the solitary example of
an American conductor in charge of one of this
country's top- ranking orchestras. You can count the
other American conductors who play more than a
local role in our musical life on the fingers of one
hand: Lukas Foss, Robert Shaw, Howard Mitchell.
There are plenty of fine young American instrumentalists, singers, even composers, in evidence:
where are the conductors? Why did not a single
American place in the Dimitri Mitropoulos International Competition held in New York last spring?
Some of the reasons are clear. Many of our gifted
young conductors were simply outclassed by their
European counterparts. Others, among them some
of our most promising potential candidates, did not
care to risk their fragile, fledgling careers in a contest.
Obviously, a conductor, if he is to get anywhere
at all, must conduct -for his own benefit and for
everybody else's. On the Continent, subsidized orchestras, radio stations, provincial operas, and small city symphonies offer talented young people a chance
to be heard -and to acquire professional expertise.
Appointment to more prestigious posts does not follow inevitably, but it is likely. In America, on the
other hand, opportunities for experience and expoROBERT CRAFT,

is an
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sure are few and far between. Furthermore, although
the conductor who takes a job outside one of the
few big metropolitan centers may lead a useful, important, and rewarding musical life, he almost certainly will remain in obscurity. The musical minors
in the American league simply do not (if the pun
can be pardoned) form a progression to our musical
majors. Big league orchestras here are expensive
and highly institutionalized organizations run by conservative Boards, who pay the deficits, rarely take
chances, and know what they like: the tried and true,
a glamorous name (preferably foreign), and a certified reputation (preferably from abroad).
Subsidized plans like the Ford Foundation
Project at the Peabody Institute in Baltimore and the
various assistant conductor posts opened up around
the country have done much to help matters. Robert
La Marchina, an alumnus of the Peabody project,
has been recently signed by the Metropolitan Opera;
Werner Torkanowsky, holder of a Naumberg grant,
got a New York Philharmonic appearance. The
three -a -year assistant arrangement at the sane orchestra has turned up some notable young talents.
But these various projects have not provided for
enough real concert experience and, in spite of efforts to avoid the stigma, they continue to give the
impression of being student or apprentice programs.
It is still the typical situation that a gifted conductor like Kenneth Schermerhorn must content himself with a local post and that such artists as John
Canarina, Seymour Lipkin, and Jorge Mester have
only very limited access to top orchestras and a larger
public. Some conductors have begun to make their
way as specialists: Thomas Dunn and Abraham
Kaplan as choral conductors and old-music men;
Gustav Meier, Arthur Weisberg, Arthur Bloom, and
several others in contemporary music. At least these
peóple have actually been heard and -often under
very trying circumstances -have had some chance
to show what they can do. The potential is abundant
and readily available but it remains a kind of underdeveloped national resource: if we are really serious
about our maturing cultural, artistic, and musical
life, we ought to figure out quickly how to bring
that potential to its full realization.
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BY ERIC SALZMAN

Portrait of

Robert Craft
- Conductor,

Collaborator, Catalyst-

Stravinsky's well -known associate is also a Schoenberg
man and a Schütz man -and very much his own man.
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY used to be neatly divided in half. The spoils of modern music were
split between the big powers: Stravinsky and Schoenberg, mortal enemies, each with his own camp,
spheres of influence, musical dominions. It was a
solemn and historic opposition, unalterable and everlastingly irreconcilable- except that it doesn't exist
any more.
Robert Craft is a Stravinsky man; he is also a
Schoenberg (Berg, Webern) man. But he is not
merely a representative of the new détente; he has
actually been a key figure in bringing it about. As
Stravinsky's close associate, he has been able to convey to that master some of his own perceptive enthusiasm for the modern Viennese school and
twelve -tone music. Through his concert work and
his recordings of the music of the three modern
Viennese masters he has been able to convey the
same sort of insight and understanding to an increasing public. In a way, the synthesis of the seemingly opposed aesthetic outlooks of a Stravinsky
and a Schoenberg suggests the character and range
of the musical and intellectual outlook of Bob Craft.
He is a classicist but an introspective one, a rhythm and- articulation man who is caught up in the problems of structure, an idea man who is deeply involved in sensuous and expressive projection.
Craft is a fine interpretative musician and excellent musical mind in his own right, but, inevi-
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tably, the question of his relationship with Stravinsky
claims first attention. For the last decade he has
been working closely with the composer, sharing
podiums all over the world with him, preparing all
of his concert and recorded performances, talking
with him for publication and not for publication.
And although Stravinsky certainly found his late
"third period" style and expression by himself
is no secret
the way any great creative artist must
that it was Bob Craft who showed how the abyss
between neoclassicism and twelve -tone neochromaticism could be bridged and who helped put the old
man on his latter -day trail.
The Craft -Stravinsky relationship began some
fifteen years ago. While still a student of composition and conducting at Juilliard. Craft had organized concerts of music by Stravinsky, Schoenberg,
Webern, and others more talked about than performed; later he had formed the Chamber Art Society with many of the same performers (its series
of Town Hall concerts are still quite well remembered in New York). In 1948 the group decided to
present Stravinsky's Symphonies of Wind Instruments, only to discover that no set of parts could
be found in New York. Finally, in desperation, Craft
wrote directly to Stravinsky, who replied that he was
preparing a new version of the original 1920 score
and would like to conduct it himself. When Craft
protested that the Society could not possibly afford
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such an honor, Stravinsky immediately offered to appear without fee. The composer came to New York,
conducted the Symphonies and another of his works,
and then asked Craft for help in preparing rehearsals
for the ballet Orpheus, at that time to be staged by
the New York City Ballet. The two men have been
collaborating ever since.
For Craft it is something of a trial by now to
be constantly regarded as Stravinsky's "assistant,"
with his own potentialities sometimes pushed to
the background. Craft puts in two -thirds to three quarters of the work in preparing a Stravinsky performance for which, in the end, he receives no credit
at all. Even where he has part of a program to conduct in his own right, the major part of the rehearsal
time and, inevitably, most of the real effort, will be
expended on the music that the older maestro is
scheduled to conduct.
Certainly, in describing the Stravinsky -Craft
syndrome, one idea should be quickly laid to rest:
that of the Master -Apprentice relationship. Craft
is, in some sense, Stravinsky's "right -hand man,"
a kind of combination Master of Ceremonies, Chief

Interlocutor, Assistant Idea Man, and Associate Manager of Stravinsky International Enterprises, Inc.
Besides an endless series of round- the -world tours
and the continuing Complete-Works -of- Stravinskyon- Records project, the firm's activities include the
series of Stravinsky -Craft dialogues now going into
a fifth volume. These remarkable little books have
provoked endless controversy with regard to their
contents and with respect to how they are achieved
and what is really by whom.
"Look," says Craft in this connection, "they
are coauthored; both our names are on the title
page. But don't think that what Stravinsky says in
print isn't really what he wants to say." The material is actually compiled from notes and jottings
collected by Craft over long periods and only later
organized into dialogue form. Craft is of course
aware that there are many difficult, petulant, and
even contradictory things in Stravinsky's pronounce-

(composers associated with the chromatic, pretonal,
expressive crises of the late Renaissance and early
baroque -an age having much in common with that
part of the twentieth century with which Craft is so
closely involved).
Typecasting, however-whether as Stravinsky's
associate, as a purely contemporary -music man, or
something to which
as an expert in old music
Craft objects. "Obviously," he points out, "it's a
terrific handicap to be stereotyped. People think
of you in a certain way and absolutely refuse to
break what becomes a comfortable mental habit. For
example, everyone thinks I tour with Stravinsky all
the time; actually I do a great deal of my conducting on my own. And I am always having to deal
with impresarios who think of me only in terms of
contemporary music -by which they mean Schoenberg and Stravinsky."
Craft would like to do not only more old, old
music but also more standard repertory. In fact, he
is now beginning to conduct some of the standards
in the smaller towns where he is engaged. "The
point is," he continues, "that I am not a specialist in
the music of any particular period; I am a specialist
in the music I like. I conduct only pieces I love and
that certainly includes great portions of the standard
repertory."
The list of works that Craft loves is surprisingly
varied. It includes the Italian bel canto operas of
the last century (a taste that Stravinsky shares);
certain works of Richard Strauss (a taste Stravinsky
most emphatically does not share); a few other non Viennese, non -Stravinskyan twentieth -century works
(but surprisingly few); and it also includes some
of the boldest and most fascinating masters of the
baroque and earlier. Towards all this, Craft's attitude is fundamentally that of a very cultivated
man who is a good musician and who can realize
intellectual ideas in sound. For example, in performing twelve -tone music, he is interested in row technique, not as theoretical abstraction but as vital
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ments over the years. "These things," the young
conductor insists, "are significant for what they tell
us about Stravinsky, for the insight they give us into
the operation of a great creative mind."
IN A VERY REAL SENSE, the best of Craft is to be
found in his own recordings. Craft was a pioneer
in contemporary -music recording; such a project as
his complete works of Webern is remarkable testimony to his courage and skill at overcoming enormous difficulties. But this album, like much of his
earlier new -music recording, is essentially outdated.
As the recent Berg and Schoenberg sets bear witness,
both the conductor and Columbia Records have
come a long way in the recording of contemporary
works with rich sound and the kind of expressive
shaping of structures which they demand. Craft has
also been closely identified with old music and most
particularly with Gesualdo, Schütz, and Monteverdi
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Stravinsky and Craft: four decades are quietly bridged.
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musical process: structure as unfolded through expressive motion. To take another, very different, example, his interest in Strauss-specifically in a series
of late works which he regards as strongly neoclassic and which he even relates (by parallelism,
not by influence) to Stravinsky's work of the same
period-takes shape in a new and very contemporary, characteristically Craftian performing view.
A slim, bespectacled man who goes about his
business with a quiet conviction, Craft gets at a
piece of music from a number of angles-from the
intellectual -logical- analytic side, from a study of the
personality of the composer and his milieu, from his
experience with the music as sound and structure.
His approach has been called analytic, but the tern
is misleading if it implies only a kind of theoretical
approach based purely on textual analysis. Craft
likes to get inside the musical text and he likes to
verbalize about it. But the kind of intellectual and
musical thinking which he brings to bear on interpretative problems is a comprehensive one: he is
fascinated by a whole range of historic and artistic
problems and in a way that is rare among performing
artists. It is probably safe to say that, among a rising
generation of intellectually oriented young musicians,
none is more widely read or more engaged in the
great aesthetic questions of our time.
Craft likes to talk about these things but not
on rehearsal time. He is also a musician who realizes
his ideas in a purely empirical way. Years of working with difficult contemporary music have enabled
him to perfect a rehearsal technique of extraordinary
clarity, refinement, and (more important) efficiency.
His quiet, practical, sure, precise, matter -of-fact
technique is appreciated by musicians but it has
brought some criticism down on him. He is, his
critics say, too much concerned with small matters of
articulation and detail; the results, they insist, are
often unexpressive and lacking in a sense of big
phrase and line. If this is true-and at times there
has probably been some justice in the charge
is
usually a corollary of the difficulty of the music,
the inexperience of the players, and inadequate rehearsal time.
These problems have cropped up at recording
sessions as well as in concerts, and Craft now tends
to think of many of his old records as pioneer efforts done under adverse conditions. He plans to
do the entire Webern album over again in stereo, for
instance; he calls this project an obligation as
well as a piece of personal vanity. (Perhaps he is
overly hard on the admittedly inadequate Webern
set, which, when it first appeared, was widely applauded as a remarkable feat. Certainly that album
has historical importance as a kind of turning point
in Webern performance and comprehension for
many musicians and music lovers.) In any case,
while circumstances may sometimes have forced
Craft to concentrate on accuracy and articulation
at the expense of bigger issues, it is the bigger issues
that are in fact most important to him.
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Actually, Craft is at his best, it seems to me,
in recording sessions, where he has the opportunity
to work carefully, analytically, and reflectively.
Watching the sessions for Apollon musagète in Columbia's Stravinsky -by-Stravinsky series a while back
was like taking part in a master class in intelligent
musical preparation. Craft's initial concerns are
clarity, proper inflection, and shaped rhythmic
phrase. Every dynamic, every articulation, every
phrasing, attack, rhythmic and dynamic relationship
is subject to scrutiny and careful shaping. Though
some of the final decisions about tempos and big phrase motion are naturally left to the composer
himself, the groundwork has been completed.

Craft went to California with Stravinsky
almost fifteen years ago, he did not leave behind his
old interest in the works of the Viennese school.
"When I was sixteen," he recalls, "I heard Stravinsky
conduct Le Sacre du printemps and Schoenberg lead
his Pierrot lunaire only a short time later. You can
imagine the effect these experiences had on me when
I tell you that they have been the most important
of my life. I have had an almost equal interest in
the works of these men and I have been fortunate
enough to know them both."
The dominating passions of his musical life
are reflected in his current recording plans. In
addition to helping prepare the Stravinsky works,
he is going ahead on Columbia projects which amount
to the complete works of the Viennese School. In
addition to remaking the Webern album (including
some recently discovered additions to the composer's known work), he will continue with the
Schoenberg series; a third volume is out, including
the Kol Nidre and the Second Chamber Symphony,
and plans are under way for recording such rare,
important works as the Gurrelieder, Moses and
Aron, Von Heute auf Morgen, and the unfinished
oratorio Jacob's Ladder, a key twentieth- century
work and a half -way stop on the road to twelvetone music. There are plans for a new Wozzeck with
Fischer -Dieskau in the title role and, hopefully, a
new recording of Berg's Lulu. Craft (in conjunction
with the composer, theoretician, and Berg expert
George Perle) has been hot on the trail of the third
act of the Berg opus, never yet brought to light but
apparently essentially complete, thus permitting a full
realization of this twentieth -century masterpiece.
As if all this weren't enough, Craft is also down
for some old -music recording (including a complete
set of the Responsoriurn of Gesualdo), a couple of
major European tours, another book of dialogues
with Stravinsky (as usual, "the last"), and what the
conductor calls a "pop" book on contemporary music.
It is hard to imagine Craft's doing anything that
could be described as "pop." But he has always been
interested in communicating- verbal and musical
communication on a high and literate level, but a
genuine and penetrating communication for all that.
,s\7-HEN
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A Survey

ORGANS WITHOUT PIPES
Whether electric or electronic, factory- assembled or

kit -built, the pipeless organ

is

flourishing as never before.

BY R. D. DARRELL

THE RECENT RISE in public favor of the pipeless
(i.e., electric or electronic) organ is a phenomenon
that may astonish some organ purists, but it is news
that even they can hardly ignore. In the last decade
sales have risen from 16,000 units in 1953 to 120,000
in 1963 and purchasers include not only small
churches and other organizations of limited financial
resources but a good many private citizens. Considerations of cost and space have of course worked
in the new instruments' favor, but so too have the
increase in the variety of models available and the
work of progressive designers in eliminating, or at
least minimizing, sonic deficiencies once justifiably
criticized. In some quarters, indeed, it is felt that
the rise of the electronic organ has roughly paralleled
that of the high fidelity movement itself. Certainly
the instrument has acquired a mushrooming representation on records, most recently with ventures
into serious repertoires, and the audio aficionado undoubtedly finds special interest in its dependence
on familiar (as well as novel) circuits and compo-

nents and in the supreme challenge its kit -form
models afford.
Among today's pipeless organs are models that
differ markedly in size, functional versatility, and
sonic quality. Prices range from around $500 for
$350 for the cheapest
a factory -built model
$3,000 and higher. Not
spinet in kit form
surprisingly, the range in facilities and qualities
between a simple "chord" or single short melody keyboard organ and a full -size instrument with a standard AGO (American Guild of Organists) console
(two or three 61 -note manuals and 32 -note pedal
board), multiple speaker systems, etc., is relatively
as great as that between, say, a portable mono record
player and a multicomponent, wide -range stereo
sound system.
All of these instruments utilize vacuum -tube or
transistor preamps, with power amplifier and speaker
systems ranging from a single channel and built -in
speaker in the smaller models to two or more channels (for each manual and the pedal- clavier, say),
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Electro -Voice Series D, at left, stores sounds on
metal discs; Heath organ is kit version of Thomas.
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SOME YEARS AGO the simpler of the two basic
methods of generating musical tone audio signals
was to start with familiar instrumental sources
vibrating strings, reeds, etc. Their actual acoustic
output was disregarded or muffled, however, and the
vibrations converted directly (via electromagnetic,
electrostatic, or other transducers) into equivalent
audio waves suitable for amplification and speaker
reproduction. Today, this technique is most commonly exemplified by the electric guitar, but in the
Twenties and Thirties it was characteristic of a variety of electric pianos, string instruments, and organs.
One of these last, the Everett Orgatron, enjoyed some
well- deserved success both in its original form and
as further developed by Wurlitzer for that company's
Class -IV models, production of which has been suspended only recently.
A related but more elaborate technique is to
photograph or engrave the sound waves of actual
organ pipes (or of other instruments) on mechanically rotatable discs from which the complex waveforms are picked up by photoelectric or electrostatic
scanning. Many instruments of this type were devised, and some marketed (by Welte in Europe, and
by Baldwin -and perhaps others
this country),
but since the recent discontinuance of Kimball's

photoelectric models the only surviving American
example seems to be the Electro-Voice D -20 model
(electrostatic).
The second basic method is to dispense entirely
with conventional sources and to create tones from
the very start by either electromechanical or electronic circuit techniques. Strictly speaking, only
instruments in the latter subcategory should be called
"electronic." Those using electromechanical tone
generation are more accurately designated "electric"
(a term Hammond insists on for its principal line),
even though they also employ electronic circuits for
later amplification purposes.
Electromechanical generation of sine waves (i.e.,
pure tones), which serve both as fundamentals and
as synthesized harmonic series for each pitch tone,
is the oldest and (via Hammond) probably best known electro -organ technique. It was first practiced
as far back as 1897 by Thaddeus Cahill, whose
monstrous contraption -called the Telharmon.iumachieved something of a sensation in the early 1900s
and won favorable comment from so celebrated a
musician as Busoni. Lacking tube -amplification
means in those days, the Telharmonium could be
heard only via telephone receivers and was very
bulky. But it paved the way for Laurens Hammond's
entirely practical invention, first demonstrated in
1935, of a system using tiny "tone- wheel" sine wave
generators, electromagnetic pickups, and drawbar
control of the synthesized musical tones' variable
harmonic content. Despite criticism of its too
"flutey" and "thuddy" tonal characteristics. this system proved to be so successful that it has been maintained essentially the sane (except for later refinements and reverberation features) in all current
Hammond models except the smaller, all- electronic
S -100 "chord" and F -100 single -manual spinets.
All- electronic tone generation was first devised
for monodic instruments like the famous Theremin
of the Twenties and the European Ondes Martenot,
Croix Sonore, etc. In these models, two radio-

Artisan organ connes as kit, or factory -built.

Schober offers a spinet in do- it-yourself form.

each with its own separately located speaker system -one or more of which may be of a special
tremolo effect design. The essential difference from
familiar sound reproduction equipment lies in the
signal source. Instead of being drawn from recorded
or broadcast program materials, the signals here are
initiated and controlled by the key and pedal player,
and actually produced by a series of tone generators.
Obviously, it is in the means of tone generation
still more in the kind and extent of later "color"
differentiations, emulating the "stop" resources of
pipe organs -that various models of pipeless instruments differ most distinctively.
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LEADING AMERICAN ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC ORGANS
Model-Type
Classes (1)

Tone -Generation Means

Special Features (2)

Recordings

Allen Organ Co.
Macungie, Pa.

II, Ill,
IV, V

Individual oscillators;
transistors

"Whind Sound & Random Motion ";
"Gyrophonic" speakers; "Chiff"
& "C" attack effects

SD

Artisan Organs

III & IV
kits; V

Individual oscillators;
tubes, transistors

"Band Box "; Electro-Vibe;
Glockenspiel

LP

Baldwin Piano Co.
1801 Gilbert Ave.
Cincinnati, O.

II, 11I,
IV, V

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
tubes

"Panoramic- Tone" reverb; Baldwin Leslie & "Chors-Tone"
speakers; "Tempomate"

LP

Conn Organ Corp.
Elkhart, Ind.

II, Ill,

Individual oscillators;
transistors /tubes

"Fun- Master" effects; Leslie
speakers; "Strobotuner"

LP

Electro- Voice, Inc.
Buchanan, Mich.

II (3), II a,

Master oscillators; gastube frequency division

Variable reverb; tremolo

Manufacturer

2476 No. Lake Ave.

serious demo;

few commercial

1

demos,
serious,
hymn, 2 pops
1

Altadena, Calif.

Estey Electronics
201 West John St.

Hicksville,

L.

IV

serious & light
demos; various commercial

speaker systems

IV

Complex waveform wheels;
electrostatic scanning

I, II,
II a

Master oscillators; gastube frequency division;
tubes/ transistors

"Stereo," "Chorus," & "Split"
vibrato; "Rhythm Percussion Master"; "Vibra- Glide"

Individual oscillators;
transistors

"Omega" reverb & percussion
control; Leslie speakers
(some of "Isomonic" type)

demos;

I., N. Y.

Gulbranson Co.
2050 No. Ruby St.
Melrose Park, Ill.

Hammond Organ Co.
4200 W. Diversey Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

& SD pop demos;
several commercial

45 EP & LP pop
1

commercial

Individual oscillators;

I

tubes

Il, Ill,

Sine wave wheels;

Drawbar harmonic -mixture

IV, V

electromagnetic pickup

control; Hammond reverb

Many commercial (incl.
2 -LP instruction course)

Heath Company
Benton Harbor, Mich.

Il kit
(Thomas
model)

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
transistors /tubes

Varioble- repeat percussion -

7

effect kit

4 -LP instruction course

W. W. Kimball Co.
15th & Cherry Sts.
Jasper, Ind.

II, III (4)

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
transistors /tubes

"Magic Tone Selector ";
Leslie speakers

Kinsman Mfg. Co.
Laconia, N. H.

Il, Ill (5)

Master oscillators; gas tube frequency division;
tubes

Modular subassemblies;

Lowrey Company
7373 No. Cicero
Lincolnwood, III.

II, II a,
III

Master oscillators;
frequency division;

"Automatic Orchestra" &

7 -in. pop demo;

"Glide" controls;

various commercial

tubes

speakers

Magnavox Company

II, II a,

270 Park Ave.

Ill

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
transistors

"Spatial 3 -D" sound system;
Manual -Balance control

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
tubes

"Tone -Arama" speakers;
"Chorus- Generator"

Individual oscillators;

Wide -range tone cabinets;

transistors

up to some 1,000 individual
oscillators in 3- manual models

Master oscillators;
frequency division;

Plug -in

New York 17, N. Y.

Minshall Organ Co.
28 Birge St.

Brattleboro, Vt.
Rodgers Organ Co.
2040 N.W. 272nd Ave.
Hillsboro, Ore.

Schober Organ Corp.
43 West 61st St.
New York 23, N. Y.

IV, V

Il, Ill,
& IV kits

II (6)

Wurlitzer Co.

Il, II a,
III (7)

De Kalb, III.

Ill,

IV

Leslie speakers

Leslie

Demo in preparation;
3 -LP instruction course

1

LP

"stop" circuitboards; "Reverba- Tape" unit;
"Auto- Tuner"

7 -in.

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
transistors /tubes

"Vibra- Magic," "Play- Mate"
rhythm; "Color -Glo" keyboards;

7 -in.
4 -LP

Master oscillators;
frequency division;
transistors

"Side -Man" rhythm; "SpectraTone" vibrato; variable
reverb speakers

tubes /transistors

Thomas Organ Co.
8345 Hayvenhurst Ave.
Sepulveda, Calif.

-in. pop demo;

Thomas -Leslie speakers

LP

SD

commercial

pop demo;
serious & pop demo

E. LP pop demos;
instruction course;
few commercial

Various commercial

Notes:
(1)
I

1:
I:

Il a:

III:
IV:
V:
(2)

Small chord and /or melody models: short single manual, usually with chord -buttons.
Spinets: generally two manuals (44, or 37, or 49 notes each), 13 pedals.
Same, but plus chord -buttons or special chording facilities.
Larger spinets or small consoles: two manuals (61, or 56, notes each), generally 25 pedals.
AGO -Standard consoles: two or three manuals (61 notes each), 32 pedals.
Custom installations.
In some cases these special features are built -in; otherwise they are available as optional accessories at extra cost. Nearly all models
normally include various vibrato /tremolo, reverberation, chimes and other percussion effects (generally with "sustain" and automatic

"repeat" features).
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Electro -Voice also produces a special lI -class student -class training model to be used with a headphone- monitoring, teacher demonstration and- communication system.
Former Kimball models using complex waveform wheels and photoelectric scanning apparently have been discontinued.
Latest information unobtainable at press time.
See Heath above for the Heathkit version of a Thomas Il -class model.
The former Wurlitzer IV -class models using reed tone -generators now have been discontinued.

frequency waves were heterodyned to produce an
audible "difference" tone (essentially the "squeal"
of early radio receivers) which could be varied in
pitch by hand -movement variations of the capacitance in one of the RF oscillator circuits. But inasmuch as this technique proved to be less practicable
for keyboard control, it was largely abandoned in
favor of direct generation of multitones in audio frequency oscillator circuits-the method which, in
this country at least, is favored for all true electronic
organs today.
Apart from minor design- differences in the oscillator circuits, the major distinction here is between
the provision of a large number of individual oscillators (usually one for each pitch within the instrument's range) or of comparatively few "master"
oscillators (usually twelve, one for each chromatic
pitch within a single octave) from which the other
required pitches are derived by frequency division.
Each method has its inherent advantages and disadvantages. The manufacturer's choice generally is
based on considerations of economy and versatility
rather than on those of ultimate sonic quality, since
the latter is affected more vitally by later waveformshaping circuits.
1 HATEVER THE NUMBER Of basic oscillators, the
particular waveshapes generated (usually modified
sine, sawtooth, or square waves), or the means of
frequency division (if any are provided- usually
multivibrator or gas -tube relaxation -oscillator circuits), the decisive factors affecting sonic quality in
any electronic organ are its further shaping, filter,
or "formant" circuits. Formants, the patterns of
main and minor resonances characteristic of any conventional musical instrument's particular design structure, are what determine distinctive timbres and enable us to identify specific instruments (or human
voices, or pipe organ "ranks ") regardless of what
pitches within their range may be sounded. Thus,
by means of electronics, unwanted harmonics are
filtered out from tone generators' complex waves
while others are strengthened. The net result is to
furnish the particular timbres that comprise the
tones of an electronic organ; these, of course, correspond to a pipe organ's various "ranks" or "stops."
The fidelity with which each family (diapasons,
flutes, reeds, strings, etc.) simulates authentic timbres determines any electonic organ's sonic qualities.
And it is the number and variety of such "stop"
families that determine an instrument's versatility
or its special fitness for a particular performance
style -that of "classic" or "theatre" organs, say, to
cite two extremes. Normally, the available choice
of such formant circuits is fixed for any given instrument, but I expect that in the future there will be
wider use made of so ingenious a feature as the
Schober "Recital" model's easily replaceable and
varied plug -in formant circuit boards.
In recent years, organ circuits of all kinds have
increasingly been making partial or complete use of
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transistors, which require less space and power than
tubes but generally have cost more. The choice is
not necessarily (as yet, at least) a significant determinant of over-all tonal quality. Much more important
are the progressive improvements in "tonal- envelope"
shaping (eliminating the thuddy on /off switching effects so objectionable in early designs) and still more
recent developments in emulating some of the pitch,
vibrato, and other irregularities -also wind and attack
noises -that once sharply distinguished natural from
synthetic tone production. Allen's introduction of a
"Whind-Sound and Random- Motion" feature strikes
me as a promising augury of future trends.
Most current models include circuits for other
special effects: vibrato, generally accomplished by
"warbling" the tone -generation oscillators a few
cycles above and below their center frequency,
usually at two or three optional speed rates; slightly
off-tune celeste effects; "glide" or glissando pitch
variations; and various percussive sounds, including
a slowed -down decay -time "sustain" feature emulating the "ring" of chime and vibraharp tones. It is
also possible to provide an automatic variable-rate
repetition of a note as long as the key controlling it
is held down -thus simulating marimba and vibraphone qualities or those of guitar or banjo strumming. An over-all tremolo, simulating the "throbbing" of certain pipe sounds (so prominent a characteristic of theatre organ tibia stops in particular),
is generally achieved by mechanical means: variable speed rotation of a speaker assembly or of a large
vane in front of a conventional speaker. Such
tremolo speakers, built -in or external, are supplied
with some larger electronic organ models and are
available as optional accessories for most others,
either from the manufacturers themselves or from
the specialist Electro Music Company of Pasadena,
California. The latter's "Leslie" speaker units (including a fixed woofer and rotating mid- and upper range horn speaker, with or without a power amplifier) are widely used for all types of electronic
organs, but especially those likely to be played in
"theatre" style.
Also available as accessories are various actual
-rather than simulated- chimes, glockenspiels,
vibraharps, a "Band -Box" set of drums, etc., which
can be connected up for keyboard control. One of
the most elaborate and novel of such devices is the
Wurlitzer "Side -Man" unit which automatically beats
out a considerable variety of percussive rhythms of
the operator's choice. Over -all reverberation devices,
usually of the spring delay -line type, are built in some
models, available optionally for others. A more versatile reverberation means- utilizing tape-loop recording and several spaced -out playback heads-is
supplied by only one electronic organ manufacturer
so far, but of course this recently introduced Schober
"Reverba- Tape" unit can be used with any model
(or home sound system, for that matter).
Technically interested audiophiles can find a
fascinating wealth of more detailed information
in the considerable
Continued on page 89
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Can we gain any understanding of Beethoven, our author
asks, by laying him on the psychoanalytic couch?
by

Peter J. Pixie

THE FUNCTION of a composer is to compose; that
is the only thing that makes him interesting. Oh, yes,

raging torrents of nonsense have been written about
the lives and characters of composers, and no doubt
have contributed to
will continue to be written
that amiable spate myself. But actually very few
composers would have seen the pages of history if
it had not been for the music they left behind them.
Modern publicity methods, with their apparatus of
interview and photograph, have made obvious what
any reasonable man might have suspected: a composer is a professional worker of rather more than
average intelligence, whose personal affairs are
probably no more fascinating than yours or mine,
and almost certainly are a lot less intriguing than
those of a film star or cabinet minister.
The psychiatric- minded critic, however, is not
content with that, and finding the living limited in
number, protected by law from libel, and their affairs subject to proof, he intrudes his insatiable curiosity upon the dead. Now, since the principal tool of
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psychoanalysis is free association, which the dead
can't manage, this might be thought to limit the
scope a little. But no: books purporting to prove
that Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf thought he was a
horse and that Paganini was in love with his grandmother continue to pour from the press. But quite
ordinary people have thought they were horses, and
even you and I occasionally fall in love with the
most unsuitable and improbable people. There are,
in fact, nuts on every tree, but we must be warned
that the distinction between the eccentric, the mad,
and the more than usually intelligent and forward looking has always been a hazy one, and subject to
opinion. Moreover, the only matter of real interest
about our subject is the music, and why it is that
the colorless little man down the street will still move
people to tears with his thoughts five centuries hence.
I propose to attempt three things: to examine
some selected follies from the analyses of individual
composers by professional and lay psychiatrists; to
refute the most serious heresy of all, that great cre-
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Fie
UPON
FREUD!

THE Sterbas' book is an example of the nemesis
of method; in it, the method has become more important than fact itself. This leads the authors into
three mistakes, examples of how Freudian analysis
of the dead -and especially of dead artists -can lead
astray. First, by dealing only with the eleven years
from 1815 to 1826
the relationship of Beethoven
with his nephew, they distort Beethoven's life and
character as a whole. During this period one sees
the composer at his very worst, half mad with
anxiety and failing health, and suffering from the
cumulative effects of years of increasing deafness.
When a deaf man -and the deaf are rendered abnormally suspicious by their affliction
subjected to
events that might make suspicious the most trusting
of people with normal hearing, symptoms of eccentricity would seem to be readily explicable in terms
of the obvious facts. But not for professional analysts. The Sterbas have to argue that Beethoven
imagined that he was Karl's mother. That he might
have thought of himself, under the circumstances,
as Karl's father is plausible ( indeed, there is a faint
possibility that he might in fact have been Karl's
father); but only theorizing run mad can carry the
fantasy of Beethoven's wished -for maternity to the
point of writing of him as "pregnant." From this,
the authors derive an unsupported theory that Beethoven was homosexual. And it is interesting that they
make the same mistake here that Freud made in his
book on Leonardo da Vinci, drawing deductions
from insufficient or insufficiently researched "evidence." Freud based a whole series of speculations
on Leonardo on a cartoon that was in fact not by
Leonardo but was only a bad, inaccurate, and deliberately altered copy, and this error was compounded
by his ignorance of the distinction between the names
of the kite and the vulture in several languages.
The Sterbas support their belief that Beethoven
was homosexual by reference to his "paying court"
to several men in exaggeratedly affectionate terms.
They can have read very little in the way of
eighteenth- century letters! A dip into the letters of
Keats would persuade them that that notoriously
oversexed heterosexual was more homosexual than
Tchaikovsky
it did not reveal to them that Beethoven's normal address was actually extremely brusque
and masculine by the standards of the day. Besides,
even if Beethoven did not consummate any of his
affairs with women -and few scholars would be so
confident -these affairs were far too frequent and
passionate for a homosexual. I prefer the theory
that he was seeking in these affairs his lost and passionately loved mother -whom the Sterbas declare
that he secretly hated!
But apart from the homosexual theory (which is
not new
suspect that some Freudian has written
a treatise proving that Solomon himself was homo-
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ative power is itself a mental disease; and to offer
a few thoughts of my own on the subject of the
psychology of musical creation.
Though the practice of psychoanalysis had its
beginnings only at the turn of this century,
"heresy" has already proliferated. However, the two
main schools remain those of Freud and Jung. By
his opponents Freud is accused of "reducing everything to sex"; and although this charge is a little
exaggerated, he did find the libido everywhere, developing as one of his most important theses that of
infantile sexuality -that we are born with sexual
feelings, that our first great love is our mother, and
that we desire the death of the rival, our father.
Everybody has learned to talk glibly of the Oedipus
complex, while often forgetting that Freud's real
contribution was the method of analysis itself -the
uncovering, by free association, of memories we have
deliberately repressed because we cannot bear them
and which fester in our unconscious to produce
states of guilt and anxiety.
Jung was not nearly so concerned with sex, substituting, to an extent, the will to live. He believed
he had uncovered an elaborate system of personages,
a male and a female element in all of us anima and
animus), and a dark side and a light side. Integration due to conscious recognition of these elements
produces mental health. The last line of that ardent
Jungian Michael Tippett's oratorio A Child of Our
Time runs, "I would know my shadow and my light.
then shall I at last be whole" -which explains the
theory well enough.
We must draw a distinction between self -professed analysis, the sort of book that is written in
deadly discipleship of Freud, Jung, or Adler and
with owl -like solemnity and antlike persistence applies the Method as though it were Holy Writ. and
the occasional masterpiece of what one might call
general horse sense and penetrating character insight.
Ernest Newman's Life of Richard Wagner and Frank
Walker's studies of Hugo Wolf and Verdi are magnificent examples of this latter category, and they
have a way of making the earnestly clinical books
seem daft. Two of the worst pitfalls of the psychiatric approach are cogently illustrated by two recently
published books. The first of these, Beethoven and
His Nephew, by Editha and Richard Sterba, represents the Freudian approach, and some general
(
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dangers; the second, Wagner's "Ring," by Robert
Donington, demonstrates Jungian analysis and the
curse of picturesque jargon.
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sexual), their second thesis and third error is to declare that Beethoven's character can only be judged
in terms of hysterical lack of control. This is the
compensation theory: if the work of any artist is
abnormally orderly and shows uncommon mastery
of form, then he is compensating for the disorder of
his personal life. This begs two questions, the first
of which is the awkward fact that Freudians are
fond of explaining the extreme untidiness of Turner's
painting by the fact that he spent his childhood
among the litter of Covent Garden market. The
second is that, while there is undoubtedly something in the theory, tidy people are frequently reacting against other people's untidiness rather than
their own! Beethoven was very tidy in his work.
and expressed constant complaint that the lives of
others were not as rational as his symphonies. This
does not make him a hysteric; hysterics do not write
symphonies at all, let alone tidy ones.
It might be said that Beethoven's method of
sketching is most revealing. Like a number of great
composers, especially Mozart, he seems to have conceived a big work almost instantaneously, with all
its salient features. He writes. at great speed, whole
sections of a work, in an extremely amorphous and
unrealized form, and then moves towards the final
form by rewriting either the whole work or large
sections of it, again and again, each new version showing a strengthening of detail. He would
compose by literally pursuing his ideas over fields
and streets, or running wildly about his room. thus
dramatizing an attempt to capture and fix elusively
heard detail. It may be that this wild concentration
and pursuit of new sounds was the actual cause.
by overstrain of the aural imagination, of his deafness. It seems probable that the misery in which he
was forced to learn music as a boy may have occluded his ability to translate sounds into concrete
music; he heard his compositions distinctly in his
subconscious, but a veil of pain (association of musical skill with childhood misery) descended whenever he tried to exteriorize these sounds. This is
what we experience on those maddening occasions
when we can half recall some tune or event. This
could account for his method of sketching, his agony
during composition, his deafness, his gradually increasing eccentricity. But the Sterbas do not deal
with Beethoven as a composer at all -their final
failure of insight.
As I said at the beginning of this article, without
his composing a composer is as nought. To ignore
this is like trying to account for the anatomy of a
cow while refusing to acknowledge that she gives
milk. Everything in a composer's psychological
make -up is modified by the gigantic task of composition. Robert Donington does not go astray here.
In his book he is concerned, with passionate sensitivity, with Wagner the creator; and if one reads his
work with charity and a very large grain of salt,
one will find much light thrown on the subject.
But the second sin of psychoanalysis is jargon: and
Donington's book is largely written in a jargon that
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in places can only strike the average man as funny.
Thus the Sterbas declare Beethoven to be pregnant,
while Donington tells us that Fafner was Siegfried's
Terrible Mother. The Sterbas wish to prove that

Beethoven thought of himself as Karl's mother;
Donington posits the theory that since Siegfried
never knew his mother, killing Fafner served him
as the psychological equivalent of the conflict inherent in escaping from maternal domination. Neither
of these things is probable, but they are perhaps
possible. Part of the trouble is that these authors
put their speculations in a way so devoid of humor
as to reduce them, for the ordinary man of good
sense, to the totally absurd.
YET IN ALL THESE BOOKS one can detect, under
mountains of professional obfuscation, that their
writers are talking, most of the time, about recognizable human experiences. Although psychoanalysis
is not a exact science, it is a therapy, and has had
its successes; moreover, it is possible to find, among
all the ritual chanting and unscrupulous in- fighting
of the various sects, some very suggestive ideas. The
doctrine of ambivalence, that we can both love and
hate the same person, has been grossly abused; but
it is hard to deny that in Mozart's relations with his
father the theory is vividly illustrated. Then there is
the case of Gustav Mahler, who was analyzed by
Freud while they walked together through the streets
of Vienna. There are a number of instances in
Mahler's music of the sudden intrusion of a particularly vapid and vulgar tune just at the moment of
high drama or tragedy; yet the effect, far from being
merely bizarre, is usually highly convincing in some
strange way. It is the Mahler touch, and marks a
change in music, which has not been quite the same
since. By free association, Freud uncovered an episode in Mahler's youth that he had repressed because
it was so painful. His brutal father was, as usual,
ill- treating his mother; unable to bear it, the child
had run from the house into the street, where a
barrel organ was playing Ach, du lieber Augustine.
It is worth noting that this case is completely
echt- Mahler, rather than conforming to the generalized Freudian sex pathology. Here again is a considerable part of the trouble: the founding father of
modern psychoanalysis was himself a father -figure
in his own sense of the term. Sigmund Freud tried
to keep two generations of his disciples from growing up, forcing them into psychological dependence
upon himself and persecuting all attempts at heresy
with the intolerance of a substitute Jehovah. It is
hardly necessary to point out that change and development are of the very essence of true science.
Jung has analyzed -so convincingly that the
Freudians have never forgiven him -the limitations
of Freud's mind and of some of his doctrines. Jung
describes how, when he insisted that religious belief
was something more than a mere neurosis, Freud
actually fainted with anger. He begged Jung to
Continued on page 90
help him stem "the
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The Revere
Tape Cartridge System
.

.

tested in the laboratory
and in the home.

AUTOMATION, combined with quality, has entered the
tape recording field in the form of the Revere cartridge
system. Resembling an attaché case with a recess on
its surface into which a tape packet is placed, the new
machine takes over completely at the press of a switch
-automatically threading, playing, and rewinding the
tape. The latter is not touched by hand, and is not even
visible in normal use.
Some years in the making, the system was developed
for the 3M Company by CBS Laboratories and recently
assigned for manufacture to Revere, which now has
four models nationally available. The most elaborate
is the M2, a complete recording /playback system with
built -in power amplifiers and speakers, priced at $399.
Elements of this model are used in the three others:
the M3, a complete playback system, lacking the record
function and costing $329; the M20, a deck version
including record /playback preamps but requiring headphones or an external amplifier and speaker; the M30.
another deck version, with playback preamps but no
recording function, and also requiring external equipment to be heard. Cost of the M20 is $339; of the
M30, $269. The M2 and N13, incidentally, also have
provisions for connecting their output to external amplifiers and speakers; if the latter are of high fidelity
quality, the connection -simply made with the cables
supplied
worth making inasmuch as it will vastly
improve the sound.
The tape cartridge is as easily handled as a disc, and
a number of cartridges may even he stacked for continuous play: when one cartridge has been played
through. the machine rewinds it, moves it from the
playing or feed stack to the finished stack, and puts
into play the next cartridge in the feed stack. The
change cycle can be controlled to permit repeating a
cartridge or rejecting one already in play. Inasmuch as
twenty cartridges can be stacked at once, the machine
can provide up to fifteen hours of continuous stereo
playback. The cartridges arc slotted and ridged so that.
when stacked, they arc interlocked and aligned with
each other and with the platform on the machine.
The tape itself, a new Scotch brand developed by
the 3M Company, is 0.146 -inch wide (about 9/64 inch)
and is contained in a thin plastic cartridge 334 inches
square. A tensilizcd (prestretched) polyester, it runs
at 17/s inches per second, and provides up to forty -five
minutes of playing or recording time in one direction.
The machine also has such familiar tape recorder functions as fast -forward, rewind, and sound- with -sound. A
tape index counter is provided, and there is an interlock
on the recording models to prevent accidental erasure
of a recorded tape. In the record mode, cartridges are
not automatically changed, but the machine will rewind
a finished cartridge and move it to the finished
stack.
There is no reverse direction feature in the system.
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Thus, in stereo use, the tape is run through once in the
sane direction, with half the tape being used for each
track and with both amplifier channels operating. In
monophonic use, first one track is recorded, using one
amplifier channel; then the tape is rewound, and the
other track is recorded, using the other amplifier channel.
Tape motion in the M2 is controlled by four pianotype keys
turning on the motor and amplifiers, for
play, for recording, and for stopping the tape. A sequence knob near the center of the deck rotates during
the cycling period to indicate each mode of operation.
Each channel has its own volume control, fitted concentrically within a tone control. These are illuminated
during use. Above them, for each channel, are neon
lamps to indicate recording level. Stereo speakers are
at either side of the machine; at the rear are input
recording jacks, output jacks for supplying playback
signals to an external amplifier, and jacks for extension
speakers or low impedance headphones. A speaker
switch, operative only when recording, may be used in
its "record /microphone" position to disconnect the
built -in speakers to prevent acoustical feedback: in its
"PA /monitor" position, the switch connects the built -in
speaker to monitor the incoming signal, and to permit
the M2 to be used as an amplifier -speaker system for
external program sources. The set uses six tubes: two
are 7591 types, four are 6EU7s.
As might he expected, the mechanical underpinnings
of the M2 are complicated, and are largely responsible
for the thirty -two pounds of weight of what is essentially a fairly compact unit (7 by 141/2 by 141/2 inches).
Although the mechanical system is intricate, inspection
indicated careful design and workmanship; laboratory
and use tests confirmed the system's smooth and reliable
operation. It is of course necessary that the manufacturer's instructions be followed precisely: otherwise the
tape or the equipment may be damaged
caution repeated in the excellent instruction manual which accompanies the M2.
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BECAUSE OF the unprecedented design of this machine,
the slow tape speed it uses, and the novel form of the
tape itself, special test materials were used to supplement the tests conducted at United States Testing
Company, Inc.
Playback response was plotted by using four test
signals (100 cycles, 1 kc. 10 kc, and 15 kc); if one
takes into account the machine's record /playback response, then playback response can be estimated to
extend from well below 100 cps (probably 40 cps), to
above 15 kc. Even with the db variations shown on the
chart, this is surprisingly good response for 17/8-ips speed
-the best yet encountered on any machine. Inasmuch as
the M2 is designed specifically for the cartridge tapes
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offered by Revere, it may be assumed that the playback
characteristic is extremely well matched to the response
of those cartridges. This assumption was borne out in
listening tests, more of which later.
The record /playback response was measured with
the tone controls mechanically flat, or set to their
indicated "hi -fi" positions, and was found to be reasonably uniform to 10 kc on the right channel, to 11 kc
on the left channel. With a lower recording level, or
with the tone controls advanced slightly towards their
"treble" marking, response could be extended to 17 kc,
and with greater uniformity or "flatness."
Other measurements are listed in the accompanying
chart. The machine's speed accuracy was very good;
its wow and flutter were low. Distortion and signal -tonoise figures were not. in sum, the equal of the better
conventional tape machines, yet these factors had little.
if any, audible effects. Among the system's chief merits
is its remarkable convenience: no threading, no reels to
be concerned with, no spillage problems, no need to
reverse reels to hear the full program. Its greatest drawback would seem to be the lack of access to the tape and
to the heads, which makes editing and splicing virtually
impossible. This limitation is most relevant to live recording, of less concern in recording materials already
prepared, such as discs or FM broadcasts (though the
latter's commercials and station breaks will of course
be heard on the tape). As for cleaning the heads, the
manufacturer advises that the tape used has such low
rub -off properties that this process is unnecessary.
Actually, the M2 is best used as another program
source for a high quality stereo system, hooked up so
that its playback signals are taken from its "auxiliary
amplifier" output jacks and fed to the "tape amp" or
"auxiliary" inputs on a stereo preamp or combination
amplifier. In such service, the acoustic quality of both
the machine and the prerecorded cartridges is best
revealed, and the obvious mating of program source
and signal reproducer can be appreciated. We have auditioned more than a dozen cartridges, covering a range
of musical content from Glenn Miller and Dave Brubeck
to Leonard Bernstein and Vladimir Horowitz. Played
on the M2 and heard through high fidelity components,
these cartridges provided hours of pleasurable listening,
with a full measure of stereophony, clean wide response,
and virtually no background hiss or other noise. An
occasional piano so.stenuto might waver a bit, but
certainly no more than might be encountered from some
conventional tape decks. In a word, this was the best
sound we have yet heard at 17/ii-ips speed. In comparing
the cartridge with open reel tapes at 71/ ips, and with
stereo discs, several listeners agreed that often there
were no differences; such occasional differences as were
noted were conceded to be of the sort that only the
audio perfectionist might discern.
As to the tape cartridge repertoire, the present
library includes nearly two hundred items, embracing
thirteen labels. The bulk of these are popular albums,
but the number of classical and folk tapes seems to be
increasing. List prices of prerecorded cartridges are
$5.95 to $9.95; that of a blank cartridge, $4.75. Presumably, as market acceptance and production rise,
cost will come down and repertoire will be enlarged.
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Lab Test Data
Performance
characteristic

Measurement

Speed accuracy, 17,4 ips,
as per Revere test tape

better than 0.5%

Wow and flutter

0.14% and 0.16% respectively

Rewind time, 450 -ft. car-

tridge

33 seconds

Fast- forward, same car-

tridge

56 seconds

Playback response,
Revere test tape

ch:

I

+2.7, -0 db, below

100 cps

to 15 kc
r ch:

+5.5, -1 db, below

100 cps

to 15 kc
Record /playback response,
ref level -10 db re 3%
THD, tone controls me-

r ch:

+5.5, -5 db, 40
+3.5, -5 db, 43

ref level -20 db re 3%
THD, tone control in
some position

r ch:

-=

ref level same, tone control advanced slightly toward "treble" position

I

I

ch:

cps to 11 kc
cps to 10 kc

chanically flat
"hi -fi" position)
(

THD,

ch:

3.5 db, 40 cps to 17 kc

±5

db, 40 cps to 17

kc

-10 -db recording

level

Sensitivity

I

ch: above 5.3 %;

I

ch:

r

S/N ratio

I

r

ch: above 3.7%

for max 3.2% THD, 126 my
input for 1.26 e output
ch: for max 3 °° THD, 200 my
input for 1.7 v output
ch, ref 3.2% THD: 35 db
ref 3°0 THD: 39 db

r ch,

IM distortion, record/

playback
-10 db recorded signal
-5 db recorded signal

I

0 db recorded signal

I

Power output, built -in
amps

I

ch:
ch:
ch:

2.5%;
4.5%;
5.3%;

ch: 2.5°ó
ch: 4.2%
r ch: 5.5%
r

r

ch clips at 4.2
r ch clips at 3.6
I

watts
watts
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ary Garden,

as one of today's noted tenors remembers her.

WHEN, in the summer of 1926, I returned to my
home in Switzerland from Vienna. where I had
been studying, I found the small town of Vevey
trembling with excitement at the news that the
fabulous Mary Garden -the ravishing Mélisande,
the cruel Salome, the passionate Tosca-had bought
a house in the neighborhood She was not thinking
of yet retiring, but twenty -five years of unending
successes had elapsed since her debut, and she
was wisely planning for the time when her activity
would slacken. For the time being she lent the house
to her younger sister Helen, who came to live there
with her two boys. Mary visited them often, receiving her friends and giving many parties.
The house already had many associations with
music. During and immediately after First World
War, it had belonged to an American lady who
used to organize private concerts at which the pianists
Clara Haskil and Youra Güller, then young girls,
the violinists De Ribeaupierre and Boller, the cellist
Schiffrin, and the composer Igor Markevitch (not
yet ten years old) took part regularly. It was a
wonderful, peaceful period, and it seemed that there
need be no other occupation but a bit of work and
lots of music and fun.
I was very young at that time and, of course,
fascinated by the idea of meeting a celebrated star.
In Vienna I had practically lived at the Opera,
standing several times a week in the fourth gallery
to hear the great singers in the great operas
Lehmann and Slezak or Kiepura and Jeritza in
Turandot; Hélène Wildbrtin as Isolde; Richard
Tauber, Selma Kurz, Richard Mayr, and Berta
Kiurina in Zauberflöte; not to speak of such guests
as Chaliapin, Battistini, and others -but I had never
actually known most of them, and so the thought of
Mary Garden. bringing with her the perfume of
Paris and its Opéra, was intoxicating.
I met her first at a party given by some mutual
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friends. She came with two of her sisters. They were
all three very smart, amusing, and unpredictable,
and had that wonderful gift of making one feel at
ease immediately. Mary was kind enough to take
an interest in my studies, and soon I was invited to
her house and to most of the parties she so often
gave. Sometimes, when there were others guests, we
all went to nearby Montreux, and we sat at a large
table at the local cabaret, where her striking appearance always created a sensation. At other times we
went out on the lake in a houseboat belonging to
her friends. Most often, however, she let her sister
act as hostess and received us at the house. There
was a beautiful piano, but, alas, Mary never sang,
as she was resting from her work and travels. It
was there that she insisted on sending me to see
Noël Coward in London, which resulted in my
engagement for one of his musicals and in my first
trip to the United States.
Mary Garden was kindness itself, very generous,
showering gifts on her guests and on her family,
loving everyone and being very pleased at being
admired and loved in return. She was not at all
young at that time, but still quite slim and beautiful -and her ability to project her voice and personality was such that she was as vivid in the drawing
room as on the stage. I soon learned that she could
do wonders with parts really requiring more than
nature had given her.
MARY Garden was horn in Aberdeen, Scotland.
When she was still a small girl, her parents emigrated
to the United States, where her sisters Amy, Agnes,
and Helen were added to the family. After living
briefly in Hartford, Connecticut, the family made
their home in Chicago, where Mary grew up and
where, many years later, she was to become-for
one brilliant hut profligate season- director of the
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opera. In 189. when she was eighteen, a lady teacher
took her to Paris and soon had her coached in all
the works then in the repertory of the OpéraComique. This theatre enjoyed a reputation of excellence without equal (it has. alas, long since lost
it), and was patronized by Parisian society and by
the members of the musical world. Mary soon
realized that her own temperament was more suited
to the stage than to the concert platform. In fact,
she was especially successful in elaborate "theatrical"
roles, great character studies, though often dressed
with second -rate music. It is curious to think that
the part of Mélisande, which above all made her
famous, was the least adapted to her possibilities,
which were blood- and -thunder depravities. She used
to say quite frankly that she hated Mozart and could
not and would not sing it.
I often wonder how much the singing style has
changed in more than sixty years, and whether we
would enjoy the performances of the turn-of -thecentury were we able to hear them again as they
sounded then. We know what the décors were, the
costumes, and-up to a certain point-what the
acting was like; but the musical side is left to our
imagination and to what we can reconstruct from
very old recordings made under difficult technical
circumstances. If we marvel at the freshness of certain voices, we have to deplore the lack of style,
the exaggerated effects, and the liberties taken by
the singers. I shall never forget how speechless with
horror I was when an old lady, a famous soprano
in her time, brought a record of hers (as Zerlina)
to a dinner party in Paris. The voice was purity itself, but the chest tones, the extra coloraturas, the
rubato singing when the piece called for perfect
simplicity were appalling.
A short while ago I heard a reissue of several
recordings made in Mary Garden's best years, and
including arias from Hérodiade, Le Jongleur de
Notre Dante, Traviata, Pelléas, and Louise. The
selection from Hérodiade, that dull piece, is sung
with her bell -like purity of voice, but with sudden
inexplicable chest tones, very well executed but musically unnecessary. In the Jongleur she carries off
the tour de force of turning uninteresting music
into an almost exciting experience. But why did she
ever want to play that tenor role? It was a great
success, I know, and at the time it was not considered a lack of taste. (Sarah Bernhardt used to
play "Hosenrollen" with relish and once even considered Hamlet, and Marthe Chenal reluctantly gave
up the idea of singing Pelléas -yes, Pelléas, not
Mélisande -only after strong remonstrances from
her friends.) The Traviata item (in French) is really
wonderful. Excellent style, fantastic attacks, fresh
voice throughout, amazing virtuosity, the staccato
high Cs wonderfully accurate, especially when one
considers the very quick tempo. Then, alas, the
small solo from Pelléas ( "Mes longs cheveux"),
which certainly does not give an idea of Garden at
her best. I still have in my ears the enchanted
sounds she fluted out even as late as 1927 and
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the strange charm floating over Mélisande. These
virtues are not present in the recorded excerpt, and
are to be found still less in "Il pleure dans mon
coeur," sung to a tinkly piano (one hopes it is not
Debussy himself). The recital closes with the aria
from Louise done admirably, the high tessitura
magnificently managed, with the purest of voices.
There is also a recorded excerpt from the bad
joke which is Alfano's Resurrection, quite one of the
worst operas I have ever heard, but one to suit
Garden's histrionic possibilities, offering a role in
which she could send a chill down your spine. When
she made this recording, she was at the end of her
singing time; though you can guess at her artistry,
she exaggerates effects too often and her diction is
not always perfect.
Mary Garden's debut in 1900 is a well -known
story. Charpentier's Louise had just had its first
performance at the Comique. A soprano by the
name of Rioton had been chosen for the creation.
She proved a great success, but shortly thereafter
she was taken ill in the middle of a performance.
Mary, who was learning the part, was sitting in
the auditorium- -"dans ma petite robe brune," I
remember her saying. Someone spotted her there
and implored the director (then Albert Carré, I
believe) not to send the public away but to try the
young American girl for the third act. Mary quickly
made up and got into Louise's clothes, and with
great aplomb sang and acted to perfection, so that
the enchanted public gave her an ovation. She was
offered a contract, and from that day until 1927 or
1928 sang at the Comique fairly regularly.
At the end of 1901, when Pelléas was going
think it was Pierre Loups
into rehearsal, someone
-told Debussy about Mary Garden. "What," he is
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Her Mélisande: "an innocent and lovely
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said to have exclaimed, "a Scotch girl for Mélisande,
with an accent and so little experience! I won't hear
of it!" Very much against his will he agreed to
give her an audition. He was prepared to tell her
politely but firmly that it wouldn't do, when he
fell completely under her charm and found that she
so exactly understood what this dreamy, nebulous,
and fey character of Mélisande should he. that he
fought for her tooth and nail with Maeterlinck (who
wanted the role for Georgette Leblanc, with whom
he was then infatuated). This resulted in a break
between Debussy and Maeterlinck that was never
patched up.
Pelléas was the greatest musical event of those
years. At the premiere, people shouted and screamed,
got up, insulted each other; the singers could hardly
be heard above the din. The opera managed to survive, but was given only seldom and to badly filled
houses. Little by little audiences became accustomed
to Pelléas, but it has become a box-office success
only in recent years. Mary Garden sang it at the
Comique until 1927, and I will never forget her
wonderful Mélisande, so touching, unreal, like an
innocent and lovely child lost in that impressionistic

forest.
After Pelléas, many composers wanted her for
their creations. Camille Erlanger won her for Aphrodite, Xavier Leroux for La Reine Fianunette, Messager for Madame Chrysanthème (an opera based
on the same story as Madama Butterfly). She also
created Morena Vanna by Février and the French
versions of Resurrection by Alfano and L'Amore dei
tre re by Montemezzi. At the Opéra she sang in
Salome and several works by Massenet. She sang
once in Berlin, never in London or Milan, and often
went to America. For many years after her retirement from the stage. she gave lectures, crossing the
Atlantic often, in splendid health and spirit.
Now she lives in Aberdeen, and not long ago she
received some BBC reporters there and related to
them souvenirs of Debussy and Pelléas. She also
wrote her memoirs, which make good amusing reading, full of anecdotes about her many friends and
few enemies. Mary Garden always had a very impulsive and quick temper, and could be snappy
indeed if someone got in her way. She could also
be extremely kind. I remember with gratitude how
patiently she coached nie in Pelléas at her studio in
the Salle Pleyel, and how she sent me with an American soprano to meet Charpentier at the Café du
Dôme, so that he could talk to us about the interpretation of Louise, which the girl was studying.
The old master, looking exactly as though he came
right out of the set of his opera -with a large, floating necktie "à l'artiste" -spoke not a word of English but was so charming and coyly flirtatious that
the American singer left in high spirits.
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I recall a very amusing scene in Mary Garden's
dressing room at the Comique. A charity matinee
had been organized. in which Mary was to sing with
the tenor René Maison in one act of Massenet's
Sapho. The play by Daudet had been done some few
years hack for the last performances of Cecile Sorel
at the Comédie Française. The actress and the singer
were great friends and, of course, they had gone to
see each other in the part. When I arrived with some
friends in Mary's dressing room after the charity
performance we found the two ladies embracing
each insisting that she had learned how to play Sapho
by watching the other. Being unable to convince each
other (or, probably, themselves!) of this fact. they
started to compare their emeralds, each exclaiming
that hers were nothing next the other's and each
praising the size and purity of the ones she didn't
own. It all ended in an invitation from Cecile Sorel
to come and see her in her new venture at the
Casino de Paris. We sat in a box and watched her
descend the famous staircase with more plumes and
feathers than even the famous Mistinguett had
ever dared to wear. Coffee was served in the interval,
in a golden dressing room, and a little scene of
mutual admiration was played all over again.
I don't think that any other opera singer of her
time achieved the glamorous reputation of Mary
Garden, except perhaps Geraldine Farrar or, a few
years later, Maria Jeritza. Mary was sublime in
many roles, her quite extraordinary personality obliterating one's critical faculties. She liked her parts
and she acted them in a naturalistic way, contriving
to keep one's attention alive with little tricks which
another actress would have overlooked. Even when
her voice was too slight, as for Tosca or Salome,
the exciting quality of her acting made you quite
forget that it should have been heavier. In her day,
of course, a good many operas were in fashion that
no one would care to see now. They provided an opportunity for flamboyant acting and for singing with
a flourish, and as such gave the public good value
for its money. A few of these works have survived
because of their dramatic or musical qualities. A
few, alas, are still to be heard almost annually in
the greatest opera houses, owing to routine and the
public's indifference to anything new.
What a pity that she did not sing long enough
to be a dramatic Marie in Wozzeck, a depraved
Lulu, or a tragic Magda Sorel in The Consul. The
Berg and Menotti heroines would have fitted her
theatrical temperament like a glove.
Very few " monstres sacrés ' appear nowadays on
the opera stage. It may be better for the sake of
music that this is so, but it certainly deprives us of
the excitement that filled a house when a diva of
the Garden magnitude appeared. These are the ones
who pass gradually from reality into legend and
Mary is without any doubt one of the most vivid
exam ples.
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Best seat in the house
The Orga -sonic is like your favorite easy
chair, relaxing you when you're tense,
calming you when you're frustrated. And
it brings you the soothing power of music
whenever you need it.
It's a love seat. You'll love the richness of the music you can make on the
Orga -sonic from the very beginning. Your
whole family will love listening to you and
learning to play themselves. And it's so
easy to do with an Orga- sonic.
It's like a coffee table, too. It's the favorite gathering place when
guests come in.
so much fun they can't resist it. It
makes all kinds of music sound so much
better. With a flick of the controls it's a
reverent church organ or a big theatre

It's

organ, with many diverting effects like banjo, marimba, celeste, and vibraharp.
You'll never find another piece of furniture that brings so much joy into a home
as your Baldwin Orga- sonic. Ask your
Baldwin dealer to send one out so your
family can see where it looks best.

"I'll"

WHAT IS
A HOME

ORGAN?

Or write for free booklet "What is a
Home Organ ?" Baldwin Piano & Organ
Company, Dept. HF-7 -64, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45202.

Baldwin Orga -sonic
Official Piano and Organ, New York World's Fair, 1961-65
CIRCLE 62 ON
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A MAJOR BREAK -THROUGH IN SOUND PURITY

...

BY

THE SOUND FROM THE NEW SHURE V -15 STEREO DYNETIC® CARTRIDGE
WITH ITS REVOLUTIONARY BI- RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS
HAS NEVER BEFORE BEEN HEARD OUTSIDE AUDIO LABORATORIES
by

S.

N. SHURE, President, Shure Brothers, Inc.

The sound from the new Shure V -15
Stereo Dynetic Cartridge is unique. The
unit incorporates highly disciplined refinements in design and manufacture that
were considered "beyond the state of the
art" as recently as the late summer of 1963.
The V -15 performance specifications and
design considerations are heady stuffeven among engineers. They probably
cannot be assimilated by anyone who is
not a knowledgeable audiophile, yet the
sound is such that the critical listener, with
or without technical knowledge, can appreciate the significant nature of the V -15
music re- creation superiority. It is to be
made in limited quantities, and because of
the incredibly close tolerances and singularly rigid inspection techniques involved,
it is not inexpensive. Perfection never is.
THE BI- RADIAL ELLIPTICAL STYLUS

The outstanding characteristic is that the
V-15 Stylus has two different radii . . .
hence the designation Bi- Radial. One is
a broad frontal plane radius of 22.5 microns (.0009 inch); while the actual contact
radii on each side of the stylus are an incredibly fine 5 microns (.0002 inch). It
would be impossible to reduce the contact radius of a conventional spherical/
conical stylus to this micro -miniature
dimension without subjecting the entire
stylus to "bottoming" in the record
grooves.
The Shure Bi- Radial elliptical stylus, because of its larger frontal radius of 22.5
microns (.0009 inch), cannot bottom . . .
and as you know, bottoming reproduces
the crackling noise of the grit and static
dust that in practice cannot be eliminated
from the canyons of record grooves.

TRACING DISTORTION MINIMIZED
The prime objective in faithful sound recreation is to have the playback stylus
move in exactly the same way as the
wedge- shaped cutting stylus moved when
it produced the master record. This can't
be accomplished with a spherical /conical
stylus because the points of tangency (or

points of contact between the record
grooves and the stylus) are constantly
changing. This effect manifests itself as
tracing distortion (sometimes called "inner
groove distortion "). Note in the illustration below how the points of tangency
(arrows) of the Bi- Radial elliptical stylus
remain relatively constant because of the
very small 5 micron (.0002 inch) side contact radii:

Cutter

Elliptical

The Shure Bi- Radial Stylus vastly reduces
another problem in playback known as
the "pinch effect." As experienced audiophiles know, the record grooves are wider
wherever and whenever the flat, chisel faced cutting stylus changes directions
(which is 440 cycles per second at a pure
middle "A" tone-up to 20,000 cycles per
second in some of the high overtones).
An ordinary spherical /conical stylus riding
the upper portion of the groove walls
tends to drop where the groove gets
wider, and to rise as the groove narrows. Since stereo styli and cartridges have
both vertical and horizontal functions, this
unfortunate and unwanted up- and -down
motion creates a second harmonic distortion. The new Shure Bi- Radial elliptical
stylus, on the other hand, looks like this
riding a record groove:

You'll note that even though it has a
broad front face with a frontal plane
radius of 22.5 microns (.0009 inch), and
it measures 30 microns (.0012 inch) across
at the point of contact with the groove,
the small side or contact radii are only
5 microns (.0002 inch). This conforms to
the configuration of the cutting stylus and
hence is not as subject to the up -anddown vagaries of the so- called "pinch effect."
SYMMETRY, TOLERANCES AND
POSITIONING ARE ULTRA -CRITICAL

Frankly, a Bi- Radial elliptical stylus, however desirable, is almost impossibly difficult to make CORRECTLY. Diamond, as
you know, is the hardest material . . .
with a rating of 10 on the Mohs hardness
scale. It's one thing to make a simple
diamond cone, altogether another to make
a perfectly symmetrical Bi- Radial stylus
with sufficiently close tolerances, actually
within one ten thousandth of an inch!
Shure has developed unprecedented controls, inspections and manufacturing techniques to assure precise positioning, configuration, dimensions and tolerances of
the diamond tip. It is a singular and exacting procedure... unique in the high fidelity
cartridge industry. And, unless these inspection techniques and safeguards are
used, an imperfectly formed elliptic configuration can result and literally do more

harm than good to both record and sound.
THE V -15 IS A 15° CARTRIDGE

The 15° effective tracking angle has recently been the subject of several Shure
communications to the audiophile. It conforms to the effective record cutting angle
of 15° proposed by the RIAA and EIA and
now used by the major record producing
companies and thereby minimizes tracking distortion.
The major features, then, of the V -15 are
the Shure Bi- Radial Elliptical Stylus, the
singular quality control techniques and
standards devised to produce perfection
of stylus symmetry, and the 15° tracking
angle. They combine to reduce IM and
harmonic distortion to a dramatic new
low. In fact, the distortion (at normal
record playing velocities) is lower than the
inherent noise level of the finest test
records and laboratory measurement instruments! In extensive listening tests, the
V-15 proved most impressive in its "track ability." It consistently proved capable of
tracking the most difficult, heavily modulated passages at a minimum force of 3/4
grams (in the Shure -SME tone arm). The
entire V -15 is hand -crafted and subject
to quality control and inspection measures
that result in space -age reliability. Precision machined aluminum and a special
ultra -stable plastic stylus grip. Exact alignment is assured in every internal detail
and in mounting. Mu -metal hum shield
surrounds the sensitive coils. The V -15 is

-

-a con-

patented moving- magnet device
noisseur's cartridge in every detail.

a

SPECIFICATIONS
The basic specifications are what you'd
expect the premier Shure cartridge to
reflect: 20 to 20,000 cps., 6 my output.
Over 25 db separation. 25 x 10 -6 cm. per
dyne compliance. 3/4 gram tracking. 47,000
ohms impedance, 680 millihenries inductance per channel. 650 ohms resistance.
Bi- Radial diamond stylus: 22.5 microns
(.0009 inch) frontal radius, 5 microns (.0002
inch) side contact radii, 30 microns (.0012
inch) wide between record contact points.
But most important, it re- creates music
a transcendent purity that results in
a deeply rewarding experience for the

with

critical ear.
Manufactured under U.S. Patents 3,055,988; 3,077,521 and 3,077,522. Other Patents
Pending.
V -15 Cartridge-$62.50 net
Replacement stylus VN -2E- $25.00 net
SHURE BROTHERS, INC.
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois

Conical
CIRCLE 49 ON READER -SERVICE CARD
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
Bogen Model RT -1000

Tuner /Amplifier
THE EQUIPMENT: Bogen RT -1000, a combination
FM mono, FM stereo, AM tuner, and stereo preamplifier-power amplifier on one chassis. Dimensions: 16-3/16
by 4 -5/8 by 15 -13/16 inches. Price: $549.95. Optional
walnut cabinet, Model WE -10, $29.95. Manufacturer:
Bogen Communications Division, Lear Siegler, Inc., P.O.
Box 500, Paramus, N.J.
COMMENT: Bogen's RT -1000 stereo receiver is a fully
transistorized unit that offers high power and versatility
in a compact, neatly styled format. The upper center
portion of the front panel is occupied by an ample -size
station -tuning dial that has a logging scale as well as
regular AM and FM markings. At its left is a tuning
meter that operates for AM and FM. The dial and meter
are illuminated during use; in addition there is an FM
stereo indicator to the right that lights up when a stereo
signal is received. Six knobs are provided for the set's
main operating controls. These include a six -position
program selector (tape head, phono, aux, FM mono,
FM sterero, and AM); a channel balance control that
also serves, when pulled out, as a stereo reverse control:
a loudness-volume control (when "in" loudness cornpensation is added; when "out" no compensation is
used); a bass tone control that operates on both channels simultaneously and, when pulled, serves also as a
low-frequency (rumble) filter; a similar type treble control that, when pulled, serves as a high -frequency

REPORT POLICY
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(scratch) filter; and the station- tuning control. In addition, there are six slide switches for: tape monitor,
stereo /mono, phase reversal, speaker- phones, AFC in
and out, and power off and on. The front panel also has
a jack for direct connection of a low impedance stereo
headphone set.
The rear of the set contains stereo input jacks, and
each channel also has a tape output jack for feeding
signals to a recorder. Speaker taps are provided for each
channel for 8- and 16 -ohm speakers. There also is a
"third channel" signal output jack for connecting to a
monophonic amplifier and speaker. This hookup may be
used as a center -fill between the regular pair of stereo
speakers, or to pipe a mono version of signals from the
RT -1000 to another room. The set has built -in AM and
FM antennas which may be adequate for local reception in strong signal areas. There also are screw -terminals
for connecting external antennas, including AM, 300 ohm (twin -lead) FM, and 75 -ohm (coaxial cable) FM.
The AC line cord, a fuse-holder, and an unswitched AC
outlet complete the rear complement.
As the accompanying measurements -made at United
States Testing Company, Inc. indicate, the amplifier
section of the RT -1000 is a fairly high- powered unit
capable of delivering better than 40 watts per channel
at low distortion across the audio range. The IM characteristic is typical of the "class AB or class B" type of
transistor circuit found in many recent amplifiers, which

Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and listening tests. Data for the reports,
Company, Inc., of
on equipment other than loudspeakers. is obtained by the United States Testing
Hoboken, New Jersey, a completely independent organization not affiliated with the United States
reports are based
Speaker
leader
in
product
evaluation.
Government which, since 1880, has been a
on controlled listening tests.
Occasionally, a supplementary agency may be invited to contribute
to the testing program. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY.
No report, or portion thereof, may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written
permission of the publisher. No reference to the United States Testing Company, Inc., to its
seals or insignia, or to the results of its tests, including material published in HIGH FIDELITY
based on such tests, may be made without written permission of United States Testing Company, Inc.
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the conventional IM characteristic -tends to
become lower as the amplifier is called on to deliver
higher power. In general, the lowest IM was obtained
with a 16 -ohm load.
The frequency response, the RIAA (disc playback),
and NAB (tape head playback) characteristics were all
found to be very good; indeed the RIAA response was
nearly perfect. Tone and filter action, plotted on the
accompanying chart, were satisfactory, as was the amplifier's sensitivity and signal-to -noise ratio. The amplifier's damping factor was quite low, indicating that
for the best definition of sound the speakers used with
the RT -1000 should themselves be well damped. The
low- frequency square-wave response showed the effects
of rolloff below 20 cps and is fairly representative
of the integrated chassis type of equipment. The highfrequency square wave had some ringing but a very fast,
excellent rise time and, in general, was indicative of
good transient response and amplifier stability.
The tuner section of the RT -1000 had very good

-unlike

performance characteristics in both monophonic and
stereo modes. The set, on arrival at USTC, was checked
for alignment-which is done with all FM tuners -and
found to be near optimum, measuring 3.4 microvolts
before, and 3.1 microvolts after, a bench alignment.
Combined with its low distortion, high signal -to -noise
ratio, and very good capture ratio, this figure would indicate the set's suitability for fine FM reception in
virtually all locales. On stereo, the tuner had excellent
channel separation, somewhat higher (as expected) distortion, and a response characteristic that rolled off
gently at the fringe ends of the band. The stereo pilot
and subcarrier signals were suppressed low enough not
to interfere with off -the -air recordings.
In listening and use tests, with broadcasts as well as
a tape recorder and high quality disc player, the RT1000 proved to be a smooth, clean performer, very easy
to listen to, convenient to operate, and in general impressing us as an excellent center for a high quality
music system.

"London" Summation integrated Arm and Cartridge
THE EQUIPMENT: "London" Summation, a 12 -inch
tone arm and stereo cartridge of integrated design.
Price, $120. Manufactured in England by Decca Record Co., Ltd., 15/17 Ingate Place, Queenstown Rd.,
London S.W.8. Distributed in the U.S.A. by Lectronics
of City Line Center, Inc., 7644 City Line Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., 19151.

COMMENT: The latest stereo pickup system from
Decca via Lectronics is an integrated arm and cartridge. The arm will accept only the cartridge or "head"
supplied with it, but the cartridge itself- designated
as the Mark II -may be purchased separately, with an
adapter, for use in the SME or Ortofon arms at a cost
of $67.50. A separate head, prefitted with a 78 -rpm
stylus, also is available for $40. The stylus itself is not
interchangeable by the user. An alternate version of the
cartridge, the Mark III, is fitted with an elliptical stylus.
Cost was not available at presstime, but is expected to be
the same as that of the Mark II, or a few dollars more.
The cartridge movement in either version is essentially
a variable reluctance or "moving iron" type, but modified
so that magnetic pole pieces extend along the underside
of the cartridge body to surround the stylus, which itself
has no cantilever. This design feature is said to reduce
such problems as resonances, damping, and effective
mass in the interest of improved tracking and cleaner
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sound. The Mark II is deliberately designed, according
to Decca, so that its vertical compliance (2 x 10-6 cm!
dyne) is one fifth that of its lateral compliance (10 x
10 -6 cm /dyne ). The stylus tip has a nominal radius of
0.5 mil to 0.6 mil. The combination of electrical and
mechanical design, compliance, and stylus size makes
for a recommended vertical tracking force of 3.5 grams
which -with this system
held to be optimum for the
best sound as well as for minimum record groove wear.
Reports of tests conducted in Britain indicate that this
tracking force, which permits continuous groove contact, has been used to play records hundreds of times
with no appreciable wear. In tests conducted at United
States Testing Company, Inc., the cartridge did provide best tracking and performance at 3.5 grams; at
forces lower than 3 grams it did not track well and
produced distortion. (The Mark III, with somewhat higher compliance, is designed to track at 2 grams.)
The tone arm is made of aluminum tubing. One end
is designed to accept the cartridge head which slides on
and makes excellent contact physically and electrically
between the cartridge terminals and those from the
leads inside the arm. The other end of the arm is fitted
with a two- section ( "coarse" and "fine ") balancing adjustment. A sliding weight along the arm is used to
set tracking force. Two pivots permit the arm to swing
vertically, while the bracket that holds these pivots

-is
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horizontally on its support pillar. The
arm has a built -in cuing device that, at the flick of a
lever, lowers or raises the pickup onto or off the record.
The head has a finger -lift to help guide the pickup to
the point over the record at which it is to be lowered.
The underside of the arm's support pillar terminates in
a four-prong jack which accepts a plug and cable assembly for connecting to the phono inputs on a preamplifier or integrated amplifier. The cable rig is supplied with fitted phono -tips, color -coded for channel
identity and internally grounded so that no additional
grounding lead is needed. An arm rest, also supplied,
holds the arm in place when it is not being used.
The instructions supplied with the Summation system
call for installing the arm so that it is parallel to
the surface of a record on the turntable. This would
require that the top of the platter be at least 11/4 inches
above the mounting board, a dimension not found on
every turntable. However. according to a spokesman for
Lectronics, a slight downward angle (toward the pickup)
is of no consequence and exact parallelism is not critical.
In listening tests, using the Summation installed on
a Thorens TD -124 turntable, we placed a foam pad
over the platter so that the angle was reduced and the
arm was almost parallel. The audible results were indistinguishable from those obtained without the foam pad
(and with the angle thus slightly increased). In measurements made at USTC, a similar foam pad was used
(to minimize whatever magnetic attraction existed
between platter and cartridge; the instructions call for a
nonmagnetic turntable). The residual attraction made for
some amount of downward force, which was calculated
in setting the required tracking force -so that combined.
they equaled the required 3.5 grams.
Thus installed, the Decca arm and cartridge system
was tested. The over-all characteristic of the left
channel can be summarized as +3, -1 db from 40 cps to
20 kc; of the right channel, as +4, -0 db from 40 cps to
16 kc. Both channels were quite smooth over the range;
the rise above 10 kc is characteristic of most cartridges
and in this instance was not terribly "peaky." At that,
it-as well as the difference of a decibel or two over
what the manufacturer specifies -may well be due to a
difference in test methods or test records. Lateral IM
distortion was better than average; vertical IM was
about average.
As the response charts indicate, channel separation
is free to swing
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was excellent within the specified range of the cartridge.
Tracking ability was confirmed as being best at 3.5
grams. The arm had very little bearing friction and was
free to move unimpeded. Its resonance was estimated
to occur at 22 cps; below this frequency the arm acts
as a mechanical filter so that the output below 22 cps
is not reproduced. While a good portion of current
American thinking prefers a somewhat lower arm resonance, and a lower frequency -pass characteristic, this feature of the Decca is in accord with British design philosophy which holds that there is no need to bother
about response much below 30 cps, except possibly to
filter it out. The response of the Decca, in fact, is specified from 40 cps to 16 kc. (A detailed discussion of
differences of opinion regarding the extent of frequency
response was published in the May issue of HIGH
FIDELITY, page 39.) The signal output from each channel
was just above 4.5 millivolts (measured at
kc with a
recorded level of 5 cm /sec peak velocity, and terminated
in a 47 K resistive load) which is enough to drive any
magnetic phono input on today's equipment.
In use tests, the "London" Summation system impressed us as a transparent, smooth, clean performer.
It seemed to have a "neutral," almost at times "precise,"
sort of tonal quality, and provided fine definition of
ensembles and of timbres within ensembles. Its transient
characteristics were among the best, and it handled
heavily modulated passages with ease. Needle -talk was
inaudible and susceptibility to hum pickup was nil. The
stylus could not be budged from the groove by external
shock, such as banging and stomping of a magnitude
that has caused others to skip or skate. In sum, the
system merits serious audition by the connoisseur interested in its features and prepared to spend upward
of $100 for an arm and cartridge.
1

University Tri -Planar
Speaker System
THE EQUIPMENT: University Tri- Planar, a "slim- line"
full -range speaker system in an integral enclosure. Dimensions: 23 by 15 by 1- inches. Price: $79.95. Manufacturer: University Loudspeakers, Div. of Ling-TemcoVought, Inc., 9500 West Reno, Oklahoma City, Okla.

COMMENT: There

is nothing thin about the sound of
this, the slimmest high fidelity speaker we have yet
auditioned. In fact, because of its doublet operation
(sound emanates from front and rear), the Tri- Planar
is capable of producing an astonishingly broad sound
front that is very satisfying for stereo. Equally remarkable is the full response that one hears from a system
less than two inches in depth.
Obviously, an enclosure of these dimensions could
not hold a conventional speaker. and the driver elements
used here are decidedly unconventional. Instead of cones,
the Tri- Planar uses two flat, rectangular, wooden panels
(each 9 by 12 inches) that serve as diaphragms. These
are suspended within the frame of the enclosure some-
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what like a pane of glass within its frame. Each panel is
energized by its own voice -coil; differences in the coil
and magnet assemblies, and differences in the compliance
of the suspensions, cause the two panels to respond differently, so that one panel handles most of the bass and
the other more of the "mid- bass" and midrange. High
frequency reproduction is aided by a cone tweeter, fed
from an electrical network that introduces a gradual
"roll -in" from about 700 cps.
All these elements are housed within the narrow
structure that resembles a modern picture frame, finished in walnut, and covered on both sides with grille
cloth. The system is light enough in weight (only 9
pounds) to permit its being installed in a variety of ways,
such as fitted into a room divider or shelf system. It also
may simply be placed wherever convenient, using the
neat pedestal base supplied. Connections are made by
screw terminals, marked for polarity. Input impedance
is rated at 4 to 8 ohms; efficiency is fairly high.
Although the Tri- Planar will not reproduce the lowest
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organ fundamentals, it does provide a fair amount of the
heft and definition associated with most musical bass.
Response is audibly clean to just below 50 cps; driving
the speaker harder in this region causes doubling. Upward from 50 cps, response is quite smooth, with an
apparent slope beginning at about 13 kc. The speaker
is moderately directive when judged directly from one
side only; it takes on a broader spread when the sound
from both sides is allowed to emanate freely, as would
occur when the speaker is used at some distance from
the wall. Similarly, its white noise response smooths out
considerably the more the speaker is used "in the room"
away from the wall.
Reproducing program material, a pair of Tri- Planars

had the range of most speakers in their size and price
class -but, because of their doublet operation, these
speakers could be positioned to furnish an enormous, at
times genuinely thrilling, sense of space and depth. The
most spectacular presentation came when they were installed in a room 21 by 171/2 feet, about seven feet in
from one of the short walls and about five feet each
from the long walls, so that there was a distance of
about 71/2 feet between the two. On orchestral music
heard through the speakers, directionality was perceptible but not emphasized, and what most listeners reported
hearing was a large and full sound that was spread about,
between. and from behind, the speakers. On chamber
music, the acoustic focus narrowed accommodatingly. On
other counts, the Tri- Planar also proved worthy: transients, such as plucked strings and sharp percussives,
came through cleanly; the solo voice sounded natural;
dynamics from pianissimo to crescendo were handled
with ease. The only limitation in response from an
"ultimate" standpoint was at the extreme low and high
ends of the audio range, which of course is true of every
speaker in this price class that we have auditioned.
It would be impossible, of course, to state definitely
just where speakers such as the Tri- Planar ought to be
installed in various rooms to provide the kind of superb
stereo presentation we heard. They are small and light
enough in weight to permit experimentation, and would
seem to be logical choices for room dividers or for other
setups that permit a reasonable amount of air to be
loaded to their "back" as well as "front."

Tandberg Model 74
Tape Recorder
'ITIE EQUIPMENT: Tandberg Model 74, a three -speed
(71/2, 33/4, and 17/s ips) stereo /monophonic tape recorder
supplied in teakwood base. Dimensions: 15 -9/32 by
I1 -13 16 by 6 inches. Price: $449.50 Optional carrying
case. $24.50. Manufactured in Norway: U.S. branch is
Tandberg of America, Inc., 8 Third Ave., Pelham, N.Y.

COMMENT: Compact, handsome, and versatile, the
Tandberg 74 may be used as a complete recording and
playback system (it has stereo speakers installed along its
sides), or as a tape deck for connecting to a separate
component music system. The machine has an erase head
and a record /playback head, and can record and play
four -track stereo and mono. It may be used for "sound on sound" and for "add -a -ti ack" recording, in which
one channel records while the other channel plays.
'tape motion is controlled by a shift -lever, and tape
function by slide switches that can be operated independently on each channel. Each switch has three positions: for record, playback, and "amplifier"-the last
allows the Model 74 to be used as a stereo amplifier for
whatever signal sources are connected to it. The speed
(Ws. 33/4, or 71/2 ips) is selected by a knob located between the tape reels. Other controls include: the off /on
switch (which lights up the tape counter window when
"on ": a reset knob for the tape counter; a bass -boost
switch (operative only during playback); two concentric
volume controls, operating independently on each channel; a five -position speaker selector switch that allows
the built -in, external, or both built -in and external speakers to be heard; and a pause lever, that stops tape
movement during record or playback. The deck also has
a pair of level indicators (used only in recording). A
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microswitch, under the head cover, serves to stop the
motor when the tape runs out or breaks.
Microphone input jacks are provided topside on the
deck, and additional signal input and output jacks are
at the rear of the machine. Two input level controls,
also at the rear, may be adjusted to avoid overloading
the input preamp stages of the recorder. The circuitry
of the 74 contains seven tubes and two transistors.
Iu tests conducted at United States Testing Corn pany, Inc., the Model 74 demonstrated that high performance and quality can be achieved within compact
dimensions. Speed accuracy was fair and commensurate
with this class of equipment. Wow and flutter were
insignificant at all three speeds.
The NAB playback response of the Model 74 was
excellent, indicating the unit's accuracy in reproducing
commercially recorded (prerecorded) tapes. Record/
playback response at both 71/2- and 33/4 -ips speeds went
to beyond 10 kc; the gradual slope at the high end is
not severe and can be helped. in any event. by a slight
treble boost on one's control amplifier. Response at
17/s ips was poorer at the high end, but was considered
adequate for noncritical recording chores. The unit's
distortion. even at the slower speeds, was quite low;
signal -to -noise ratio, favorably high. Input sensitivity was
high enough for all program sources. The machine's
output signal was suited-in terms of level and quality
for feeding to high fidelity amplifiers and speakers.

-
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Using and listening to the Tandberg 74 is a joy. The
machine is easy to connect and set into operation: the
tape threads across the head assembly very conveniently:
the controls work with a solid and smooth feeling. The
built -in speakers sound surprisingly good for such small
units, and when the output signal is connected to an external amplifier and speakers the sound is excellent.
Inasmuch as the Tandberg's own speakers can be switched
on while the external speakers are working, one can set
up a three -channel playback system with the Model 74
that provides a very broad and satisfying stereo effect.
These virtues, as well as the general ruggedness of the
recorder and the reliability for which earlier Tandberg
models are known, make the Model 74 worthy of serious
consideration.
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Test Data
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Speed accuracy, 71/2 ips

3.1% fast at 117 v AC; 2.1% at
105; 4.9% at 129

4% fast at 117 v AC; 3.3% at
105; 4.9% at 129

33/4 ips

3.6oió fast at 117 v AC; 2.9% at
105; 4.6% at 129

ips

17/6

Wow and flutter, 71/2 ips
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THE RAY CHARLES SINGERS
SOMETHING SPECIAL
FOR YOUNG LOVERS

STEREO

v

THE RAY CHARLES SINGERS

The Smash Hit Album that's Sweeping the Country
What do you do when you're at the top? Go Higher! And that's exactly what
Command Records and The Ray Charles Singers have done. Once again,
Command Records, World Leader in Recorded Sound, and The Ray Charles
Singers, top singing group on the Perry Como Show, combine their brilliant
talents with something special for everyone. This fantastically beautiful Command album is a star -fired showcase of magnificent music. From the roll'cking
LOVE ME WITH ALL YOUR HEART to the most sensitive and sentimental
ballad here's an entire, breath -taking spectrum of glorious songs. Recorded
with a verve and splendor that is absolutely awesome!

SOMETHING SPECIAL

Yvúng
Lvvers

qiiii. vv°rvv

SELECTIONS: LOVE ME WITH ALL YOUR HEARTHIS COULD BE THE START OF SOMETHING
LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO
MORE
THERE! I'VE SAID IT AGAIN
THIS IS ALL ASK
DOMINIQUE
HELLO DOLLY!
QUIET NIGHTS
CHARADE
WHAT
AM
I?
LITTLE
MOUNTAIN
BIRD
Album
No.
KIND OF FOOL
SWEET
866
I

I

Write for FREE Full -color
Brochure of all Command releases

Be sure you also hear these spectacular COMMAND albums
by THE RAY CHARLES SINGERS

WORLD LEADER
IN RECORDED SOUND

SOMETHING WONDERFUL #827
ROME REVISITED #839
PARADISE ISLAND #845
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Coming Soon! Another Great Album By The Ray Charles Singers
AVAILABLE

IN

STEREO, MONAURAL AND
CIRCLE
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"MASS"

REVOLUTION NOW IN PROGRESS

ADC is successful in achieving lowest mass cartridge design

What are the characteristics of the ideal stereo phonograph cartridge ? Recording engineers and equipment manufacturers are in agreement here. Distortion will be eliminated only when the cartridge can trace the exact shape
of the record groove and reproduce its exact electrical analogy. What changes
must be made to free the stylus for precise tracing are now also known. As
to the manner in which these changes are to be achieved, experts are less
optimistic. They say, "Not today, but years hence."

POINT FOUR

which employ the INDUCED MAGNET principle. There is the exceptional ease of stylus replacement by
the user. There is the self- retracting
stylus that protects itself and your
records. There is the difference in
sound that you MUST hear for yourself. There are others. We stress a
few of the many virtues only because they involve factors designated
for an idealized cartridge of the
future. And we ask you to compare
the ADC cartridges AVAILABLE
TODAY with these eventual goals.
We believe you'll agree that these
are the most advanced cartridges
available anywhere. We can only
hope that you try them with equipment that will do them justice.

ELLIPTICAL STYLUS NOW AVAILABLE

These conclusions were the starting
point some time ago for ADC, not
the end. We knew that marginal upgrading of existing designs would
not bring us within reach of the ideal
goals. We faced the need for boldness in seeking completely new solutions. From this decision came the
concept of the INDUCED MAGNET
TRANSDUCER. In short order we had
prototypes of this new class of magnetic cartridge which shattered old
technical limitations. What followed
were three startlingly new cartridges
that incorporated this principle: the
ADC Point Four, recommended for
manual turntables; the ADC 660
and 770, recommended for automatic
turntables and record changers
NOT YEARS HENCE, BUT TODAY.

"years ahead" goals? "Significantly
reduced mass" was the key advantage, we said months before the
spotlight was turned on this factor.
The use of a fixed magnet, separate
from the moving system, inducing
its field into an armature of extremely light weight, slashed mass to "half
or less than that of systems previously regarded as low -mass designs."
The tubular, aluminum stylus arm or
cantilever connected to the stylus to
move this negligible mass was made
even lighter. We were then able to
match this low mass with a suspension of exceptionally high compliance.
As to stylus tracking force, we have
suggested a minimum of 3/4 gram.
But we have tracked the Point Four
perfectly at';'_ gram. The chief problem here is the ability of available
tone arms, not of the cartridge. The
physical arrangement of elements,
using the new INDUCED MAGNET
principle, brought other gains. "The
remote position of the magnet with
respect to the main structure," we
said, "ensures freedom from saturation and hysteresis distortion-serious effects that are beyond control
by conventional shielding."
As to the vertical tracking angle, we
noted that "obtaining the now established tracking angle of 15° is no
problem" with the pivot point of the
arm brought close to the record surface by the new physical configuration.

YEARS AHEAD PRINCIPLE, TODAY

OTHER ADVANTAGES OF
THESE NEW CARTRIDGES

How do ADC cartridges using the
new principle measure up to the

These are not the only virtues of the
new Point Four, the 660 and the 770

Stylus mass they hold ,will have to
come down. Not another shade or
two, but drastically. Compliance will
be concomitantly increased. Not refined slightly, but brought to a new
order of magnitude. And there is
more reason than ever to insist on
adherence to a standard vertical
tracking angle.
The low -mass, high -compliance cartridges will permit exceptionally low
tracking forces. Only then will we
have truly flat response beyond the
limits of the audio spectrum, free of
resonant peaks and dips. Record
wear and distortion will at last be
brought to the point where they are
truly negligible.
WHAT ADC HAS DONE

-

-

CIRCLE
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SPECIFICATIONS

ADC POINT FOUR*

Type

Induced magnet
5 mv at 5.5 cms/sec
recorded velocity
30 db, 50 to 8,000 cps
10 to 20,000 cps -!- 2 db

Sensitivity
Channel Separation
Frequency Response

Stylus tip radius*

.0004" (accurately
maintained)

Vertical tracking angle
Tracking force range
I.M. distortion

15°

Compliance

30 x 10 -6 cms/dyne

PRICE

$50.00

SPECIFICATIONS

ADC 660

Type

PRICE

Induced magnet
7 mv at 5.5 cms/sec
recorded velocity
30 db, 50 to 8,000 cps
10 to 20,000 cps i- 3 db
.0007" (accurately
maintained)
15°
11/2 to 4 grams
less than 1% -400 & 4,000
cps. at 14.3 cms/sec velocity
20 x 10 -6 cms/dyne
;46.50

SPECIFICATIONS

ADC 770

Sensitivity
Channel Separation
Frequency Response

Stylus tip radius

Vertical tracking angle
Tracking force range
I.M. distortion
Compliance

Type

Channel Separation
Frequency Response

Stylus tip radius

Vertical tracking angle
Tracking force range
I.M. distortion
PRICE

Induced magnet
cms/sec
recorded velocity
25 db, 50 to 8,000 cps
10 to 18,000 cps ± 3 db
.0007" (accurately
maintained)
15°
2 to 5 grams
less than 1% -400 & 4,000
cps. at 14.3 cms/sec velocity
15 x 10-6 cms/dyne
$29.50
7 mv at 5.5

Sensitivity

Compliance

to 11/2 grams
less than 1%-400 & 4,000
cps. at 14.3 cms/sec velocity
3/4

* ADC POINT FOUR available with elliptical
stylus at slightly higher price.

1
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by Alan Rich

-

Faust Symphony
The Lisztian Fire Aflame
A

Bernstein: metempsychosis maybe?

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED to anyone that
Leonard Bernstein may be the reincarnation of Franz Liszt? It strikes me that
arguments in support of the proposition
are rather conclusive.
Certainly they would go a long way
towards explaining this conductor's peculiar success as an interpreter of the
intense, extroverted side of Central European musical romanticism, from Schumann through Mahler. In any case the
insights he displays in this altogether
extraordinary album of Liszt are not
shared by any known conductor of Bern stein's generation or background. They
are, in fact, difficult to reconcile with
his own musical formation as a disciple
of the late Serge Koussevitzky. Though

JULY 1964

the good Doctor had his own kind of
flamboyance. it was turned in a different
direction from Lisztian romanticism. But
in the Bernstein personality. in his present status as a musician and as a public figure. one can readily find the Lisztian flame in full blaze: virtuosity in its
most tactile state. a versatility that verges
upon omnipotence. personal magnetism
that coruscates and stuns.
Both men are highly fallible, of course.
Neither attains anything like the heights
of glory claimed for him by his most
devout admirers: it is simply not given
to any man to attain deification in an
earthly existence, and the more one
reaches in that direction, the more loudly
the world tends to trumpet one's failures.

Both Liszt and Bernstein have. in their
time, built their Towers of Babel, and
both have watched them collapse before
the eyes of all. But enough of philosophizing. The immediate news is that
we have in this album a most remarkable example of like personalities meeting across a century and striking fire.
The imagination of Leonard Bernstein
seems to have found in the Faust Symphony a totally accurate reflection. The
mingling of purposes in his performances
of this music creates a glowing page in
the annals of performance.
Without this sort of dazzling musical
re- creation. of course. the Faust Symphony doesn't exist (nor does Les Préludes, for that matter). It is a big, gor-
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geously conceived musico- dramatic horror of a piece. Of Goethe there is little;
there is even a question whether Liszt
ever read the poem. If he did, he didn't
grasp much beyond the externals of the
plot. One listens in vain for anything
in the score that has really to do with
Faust himself, or with Gretchen. Mephistopheles fares somewhat better, however. The final long movement (with the
choral apotheosis which Liszt added as
an afterthought) is not only the climax
of the entire 70- minute symphony; it is
really what the entire work is about. It
takes material previously presented and
transforms it into a biting, snarling parody of itself, so much so that the earlier
movements seem almost like preliminary
studies for this final onslaught.
And so the Faust Symphony is really
more about the Devil than about humanity or its redemption. Perhaps it is
inevitable that musical settings of the
Faust legend assume this emphasis. Certainly the same can be said for the
Berlioz version, and the Gounod too.
Whether Bernstein in his performance
is similarly possessed by diabolical powers, only he can say. One might assume
so, in hearing this performance, and it
is all to the advantage of the music.
There is a tautness in his control of
the progress of the work which is truly
remarkable. Throughout the rambling,
discursive progress of the music he never
relaxes his command of forward momentum. One is swept along continuously.
The orchestra seems likewise moved
by supranatural forces, and so do the
recording engineers. By what alchemy
they have succeeded so brilliantly in capturing the proceedings is their secret.
Surely few recordings have captured so
well the snarl, the bite, the impact of a
huge symphonic apparatus at work. Listen, for example, to the way the double basses attack some of their prominent
solo passages; you will be lifted out of
your seat. William Jonson's Choral Art
Society and Charles Bressler produce excellent and moving sounds in the brief
epilogue.
The performance of Les Préludes on
the final side -less of an achievement
only because standards for bringing this
music to life have long been recognized
every bit as good as the disc's major
offering. (Presumably it is the same version issued last year with Andre Watts's
performance of the Liszt E flat Piano
Concerto; it sounds identical.)
Here is an album, in short, that stands
in a class by itself. It may be timeworn
to say so, but Mr. Bernstein's approach
to Liszt sounds very much as if the composer himself had taken the podium. As
I suggested earlier, he well may have.

-is

LISZT: A Faust Symphony; Les Préludes

Maurice Abravanel

Mahler's Eighth

$11.96.
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Stereo Debut

by Robert C. Marsh
THE PREMIERE of Gustav Mahler's
Eighth Symphony, at Munich in September 1910, was the last occasion on which
he presented one of his own works to
the public. (His final -and supreme
achievements, the Ninth Symphony and
Das Lied von der Erde, were first performed under the direction of Bruno
Walter, the friend and musical executor
to whom the composer's scores passed
on his death in 1911.) Recalling the
event, Walter later wrote that the Munich
rehearsals "were great days. . . . The
hand of the master controlled the vast
array without any apparent effort. All
concerned, including the children who
adored him at once, were filled with a
solemn elevation of mood. What a moment it was when, at the zenith of his
career and, little as we knew it, soon to
be called from us by the hand of fate,
he took his place amid the applause .
.
in front of the one thousand perform-
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Walter directed the Eighth in Vienna
during 1912 and again in 1933, but I
know of no other European productions
from his hand. He never conducted the
work in the United States. The American
premiere was given by Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra in
1918, a historic occasion and one which
served to give both Mahler and Stokowski increased prominence in the musical
scene. Stokowski did not abandon the
work, and it is my impression that the
first time I ever heard it played was a
New York Philharmonic performance
under his direction some twenty seasons
ago. Most recently the Eighth has figured
in the Philharmonic repertory under
Leonard Bernstein, who took the first
movement as the closing work for the
inaugural concert at Lincoln Center in
1962.

Charles Bressler, tenor (in A Faust Symphony); Choral Art Society (in A Faust
Symphony); New York Philharmonic,
Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA M2L 299. Two LP. $9.96.
COLUMBIA M2S 699. Two SD.
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Even so, the Mahler Eighth is not the
sort of music that anyone is going to
hear very often, and thus it is a score that
can be greatly served by a good recording. The first complete disc version had
to wait for the long -play record. It was
a Columbia album by Hermann Scher-

Chen made during an actual performance

at the Vienna Festival of 1951. Epic
later offered a second edition, a 1954
performance from the Holland Festival
with Eduard Flipse directing the Rotterdam Philharmonic. The Bernstein version
of the first movement was recorded,
along with the rest of that dedicatory
concert, and provided the initial opportunity to hear any of this music in
stereo. Both the Flipse and the Bernstein
records are still in print. The new Vanguard set is the stereo premiere of the
score in its totality. It is also, I believe,
the first occasion in which the work has
been done in recording sessions rather
than taped during a concert performance.
This means the new records have every
occasion to exhibit a marked technical
advance over all previous efforts, and
this, indeed, proves to be the case.
Commonly known as "The Symphony
of a Thousand Voices," the Mahler
Eighth is not really a symphony at all,
in the conventional sense of that term.
but a work in which an immense orchestra is combined with the human voice in
all its familiar manifestations. The two
parts are not of equal length. The first
is a setting of the Latin hymn Veld,
Creator Spiritus by the eighth- century philosopher- theologian Hrabanus Maurus;
the second, about twice its length, is a
setting of the final scene of Part Two
of Goethe's Faust, ending with the functionally untranslatable couplet that became the very capstone of German romanticism in the nineteenth century:
"Das Unbeschreibliche, Hier ist's getan;/
Das Ewig- Weibliche zieht uus hinan."
The Mahler Eighth can be taken as an
artistic summation of the tradition from
which the composer grew, a monumental
summing up of the intermixture of sacred
and sensual, of transcendental and physical, which is characteristic of this period
in German art. In the two later works
which found completion -works he regarded as the Ninth and Tenth symphonies, but which we know as Das Lied
von der Erde and the Symphony No.
he tried to find new ground and enter
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into the spirit of the new century. That,
however, is another story.
The two more important things about
this new recording are these: first, it
preserves a performance that is more
than equal to doing justice to the music;
secondly, it is technically on such a level
that for the first time a playback system
of good quality can really provide an
accurate impression of what the work is
like under concert hall conditions. For
review purposes I made use of one of the
more powerful of the new all- transistor
amplification systems as well as one of
the newest and most advanced designs in
phono pickups. The results were extremely satisfactory. This is not only a remarkably well- engineered stereo recording, it is also by far the best monophonic
version of the work ever made, extraordinarily rich and lifelike even in single channel form.
Vanguard had about nine hundred
performers arrayed in Salt Lake City's
Mormon Tabernacle, a situation which
hardly produces an intimate sound if
any consistency in perspective is to be
retained. The usual result in recordings
of this score is that the solo voices have
a pale, off -mike quality (it is especially
noticeable in the Bernstein version, for
all its stereophony). In this Vanguard set
you seem to be in the front row of the
balcony and everything comes to you
with the relative tonal values of such a
location. There is a strong sense of being
in a big hall, and the performers spread
out before you in an arc as wide as the
space between your two speakers. Within the setting of this stage, voices and
instruments are easily pinpointed, and
the soloists are heard in a natural concert balance. At first I felt the need for

"presence" microphones, but later I
decided (as Vanguard must have done)
that this would be an unnatural effect.

The set grows on you-and so does
the score. However much you are attracted by it on the first hearing, you
will probably appreciate it even more on
the third or fourth playing. Indeed,
having spent several days in fairly concentrated listening to this music, I am
coming to think that this record may
take the Mahler Eighth from the curio
department and convince other conductors and orchestras that it belongs in
the regular symphonic repertory. Admittedly it will never be an easy work to
produce, but music of comparable difficulty is heard from our major orchestras, and this is equally worthy of

attention.
Turning to the musical content, the
logical starting place is the roster of
vocal soloists, of which eight are required. Mahler obviously wrote these
parts with the trust that the resources
of a major musical organization would
be at his disposal. The music is equal
to the skill of the finest singers. A Melchior, a Lehmann, a Kipnis would not
have been lost upon it. Naturally, Abravanel cannot muster such forces. He has a
well- selected group of young singers prepared by the Metropolitan Opera Studio.
Some of them are better than others.
Bass Malcolm Smith is extremely good,
while tenor Stanley Kolk works very
hard, with sincerity and artistry, to sing
music which he obviously finds quite
difficult. Some of the ladies too occasionally appear to be out of their depth as
well. One must recognize, however, that
these are exceptionally demanding vocal
parts and the odds are against our ever
hearing them ideally realized In my
opinion, the young singers heard here
are quite equal to conveying Mahler's
intentions and in many respects more
satisfactory than the group of vocal
celebrities gathered on the Columbia set.

Less need be said of the choruses and
orchestra. Both are of very high quality,
thoroughly schooled in the music, and
equal to giving the conductor whatever
he asks in virtuosity or special effects.
And Abravanel asks for a lot. He is
deeply involved with this music, and he
plays it not for surface or show but for
content. This is a performance with very
broad, powerful phrases, a sure sense of
movement, and a line that moves in a
majestic and resolute fashion from one
soaring climax to another. Since I never
heard Bruno Walter conduct the work,
I cannot tell if his approach is suggested
or not; but much of Walter's skill as a
Mahler conductor was his ability to fuse
the composer's scores into solid architectural forms, and this power Abravanel
also possesses.
My conclusion is that an opportunity
has finally been provided to get to know
the Mahler Eighth with the surety that
the experience afforded by the recording
will stand up under such concert performances as fate may send my way.
One never gets on cozy terms with this
work, any more than one gets cozy with
Mont Blanc, but familiarity -and respect -are now possible for all who seek
them. Moreover, we have discovered a
new Mahler conductor of stature and
sympathy in a day when such men are
precious indeed.

MAHLER: Symphony No.

8, in

E

flat

Soloists; University of Utah Choruses;
Children's Chorus from Salt Lake City
Schools; Utah Symphony Orchestra,
Maurice Abravanel, cond.
Two LP.
VANGUARD VRS 1120/21.
$9.96.
VANGUARD VSD 71120/21. Two SD.
$11.96.

by Gordon Rogoff

A Hamlet

of Brain

and Passion

Richard Burton

this recording
matches the singular success of the
Broadway production: Richard Burton's
Hamlet- crowded with mystery, flecked
by mercury, blessed with reverberant
music
preserved here for the years
of study that it deserves. As in the
theatre, his achievement is all the more
astonishing for the fact that it takes
place in such vacuous surroundings.
It is as if Hamlet's special qualities, the
wit, brain, and passion that mark him an
alien in the mundane Danish court, were
meant to be expressed by deliberately
setting the actor in the midst of dull,
THE SOLE TRIUMPH Of

-is
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muddy -mettled players whose course is
to imitate nature abominably.
Hamlet as a man without a country
can represent only half the play. But
it is a half, before anything else, to
which we can listen with delight. Burton's natural equipment in the theatre,
his volatile temper, his easy grace, his
stocky yet sinewy frame, his quick responses, his strong sense of theatrical
balance-listening intently to others
while clearly hearing voices within -all
conspire towards a performance that
overflows with reality and urgency.
These qualities would be nothing, how-

ever, without the coloring, range, and
emotional force of his voice. Sound,
with Burton, is a matter of orchestration.
For introspection, he evokes a viola in
its middle range, a faint buzz stirring
beneath the essential calm. For passionate declamation, there is less the trumpet
than the trombone, booming in proud,
martial fury. And for the public Hamlet
-the scornful, biting, philosophical humorist-he produces the darkly hued pipings of the English horn.
This is not to suggest that Burton's
sounds swim capriciously away from
sense. His is a technique rooted firmly
51

be a welcome newcomer for its opening
movement alone, an imposing and beautiful fantasy on the chorale best known
for its frequent use in the St. Matthew
Passion. But there is also an unusually
vivid secco recitative for tenor, and
a fine aria for him with lovely curves
in the vocal line and joyous figures in
the oboes. Hoefflin and all his colleagues do well by this work too. N.B.

in intelligent decision. He seems to build

character on the foundations of Hamlet's
barely suppressed, almost existential, ambitions. This is truly the man who might
have been "king of infinite space," as
Hamlet puts it, were he not confined in
a nutshell, tormented by bad dreams.
Burton knows how to sweep with speed
and majesty through the labyrinthine
spaces of the Prince's chameleon mind,
pouncing on words at one instant only
to sink menacingly into others in another. If the nutshell could be cracked,
so then could revenge be taken; but
Burton's Hamlet, clotted by genius, can
leap only to new ideas, rarely to great
occasions.
What this actor dramatizes with so
much care and intelligence is a superbly
endowed imagination harnessed by its
own mystery, the bitter war between
reason and passion incapable of being
won by either. The wholesale carnage
at the play's end represents only the physical litter that follows from stalemate:
Burton has made it clear that a mind
was, indeed, overthrown, a private glory
having led inevitably to public ruin.
The pity of it is that the public in
question-Hamlet's relatives, friends, and
enemies -is so much of a theatrical ruin
from the start. In the stage production,
Hamlet's Danish prison, his domestic nutshell, seemed to be populated by a peculiarly lifeless collection of neutral,
bleak, denatured puppets, dangling in
void, moving like sleepwalkers through a
world they scarcely cared to comprehend.
In the recording, Hamlet as stateless
citizen and Burton as abandoned actor
have to reach us as if we were listening
to a major concerto performed by a great
artist accompanied by a player piano.
George Rose's genial gravedigger is the
only striking exception, an instance in
which the actors' voices and intentions
conjoin to one effect-the animation of
the text. Here, at least, Burton has a
partner. Elsewhere, the company ranges
from rank amateurism to boring professionalism. Where Burton seems always
to be thinking, suiting his action to the
word, the others are, at best, offering a
sampling of uninflected recitation. It is
a sorry emptiness.
By itself, then, this album is an invaluable record of a splendid performance rather than a recording of a deeply
felt, dramatized total event. The microphone, as the gravedigger might say,
is a sore decayer of your whoreson dead
actor. No greater lie detector has ever
been invented. In this instance, it is
used well stereophonically, giving a good
sense of Hamlet's infinite space, discreetly placing characters, yet indiscreetly exposing the lies and the truth of a betrayed

occasion.

SHAKESPEARE: Hamlet
Richard Burton, Hume Cronyn, Alfred
Drake, Eileen Herlie, William Redfield,
George Rose, George Voskovec; John
Gielgud, dir.
COLUMBIA DOL 302. Four LP. $15.00.
COLUMBIA DOS 702. Four SD.
$17.00.
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BACH: Aria with Thirty Variations,
S. 988 ( "Goldberg Variations ")
Joerg Demus, piano.
Music GUILD M 53.

LP.

MUSIC GUILD S 53.

SD.

$5.98.
$5.98.

Years ago Demus recorded this work for
Westminster in one of the liveliest of
his Bach performances on discs. The
present version was made in 1963 and
is again a meritorious affair. Each of
these remarkable variations is given its
own character, the difficult ones are
played with virtuoso precision and flair,
the frequent hand -crossing is done with
smoothness. The tenth variation seems
heavy, and occasionally Demus permits
himself a strong and unstylish crescendo towards the end of a variation,
but on the whole the performance is
praiseworthy, if not as imaginative as
Glenn Gould's. First -rate sound in both
versions.
N.B.

BACH: Cantatas: No. 29, Wir danken
dir, Gott; No. 135, Ach Herr, mich

armen Sunder

Herrad Wehrung, soprano; Emmy Lisken,
contralto; Johannes Hoefflin, tenor;
Jakob Stämpfli, bass; Süddeutscher Mad rigalchor (Stuttgart); Cantate- Orchester, Wolfgang Gönnenwein, cond.
CANTATE 641216. LP. $5.95.
CANTATE 651216. SD. $6.95.
Bachians will recognize two old friends
in No. 29, written in 1731 to celebrate
the induction of a new town council in
Leipzig. The sinfonia is a brilliant transcription, for organ and orchestra, of
the familiar Praeludium from the E
major Partita for Unaccompanied Violin; and the first chorus turns up later.
twice, in the B minor Mass. Another
high spot is the soprano aria, one of
those expressive sicilianos that Bach
liked to write. As in most of the other
releases in this excellent series. the
soloists are very capable -the tenor
and alto are especially admirable for
their round tone and flexible, accurate
singing -and chorus and orchestra,
clearly well trained, perform with precision. There is, on both sides, a bright,
churchy resonance which adds to the
liveness of the sound. There is not much
difference between this recording and
W¢ldike's on Vanguard, although the
performance by Dermota, the tenor
there, is even better than Hoefflin's here.
For No. 135 there is no competition
in the domestic catalogue. This Cantata,
for the third Sunday after Trinity. would

BACH: Capriccio sopra la Lontananza
del suo Fratello Dilettissimo, in B
flat, S. 992; Chromatic Fantasia and
Fugue, in D minor, ,S. 903
}Handel: Chaconne in G; Suite No.
14, in G; Minuet in G minor
Fou Ts'ong, piano.
WESTMINSTER XWN 19065. LP. $4.98.
WESTMINSTER WST
17065. SD.
$4.98.
Fou Ts'ong's deeply subjective yet rather
severe interpretative outlook and his
pointillistic fingerwork find an ideal outlet in this literature. While there is a
ringing clarity and sharp linearity in a
tonal approach at times suggestive of the
harpsichord, Mr. Fou fully utilizes the
coloristic potentialities of which the piano is capable. Furthermore, this artist
approaches each work on its own terms
-never falling into the precious baroque
stereotype to which all too many pianists
are vulnerable. His reading of the tremendous Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue,
for instance, combines tersely dramatic
flashes of trumpetlike accentuation with
subdued, beautifully variegated color. An
idyllic introspection flows through his
account of the Capriccio, and the humorous three -note figurations in its final
section are realized with superb point. A
declamative brilliance permeates the festive Handel Chaconne, while the essentially galant writing of the Suite flows
from Fou's fingertips with unfailing elegance and spontaneity. As for the meditative little G minor Minuet, it provides
a poignant postlude to this altogether impressive collection.
Westminster has captured the player's
crisp, detailed sonority with admirable

Fou Ts'ong: Bach not all of a piece.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

verity. The stereo pressing offers only
marginal differences from the excellent
H.G.
monophonic version.

BACH: St. John Passion, S. 245
Friederike Sailer (s); Marga Höffgen
(c); Helmut Krebs (t), Evangelist; Franz
Kelch (b), Jesus: Hermann Werdermann
(bs); Heinrich Schütz Choir of Heilbronn; Pforzheim Chamber Orchestra,
Fritz Werner, cond.
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS 542/
43. Two LP. $5.00.
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY MHS
542/43. Two SD. $5.00.

slow tempo. seemed a hit precious. On
the whole. however. the performances
here are to me more consistently convincing than on the previous disc. Still
unfortunately. is Mr.
in
evidence.
Gould's occasional faint humming. N.B.

BARTOK: The Miraculous .Mandarin;
Cantata Profana
Chorus of the Hungarian Radio. Budapest Philharmonic. Janos Ferencsik, cond.
(in The Miraculous Mandarin): Joef
Reti. tenor. Andras Farago. bass. Chorus
and Orchestra of the Hungarian Radio.
György Lehel. cond. (in the Cantata).
.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

Werner's tempos are everywhere plausible. His chorus is agreeable in tone,
and as a rule well balanced. The tenors
are not very strong but they almost always come out when they should. Some
of the crowd's ejaculations could be more
incisive, but the choir turns in fine
work in that marvelous fugal piece
"Lasser uns den nicht zerteilen," the
moving "Ruhet wohl," and the chorales.
In the great opening chorus, despite
sixteenth -note figures that are detached
and too regular, Werner builds up extreme tension by maintaining Bach's inexorable beat and stressing the dissonances. Krebs is accurate but lacking
in nuance. The other vocal soloists
are all able, if not especially distinguished. Miss Sailer achieves real eloquence in "felt folge dir "; and one of
Werdermann's finer contributions is his
arioso " Betrachte, meine Seel." Miss
Höffgen captures the mood of "Es ist
rollhracht," though she does not have
the bravura needed in the middle section. August Wenzinger's gamba playing
in this aria is exquisite.
All in all, this is a performance with
many merits, if not quite as many as
the Archive and RCA Victor sets. Those,
however, are on mono. If it's stereo
you are after, the sound here is good
and this is a more consistent performance than Scherchen's stereo version on
Westminster. It is the only recording.
mono or stereo, that gets the complete
work on fewer than three discs. The
original text and an English translation
N.B.
are provided.

BACH: Well -Tempered Clavier, Book
I: Preludes and Fugues 9 -16
Glenn Gould, piano.
COLUMBIA ML 5938. LP. $4.98.
$5.98.
SD.
COLUMBIA MS 6538.

Mr. Gould continues his fascinating traversal of the 48 Preludes and Fugues. It
fascinating because one cannot predict
what his conception of a piece will be
like. More often than not, he will find a
fresh, though still plausible, way of performing these familiar pieces. Even when
his approach is conventional, his playing
is so clean, so transparent, and so musical as to be fully satisfying. Only once
on this disc did I find myself disagreeing:
the Prelude in F sharp major, because of
the phrasing chosen combined with a
is
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LPM 18873.

LP. $5.98.
DEUTSCHE

138873.

SD.

GRAMMOPHON

SLPM

$6.98.

These works. separated by only twelve
years. represent Bartók in two of his
most extreme phases: as a sophisticated
"pri,nitif" in a .Sucre du Printemps vein
and as an almost purely consonant folk
composer.
The Miraculous Mandarin of 1918 was
the last of the composer's three stage
pieces. all written in Budapest within
The origia few years of each other.
nal conception was that of a pantomime with- dialogue rather than that of a
dance work proper: but the revolutions
of modern dance and ballet (of which
this might be considered a pioneer effort) have made the distinction unnecessary and today the work is completely
The lurid
danced without dialogue.
story of the prostitute who lures men
to their deaths and of the strange Man-

darin who cannot be killed until he has
possessed the girl is not so much symbolic and allegorical as pure Freudian.
kind of urban, urbane,
The score
Hungarian version of .Satre-represents
Bartók in his "barbaric" period when his
musical thinking was dominated by accent and color. Swirling textures and obsessive repeated figures. heavy stomping
rhythms and dark. knotty. intense orchestral colors reflect not only the influence of the greater. subtler. and more
sophisticated Stravinsky score but a kind
of Bartókian musical-dramatic image
of primitive human impulses operating
beneath the cultivated surface of consciousness. Even more than Bluebeard's
Castle, this score represents Bartók's
most extensive and sustained orchestral
achievement. making up for what it lacks
in subtlety with the power of its careful primitivism. the inventive quality
of its orchestration ( which the composer
never again equaled). and the impact
of its colorful. dissonant tension, accent,
and rhythmic thrust.
The Cantata Profana is based on an
old folk tale about nine brothers who
hunt a giant stag and are themselves
turned into stags. The music, for male
soloists and double chorus. belongs with
the choral works of Zol;án Kodály as
part of the modern Hungarian attempt to
create a popular native choral repertoire of high quality. The style is simplicity itself; instead of the more familiar
Bartókian attempt to extract a specifical-

-a

ly Hungarian and non -Western essence
from the folk material. he has adapted
diatonic and modal vocal lines to simple
triadic harmonies written in close, non contrapuntal form. The jogging iambic
rhythms and stylized hunting -call figures
and harmonies alternate with a kind of
melodic Hungarian solo recitative and
choral chant. suggesting not a cantata but
a kind of extended Hungarian ballad of
the chase. The work is open and attractive certainly, a little monotonous in its
insistently healthy, out -of-doors choral
sound. but with the authentic Bartók
touch in its simple and original expressive structure.
The choral singing here is excellent
including the tiny choral section in
he Miraculous ;Mandarin); the instrumental performances are less noteworthy.
Lehel seems highly capable; Ferencsik
is, however, surprisingly routine. The
Mandarin proportions, particularly in
matters of tempo and dynamics, often
seem wrong (nit sections cone out louder than forte sections later) and there is
not much feeling for accent, texture, and
rhythmic shape. The recorded sound, on
the fat heavy side, is not everything
that it might be and many details are
obscured without any corresponding gain
in power or richness. (This performing edition, incidentally, seems to be
missing a few mysteriously elided measures.)
Mandarin lovers might be well advised
to wait for a new recording of the complete ballet conducted by Georg Solti,
forthcoming soon from London Records.
For the moment. however, these recordings from Qualiton. the Hungarian State
record company, will have to carry the
ball unless one is willing to go back
to earlier, monophonic versions of the
Cantata under Susskind (Bartok) and of
the Mandarin Suite under Dorati (Mer(

cury).

E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Piano,
Violin, and Cello, in C, Op. 56
( "Triple")
Rudolf Serkin. piano; Jaime Laredo,
violin; Leslie Parnas, cello; Marlboro
Festival Orchestra. Alexander Schneider,
cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5964. LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA MS 6564. SD. $5.98.

This is a fairly ripe performance of a
work that responds equally well to the
more reserved and severely controlled
approach found in the DGG set with
Anda, Schneiderhan. and Fournier under
Fricsay's direction. I played the two versions back and forth against each other.
decided that both were Beethoven, and
left it there. Serkin is the real star
of this new edition. and his performance
seems a good deal more sensitive than
Anda's, but this is not a concerto in
which the piano dominates. Your choice
of cellists is more nearly the key to
the matter: for all the general excellence of this performance and its recording, I'll stick with Fournier and
R.C.M.
friends.
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BEETHOVEN: Quartets for Strings

the technique they employ. The recording is a good likeness. As a Chicago
group, the Fine Arts is a part of my
regular winter rounds. This is the way
they sound.
The four discs making up this album
are also available separately. On the
single disc (although mislabeled in my
copies) the Op. 130 concludes with the
second of the composer's two finales.
In the album you have your choice of
the pair, and the Great Fugue follows
without interruption if that is your
wish. It's a nice idea, and the playing of the fugue is one of the sets' high
achievements, along with excellent work
in the Op. 127 and Op. 135.
Elsewhere the Fine Arts approach is
less successful than that of the Budapest, although more to my taste than
the recent Amadeus edition. My conclusion is that in the slow movements
of the Op. 130, 131, and 132 the Budapest remains supreme. But the Fine Arts
does some notable things, and the fact
that the records can be purchased individually allows you to compile your
own set of favorite performances. R.C.M.

No. 12, in E flat, Op. 127; No. 13, in
B flat, Op. 130; Grosse Fuge, in B flat,
Op. 133; No. 14, in C sharp minor, Op.
131; No. 15, in A minor, Op. 132; No.
16, in F, Op. 135.

Fine Arts Quartet.
CONCI R1 DISC MT 1502.
$19.92.
CONCERTDISC SP 502.
$23.92.

Four LP.

Four SD.

The present set grows out of a complete
cycle of the Beethoven quartets which
the Fine Arts played in Chicago during
the 1962 -63 season. The recording of
Op. 131 here included is that previously
issued by the group, and the remaining
works were taped during the summer of
1963, prior to the departure of Mr. Irving limer as viola of the ensemble.
If a simple guide can be set up for
the classification of string quartet groups,
it might be possible to distinguish between those which normally play with a
fairly narrow vibrato and those in which
a wide vibrato is a fundamental part of
the ensemble quality. Obviously the rule
cannot be applied too rigidly, since every
good string player will vary the width of
his vibrato in the course of performing
a series of works, but it is still possible
to call the Budapest a wide vibrato quartet and the Fine Arts one of the narrow
vibrato genre. This makes for a leaner,
bolder sound with less color and more
bite. The playing is plainly a product of
the mechanics of string and bow.
In brief, these are direct, straightforward performances with few artful
subtleties. They have vigor, and they
are true to the notes, but they rarely
go very far beyond them, and the range
of expression is fairly limited by both
the natural reserve of the players and

11NEXT MONTH IN

BERG: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra; Chamber Concerto for Vio-

lin, Piano, and Thirteen

Instruments

Christian Ferras, violin; Pierre Barbizet,
piano; Orchestre de la Société des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, Georges
Prêtre, cond.
ANGEL 36171. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 36171. SD. $5.98.
Paris seems to have adopted Berg as an
honorary French composer: Boulez has
just directed a very successful Wozzeck
at the Paris Opéra and Ferras has become one of the principal international

high fideli

Tape Up to Date

A report on the newest developments
in tape and tape gear.
by Norman Eisenberg

Microphones Make the Difference
How to choose and use them.
by Ivan

B.

Berger

Sound for Your Screen
The home tape recordist can easily
add sound to his scenes.
by Myron A. Matzkin
A
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exponents of the Violin Concerto. The
French violinist made an excellent impression in this work last season at
the New York Philharmonic with Lorin
Maazel but his recording is disappointing. The piece is virtually in the repertoire now and there is really no reason
to keep on playing it as an expressionist, dissonant, and agonized piece of
twelve -tone music.
The problem has nothing to do with
capability -Ferras is a very fine violinist and his reading is full of good
and intense playing of a high quality
but rather of attitude, approach, and
perhaps of temperament. He bears in on
this music with all the big tone and
intense thrust he can muster-which is
to say a great deal. But, all the clichés
about Viennese Weltschmerz and Angst
to the contrary, the Berg Violin Concerto is a touching, lyric, and elegiac
piece full of directions like " delicato,"
"grazioso," " rustico," "tranquillo," and
even "Viennese "; and it has a musical
content to match. The composer has indicated, with great care. the widest range
of dynamics, articulations, and inflections, and they begin with the softest and
most delicate kinds of expression.
Berg's range is wide, his plan rich
and complex; the performance is limited,
the projection one -sided in its conception.
There are simply too many details amiss
-details of timbre (arco played where
pizz is indicated), balance (principal
lines lost in the shuffle; orchestra generally unclear behind the soloist), dynamics and articulation (lightness and
grace lacking), tempos and rhythm
(problems of motion and proportion).
The performance is so far off the beam
that when Berg quotes an old folk song
the tune is not even remotely recognizable as such.
All this is true in spite of the fact
that these are obviously very capable
performers. Ferras has an excellent tone
and technique and, one is confident,
a great deal of musicianship. He does
make fine, big phrases which in the right
context would count for a lot. He simply
needs to restudy and rethink the piece.
The orchestra work is good and Prêtre
is a firm hand at the helm. He is an
expert at keeping things moving, and
this works particularly well in the
Chamber Concerto, which can easily
emerge as a long, drawn -out affair; this
version is so lively that it actually fits
on a side. All in all, the Chamber Concerto works out well; Barbizet is very
capable and he finds it possible to be expressive without being agonized. The
more abstract character of this extraordinary work and its chamber setting
seem to have encouraged everyone to
much greater feats of clarity and controlled, varied expression. There are
problems here too but in many ways
especially in the rhythmic and phrase
motion-this is quite a successful performance of a difficult work.
The overside also has a much more
satisfactory recorded sound. The thirteen wind players do not manage everything equally well but they rate a great
deal of credit nonetheless; they also
benefit from the chamber sound which

-
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The Gaiety of Old Vienna Recaptured
e

.e

Johann Strauss, Jr.
THE GREAT MOMENTS FROM

RC:\VG1T03
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Rosalinde.... Mollo
Franchi
Alfred
Orlo fsky

Stevens
Scovotti
Adele
Eisenstein... Lewis
London
Falke
Frank .... Hauxvell

Oscar Danon, cond.
Vienna State Opera Orchestra & Chorus

RCA Victor
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gives them a chance to be heard as individuals and in proper balance with
the soloists. The recording of the Violin Concerto has the peculiarity of
emerging more successfully in the one channel edition; the orchestra is that
much clearer, freer from deep fuzz, and
better balanced in relation to the solo.
E.S.

BOCCHERINI: Concerto for Cello
and Orchestra, in B flat -See
Haydn: Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra, in C.
BRAHMS: Overtures: Academic Festival, Op. 80; Tragic, Op. 81. Variations on a Theme of Haydn, Op.
56a
Orchestra, Josef
cond.
ANGEL 36170. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL S 36170. SD. $5.98.

Philharmonia

Krips,

In his debut on the Angel label and in
his first Brahms recording (excepting
a concerto accompaniment), Krips takes
a spacious view of this master's music.
Like much of the conductor's other work,
his interpretations here are clear, sensible, and free from fussiness which
might interfere with the musical line.
The approach seems to be more successful in the two overtures than in the
Haydn Variations. Krips's breadth and
stability impart greater stature to the
Academic Festival and more poignancy
to the Tragic, but his Variations are
inclined to be just a trifle foursquare.
This becomes particularly evident in
the unusually slow pace of the sixth
and seventh variations. Where Krips
achieves his best results is in the final
climax of the passacaglia, where he
succeeds in bringing the Variations to
an impressive conclusion.
In terms of today's recording techniques, the sound leaves something to
be desired. Highs are attenuated throughout the disc, and are noticeably absent
in the Variations. In the latter work,
too, especially in the mono edition,
woodwinds tend to overbalance strings,
which are somewhat thin.
P.A.

keenly than Purcell what Bacon meant
when he said there is no excellent beauty
without some strangeness in the proportion, and no composer of the present
could have paid tribute to that principle more persuasively than does Britten in this remarkable work. Its shapes
are all original in the highest degree;
it fairly swarms with startling, entertaining, and at times inspiring ideas;
it is, in short, just about the finest
document in support of Britten's claim
to be taken seriously that can be found
on discs. The sympathetic eloquence
of his interpreters -including the recording engineers -is, of course, a major
reason for the exceptional impressiveness
of this release.
Regrettably, neither the Amadeus nor
London Records succeeds in saving the
Fricker quartet overside. Peter Racine
Fricker is a British composer of great
reputation at home. This is the only
American recording of a work bearing
his name to be found in current catalogues, but the piece is of the kind that
any competent academician can-and
A.F.
does -produce by the yard.

Choir of King's College, Cambridge,
David Willcocks, cond.
LONDON 5795. LP. $4.98.
LONDON OS 25795. SD. $5.98.

This record follows the previously issued Mass in Five Parts recorded along
with shorter works of Byrd by the same
group in the same place: King's College Chapel. It also comes hard on the
heels of an excellent recording of the
Byrd Four- and Five -Part Masses by the
Montreal Bach Choir under George Little. While the competition here is fierce.
the English group has the edge in that
attractive singing-not quite as pure and
elegant as the Montreal group's work
perhaps but extremely fine nonetheless
is augmented by a superb sense of line
and phrase. These performances are perfectly shaped with the widest range of
expression and all of it legitimate and
meaningful.

-

BRITTEN: Quartet for Strings, No.
2, in C, Op. 36
tFricker: Quartet for Strings, No. 2,
Op. 20

Amadeus Quartet.
LONDON CM 9370. LP. $4.98.
SD. $5.98.

Benjamin Britten wrote his Second Quartet to commemorate the 250th anniversary of the death of Purcell, in 1945, and
its finale is a set of variations on a
"chacony" by Purcell himself. No composer of the past ever perceived more
56
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DARGOMIJSKY: Russalka
Evgenia Smolenskaya (s), Natasha;
Maria Miglau (s), Olga; Vera Tumanova
(s), Mermaid; Veronica Borisenko (ms),
Princess; Ivan Kozlovsky (t), Prince;
Alexei Krivchenya (bs), Miller; Ivan
Skobtsov (bs), Matchmaker; Chorus and
Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theater, Eugen
Svetlanov, cond.
ULTRAPHONE ULP 101/03. Three LP.
$14.94.

BYRD: Mass in Three Parts: Mass in
Four Parts

BRITTEN: Gloriana: Courtly Dances
-See Rodrigo: Concierto de Aranjuez, for Guitar and Orchestra.

LONDON CS 6370.

The performance of the Three -Part
Mass (which has no treble) apparently
uses male altos and they produce a rather
rarefied artificial sound. The boys on
the overside and the rest of the men
sing with accuracy, style, and passion.
Willcocks is obviously a first -rate musician and he extracts a profound kind
of poetic expression out of his singers
in a way that reflects perfect training
without any loss of flexible expression.
Someday I hope to hear this music performed with instruments as well as voices;
has
in the meantime this recording
superb "location" sound, by the way
E.S.
will do very well indeed.

Soprano Galina Vishnevskaya.

DARGOMIJSKY: The Stone Guest
Galina Vishnevskaya (s), Donna Anna;
Irina Arkhipova (ms), Laura; Alexei
Maslenikov (t), Don Juan; Alexei Usmanov (t), 1st Guest; Vladimir Zakharov
(b), Don Carlos; Georgi Pankov (bs),
Leporello; Alexei Korolev (bs), Monk;
Alexei Blagov (bs), 2nd Guest; Genadi
Troitsky (bs), Commander's Statue;
Moscow Radio Opera and Symphony
Orchestra, Boris Khaikin, cond.
ULTRAPHONE ULP 104/05. Two LP.
$9.96.

Alexander Dargomijsky (1813 -69) is the
transitional figure in the history of
Russian opera. He had little formal
musical training, but worked for a while
with Glinka after the latter's return
from Italy, and these studies seem to
have been important in shaping his own
musical style. Four completed operas
plus two fragments form the bulk of
his important work.
Russalka (1856) shows the Glinka influence quite strongly. Its musical organization owes much to Italian models,
as Glinka's own operas do, but there is
also the same urge to be Russian whenever possible, to create something with
its own nationalistic color. The story is
the familiar romantic one of the water
nymph who loves a mortal, is betrayed
by him, and drags him finally to a watery
death. It is a pretty opera in its way,
but betrays constantly its composer's inability to create strong and memorable
melody. Its finest dramatic moment is
the Miller's Mad Scene in the last act.
which Chaliapin once recorded; beyond
this there isn't really much to hold the
interest.
The Stone Guest is a stronger work
because here Dargomijsky is working
somewhat more independently. The text
is the Pushkin drama unchanged, and it
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Component people
are a breed apart. By and large,
they are iconoclastic, nonconforming, youthful (no
matter their age) and enthusiastic. Opinionated, too!
When it comes to their equipment, most of them
would "rather fight than switch." Until today. Until
they heard the new 1000 Series by Harman -Kardon.
If you also love music and superb craftsmanship
-if you want to participate in a totally new experience in music listening -visit your high fidelity
dealer and ask for a demonstration of these extraordinary solid -state components.

The new solid -state 1000
by Harman- Kardon
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dramatic
manner. There are no arias, except for
a couple of interpolated songs for the
actress Laura; the rest moves constantly forward in elliptical and irregular
vocal phrases punctuated by orchestral
commentary. The technique in evidence
is admirable, but once again the cornposer's creative shortcomings interfere.
Hard as he tries, he does not produce
a truly self- sufficient declamatory style;
one merely hears the recitative as if there
were an aria around the next corner,
and when it fails to materialize one is
jolted.
These performances are taken from
Russian broadcast tapes of recent origin,
and the sound quality is reasonably
good under the circumstances -clear and
resonant, though lacking in brilliance.
The transfer to discs was done at rather
low volume, however. Of the two performances, that of the Stone Guest is
superior, with Alexei Maslenikov a brilliant Don Juan, Georgi Pankov a fine
Leporello, and Galina Vishnevskaya a
marvelous Donna Anna. The Russalka
cast has no singers of like stature, although Alexei Krivchenya does his big
scene with fine dramatic power. The
other singers, however, have that reedy
Russian quality that takes a lot of getting
used to. Both conductors are equal to
A.R.
their tasks, but little more.

Since he doesn't, he needs a push.
Sir Thomas Beecham was a fine pusher
for this sort of music, and his old recording has a measure of fantasy that
would probably have surprised Goldmark
himself. Unfortunately, Abravanel lacks
this special sort of imagination, and
his careful performance merely reveals
all the work's flaws. Furthermore, the
bright and loud recording reveals a few
flaws in the orchestra.
A.R.

is set to music in a spare and

FRICKER: Quartet for Strings, No. 2,
O. 20 -See Britten: Quartet for
Strings, No. 2, in C, Op. 36.

GIANNINI: Divertimento No.
See Porter: Symphony No. 2.

2-

GLAZUNOV: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 82
tMozart: Sinfonia concertante, in E
flat, K. 364
Jascha Heifetz, violin; William Primrose, viola (in the Mozart); orchestra,
Walter Hendl, cond. (in the Glazunov),
Izler Solomon, cond. (in the Mozart).
RCA VICTOR LM 2734. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2734. SD. $5.98.
In the mid -1930s Heifetz gave Glazunov's only Violin Concerto its recorded
debut, in a magically scintillating performance which remained unchallenged
until the LP era. Even in this latter
day the excellent versions of Milstein,
Rabin, and others lacked something of
the sheer panache that Heifetz could
bring to this work so effortlessly and
persuasively. To reproduce such a performance after nearly thirty years is
the prerogative of Heifetz alone: the
intervening decades have withered his
technique not a whit, and there may even
be connoisseurs who would swear that
the present issue is some kind of celestial
transfer of the original. Everything
Glazunov asked for is here in abundance
-sad melodies played with a yearning
intensity, rococo flourishes dispatched
with unparalleled verve, virtuoso passages
that glitter with justifiable pride. No vio58

HANDEL: Chaconne in G; Suite No.
14, in G; Minuet in G minor -See
Bach: Capriccio sopra la Lontananza del suo Fratello Dilettissimo,
in B flat, S. 992.

Heifetz: everything Glazunov asks for.
linist plays the finale, with its "Red
Square Dance," quite like Heifetz. It is
comforting to have this Concerto again
in so masterly a reading.
The Mozart Sinfonia concertante, in
which Heifetz is joined by Primrose, may
not appeal to those who prefer a leisurely, eighteenth- century style of performance such as the two Oistrakhs demonstrated on their recent London release.
The RCA version is a good five minutes
shorter than London's, and there are
moments when both Heifetz and Primrose sound a little too hurried and
breathless, as for example in the first
movement, where the slackening of tempo is only barely observed in the C minor
section. But there is plenty of edge to
compensate, and an eloquence of phrasing that the two players share as if by
instinct, making for an interpretation
rich in tonal homogeneity and musical
give- and -take.
Walter Hendl and an unidentified orchestra provide expert and sonorous
support in the Glazunov, and Izler Solomon's contribution to the Sinfonia con certante is very capable indeed. The
stereo sound in the latter work is especialDENIS STEVENS
ly good.

GOLDMARK: Symphony in E flat,
Op. 26 ( "Rustic Wedding ")
Utah Symphony
Abravanel, cond.

Orchestra,

Maurice

LP. $4.98.
VANGUARD VRS 1104.
SD. $5.98.
VANGUARD VSD 2142.

This is one of the great bad works of
the romantic era: great, by virtue of its
genuine naïve charm and the attractiveness of some of its material; bad, by
reason of Goldmark's failure to put his
ideas together so that they make any
sense as a large -scale symphony. One
tolerates this kind of badness because
the work is so delightfully unpretentious,
but one wishes now and then that the
composer would get off the dime and
go somewhere.

HAYDN: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, in C
}Boccherini: Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra, in B flat
Milos Sadlo, cello; Prague Radio Symphony Orchestra, Alois Klima, cond.
ARTIA AL 206. LP. $4.98.
ARTIA ALS 7206. SD. $5.98.

There seems little doubt that we are
privileged, just two hundred years late,
to hear a "new" work by Haydn, freshly
unearthed in Prague. It has been identified fairly conclusively as one of
the two missing cello concertos listed
in the composer's own catalogue, drawn
up in his last years. (The theme is there
in the handwriting of the old man himself, but that fact does not clinch the
matter, for the vagueness of age led
him to include some works not actually
his own.) The parts of the Concerto were
among a heap of aging manuscripts
found in the library of an old Bohemian
castle, the former seat of a noble family which, in its heyday, had shared a
number of musicians with the orchestra
at Esterházy. Part of this collection
was acquired by the Prague National
Museum, and in 1961 the keen eye of the
director of the music archives fell upon
the anonymous theme and established its
identity-later corroborated by those
methods so enviably the property of
sleuthing musicologists: comparisons of
manuscript paper, handwriting, and
details of orchestration and thematic
treatment. "The newly discovered cello
concerto," states the director of the
Joseph Haydn Institute in Cologne, "is
one of the best works of the 1760s."
After its discovery it was first performed
at the Prague Spring Music Festival of
1962 by
Milos Sadlo, the soloist
heard in the present recording.
Other cellists, it is safe to predict,
will not be long in taking up the
work. It allots plentiful nourishment to
the virtuoso instrumentalist. and at the
same time it is more epigrammatic, assertive, tightly knit (and generally more
bumptious and appealing, I think)
than the Concerto in D (once removed
from Haydn's accredited list but currently reinstated). There is an abundance
of free fancy at play here, nicely
balancing the declarative with the lyrical,
and taking very astute advantage of the
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AA -32 16-Watt Stereo Amplifier at $39.95,
you have a matched pair that offers operating conveniences found only on much more
a refreshing new decoexpensive units
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trim accents that enhances any decor . . .
a minimum of controls for simple fingerplus a full richness Sc
tip adjustments
realism of performance that will please
the most discriminating earl
Start With The New Heathkit AJ -13 Stereo
Tuner! First you'll like the ease with which
it operates . . . just three controls -On/
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trol . . . and AFC On -Off switch. What
could be simpler?
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beginners
.
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contrasting registers of the instrument.
The soloist expands at leisure in the
songlike slow movement, which becomes
unexpectedly serious during a detour
into the minor, and the last movement
shares with that other finale in D the
characteristic of offering the cellist a
chance to break his neck on rocky pas sagework if he cares to. But this movement, though much of its interest is
purely athletic, is undeniably exciting in
the hands of a first -rate player.
And this Sadlo is. He rolls out virtuoso figurations with an effortless and
musical accuracy, and nothing is perfunctory to him-he makes even a reiterated note contribute in color and
intensity. He is a musician in the romantic tradition, less subtle, incisive,
and rhythmically pointed than, for instance, Janos Starker. I can easily
imagine him playing Brahms, and yet I
do not find him out of character playing
Haydn and Boccherini -both of which he
does with a kind of fearless virility.
The recorded sound is only passable
pretty furry for the orchestra on the
Boccherini side, a little cleaner on the
Haydn; but fortunately not bad on either
S.F.
for the closely miked solo.

-

HAYDN: Mass No. 7, in C ("Missa
in tempore belli")
soprano;
Marjorie
Morison,
Elsie
Thomas, contralto; Peter Witsch, tenor;
Karl Christian Kohn, bass; Choir and
Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio, Rafael
Kubelik, cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPM 18881.
LP. $5.98.
SLPM
DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON
138881. SD.

$6.98.

Kubelik has the soloists, the chorus, the
orchestra. and the engineering requisite
for a notable disc, and there are times
here when that is what he achieves. The
competition, certainly, is not overwhelming. At its most severe it is a Vanguard
set under W¢ldike with a Viennese orchestra and chorus and one of the more
obvious miscastings of Vanguard's wonder girl, Netania Davrath. Yet as you
switch back and forth between Kubelik
and W¢ldike you become aware that the
latter conductor is playing the score in
the true spirit and style of a baroque
Mass, while Kubelik is always calling
on interpretative devices that seem more
appropriate in the Brahms German
Requiem.
An Index to Reviews

Readers often inquire whether HIGH
FIDELITY publishes an index of its
record reviews. We do not, though a
compilation of our reviews of classical
and semiclassical recordings appears
yearly in book form: Records in Review,
published by our subsidiary, The Wyeth
Press. However, the annual Polart Index to Record Reviews provides issue
and page reference for all reviews appearing in these pages-and in those of
thirteen other publications as well. The
1963 Index, recently published, can be
ordered for $1.50 from Polart, 20115
Goulburn Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48205.
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To Central Europeans this is the Drum
Mass, and, indeed, it makes full use of
battery and brass. Here W¢ldike is in his
element, and the bold effects compensate
for shortcomings elsewhere. Kubelik, on
the other hand, apparently misses the
point of most of these passages. He plays
them down, substituting very round, even
lush, chorus and orchestra effects.
They're lovely, and they represent a level
of polish which W¢ldike cannot always
match, but they also seem somewhat
out of place.
If you want a beautifully sung performance, even at the cost of an alien
style, the Kubelik is the record to have.
If you want the feeling of a baroque
Mass heard in a baroque church, W¢ldike
R.C.M.
provides it.

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. 95, in C
minor; No. 101, in D ("Clock ")
Fritz Reiner and His Symphony Orchestra.
RCA VICTOR LM 2742. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2742. SD. $5.98.

It was Fritz Reiner's way to give himself so totally to the task of making
music that, especially in his later years,
he would sometimes arrive at a state of
spiritual depletion before the close of
his round of chores. In such cases his
work was more marked by the unsurpassed refinement of his technique than
the depth of his involvement, and you
knew a rest was in order. It was after
such a period of study and repose that
you heard Reiner at his greatest, performances in which his musicianship
seemed transformed by the sheer joy of
practicing his art. On such occasions he
could convince you that he was the greatest conductor in the world, and the
truth may be that in those glorious hours
he was.
The present disc comes from such a
transcendent period. It was made in
September, after a summer of rest, as
the conductor was entering into the responsibilities of what proved to be his
last season. Should there be any doubt,
it demonstrates that after three years of
illness, within two months of his death,
Reiner's powers were as great as ever.
The sessions made use of a pickup
orchestra, but it contained a number of
friends, some of them Chicago Symphony
men who had traveled East to work with
their old leader. It is here identified as
Fritz Reiner and His Symphony Orchestra, a phrase that recalls Stokowski billings. Reiner would probably have smiled
at that, but he always respected his
senior colleague; and our last conversation contained, I recall, Reiner's droll
observations that "Stokowski, after all,
invented high fidelity."
This is the stereo debut of No. 95,
the one Haydn symphony of the Salomon
set which is in a minor key and the one
which failed with the composer's London
audiences. I can only assume that it had
no such performance as this, for Reiner
digs into the very core of the score to
provide the most convincing statement
of this music yet given us on records.

The big, round sound of Manhattan
Center is an advantage here, but an intimate, chamber quality is also possible,
as in the lovely opening phrases of the
finale. And the interplay of voices in the
trio of the third movement, a trio dominated by some superb moments from
cellist Harvey Shapiro, is exactly the sort
of material in which stereo proves its
worth. The Clock, by contrast, gets a
fairly direct, orthodox performance that
shows us nothing new but is a continual
reminder of what a master can achieve.
It is more vulnerable to competition,
particularly from the Beecham set, but
the rivalry is one between peers on
heights which few musicians achieve.
R.C.M.

HINDEMITH: When Lilacs Last in
the Dooryard Bloom'd
Louise Parker, mezzo; George London,
bass; Schola Cantorum of New York;
New York Philharmonic, Paul Hindemith, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5973. LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA MS 6573. SD. $5.98.
In 1865 Walt Whitman wrote Wizen
Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd in
memory of President Lincoln. Just eighty
years later Hindemith set the poem to
music in memory of President Roosevelt. Now his own recording of it appears as a memorial to the composer

himself.
Regrettably, it is not a good work.
It is huge-with arias, duets, choral
fugues, and whatnot in the grand style
but the music remains inert, never corning to life with the tragic vitality of
which Hindemith was capable. In justice
to Hindemith it should be said that Whitman has defeated practically every composer who has ever tried to set his verses
to music; the verbal magic that makes
composers want to set him in the first
place has a way of evaporating as soon
as their music is applied. Delius' Sea
Drift is a rare exception to this rule.
Recording and performance are excelA.F.
lent.

-

LE JEUNE: Chants de la Renaissance

Jean -Paul Kreder Ensemble.
NONESUCH H 1001. LP. $2.50.
NONESUCH H 71001. SD. $2.50.

Claude Le Jeune (about 1525-1600) has
never before, to my knowledge, been
given a whole disc to himself, but he
certainly deserves one, as the present
selection of his works shows. He was a
master of the chanson, the polyphonic
secular song that was the French counterpart of the Italian madrigal. Most
of the songs presented here, moreover,
are vers mesurc%s-that is, metrical verse
set to music that faithfully reflects the
long and short syllables of the text. This
sort of thing could result in dreary chord
progressions (witness some earlier German attempts of a similar kind). But
Le Jeune was a genuine composer, with
skill and a lively imagination, and the
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

You could assemble an orchestra...

building the Heathkit organ's easier!

And a lot less expensive! In fact, the
exciting 1964 Heathkit version of the
famous Thomas Transistor Organ saves
you 50% and more over comparable
organs!
And it's so easy to build ! No special skills
or knowledge required! Heathkit supplies
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Ten Voices Plus Repeat Percussion! You

create the distinctive sounds of a trombone, oboe, cornet, flute, reed, violin,
saxophone, horn, viola and diapason . . .
ten true voices in all, with the simple
touch of a tab. And now with the exciting
new feature called Variable Repeat Percussion, you can add the rhythmical
strumming of a banjo, mandolin or balalaika, or the staccato of a marimba.

Professional Quality & Features! In addition to the variety of voices available with
the Heathkit organ, you enjoy professional
features like the 13 -note heel & toe bass
pedals; an adjustable expression pedal
which varies the volume from soft to full;
two overhanging 37 -note keyboards,
ranging C thru C; transistorized plug -in
tone generators (with a 5 -year warranty!)
which assure clear undistorted tone and
virtually eliminate service and tuning
problems; a 20 -watt peak power amplifier;
plus a factory assembled, handcrafted,
handrubbed walnut cabinet that's ready
for the sub -assemblies as you complete

then.

Hear it yourself! Hear its beautiful voices,
rich mellow tone, and remarkable range
of expression. You'll be convinced that
the Heathkit organ is for you. To get your
copy of the 331/3 rpm demonstration record simply fill out the coupon at right, and
enclose 50e for postage and handling.
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pieces sung here are a most attractive
lot, ranging from frothy patter -songs to
expressive, poetic ones. Many of them
alternate between thin and rich textures,
as between three- and five -part writing,
and one, O rote, regne des fleurs, begins
tenderly and delicately for two voices
and goes on to three -, four -, and five voice sections. The small chorus that
sings them is evidently well trained; it
is pliant, performs with unanimity, and
its intonation is generally good. So is the
sound. Unfortunately, no texts are pro vided-a particularly serious matter here,
where the words determine the rhythmic
shape of the music.
N.B.

LISZT: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 1, in E flat-See Saint Saëns: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 2, in G minor, Op. 22.
LISZT:

A

Préludes

Faust

Symphony: Les

New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.

For a feature review of this recording,
see page 49.

manner. There is an attempt -somewhat in the manner of Bartók's Blue beard's Castle but far less successful
revive the old idea of music as
magic, to make some of Prospero's incantations work as sound spells. The
trouble is, among other things, that
one remains constantly aware of the
mechanism of the attempt so that a
translation or transfiguration of the
music into something more than a mere
total of the notes never quite takes
place.
Whatever can be done for this music,
Fischer -Dieskau does. His quality of
vocal sound. his dramatic and verbal
projection, and his musical phrasing
are superb. The orchestral readings are
good, and the sound is excellent.
E.S.

-to

MOZART: Così fan tutte (excerpts)
Irmgard Seefried (s), Fiordiligi; Erika
Köth (s), Despina; Nan Merriman (ms),
Dorabella; Ernst Häfliger (t), Ferrando;
Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau (b), Don Alfonso; Hermann Prey (bs), Guglielmo;
RIAS Chamber Choir; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Eugene Jochum, cond.
DEUTSCHE
LPEM
GRAMMOPHON
19278.

136278.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 8, in E flat
Soloists; Choruses; Utah Symphony Orchestra, Maurice Abravanel, cond.

For a feature review of this recording,
see page 50.

MARTIN: Everyman; The Tempest
(excerpts)
Dietrich Fischer -Dieskau. baritone; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Frank Martin, cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPM 18871.
LP. $5.98.
DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON
SLPM
138871. SD. $6.98.

Though Frank Martin was born in Geneva of French -Swiss parentage. his musical and literary orientation has been
German. The Everyman which he used
for his 1943 settings is Hugo von Hof mannsthal's well -known German interpretation of the old morality play; for it,
Martin has provided tense, effective, declamatory music. These settings have
no special stylistic profile or broad coherence; they depend for their impact on a
series of dramatic constructions. The
agonized, despairing texts set against a
group of contrasting orchestral vignettes
are shaped around a series of dramatic,
vocal, and musical crescendos.
The Tempest, an operatic setting of
the Schlegel translation, dates from the
early Fifties; the excerpts here include
the impressionistic Overture (a kind of
Calm Sea and Stormy Voyage) in a
distant picturesque post -Dukas style and
two arias of Prospero in a heavier,
more
Central- European
declamatory
62

LP.

DEUTSCHE

SD.

$5.98.
GRAMMOPHON

SLPEM

$6.98.

This is a sampling of numbers from the
complete set, which was reviewed here
in November 1963. It includes one aria
for each of the ladies and for Don Alfonso, and two each for Guglielmo and
Ferrando, along with several ensemble
numbers, a chorus, and the overture.
Miss Seefried's "Corse scoglio" is less
impressive than I had remembered it,
but each of the other soloists is represented at his or her best in this generally
excellent performance. The star of the
performance remains, I think, Jochum
and his orchestra.
In one respect this disc deserves careful attention even from those who own
the complete set. For it contains an

aria that was not included there: Guglielmo's " Rivolgete a lui lo sguardo" (K.
584). Mozart had intended it for the
first act, but before the premiere replaced
it by "Non siete ritrosi" (also included
in this selection). "Rivolgete" is consequently never performed in the opera,
it is omitted from most editions of the
score, and as far as I know is not otherwise available on records. It is a big aria
(too big for its place in the opera, which
is probably why it was removed ).
planned to be sting when the disguised
Guglielmo and Ferrando woo the two
girls. Guglielmo lists in detail his and
his friend's numerous and striking virtues: they are the richest, strongest,
handsomest, etc.; indeed their like is not
to be found "from Vienna to Canada."
Every change of thought is mirrored in
the vocal line and in the eloquent orchestra, and Mr. Prey, in his turn, captures
much of the sparkle in this aria's elegant
foolery.
N.B.

MOZART: Missa brevis, in B flat,
K. 275

tSchubert: Mass in G
Barbara Wittelsberger, soprano; Dagmar
Naaff, contralto (in the Mozart); Hans
Wilbrink, tenor; August Messthaler, bass;
Hans Musch, organ; Chorus and Orchestra of Freiburg School of Music, Herbert
Froitzheim, cond.
DECCA DL 10091. LP. $4.98.
DECCA DL 710091. SD. $5.98.
Both works are little masterpieces, with
eloquent and ingenious ideas, tersely and
dynamically developed. Both are available in alternate editions, but their
juxtaposition here is excellent. Froitzheim's pacing is alert and vigorous, and
the singers and instrumentalists respond
to his direction with warm, agreeable
tone and sensitive musicality.
The stereo pressing has a vivid, airy
quality, but gives the strings a slightly
metallic cast not encountered in the
mellower monophonic edition. Both formats gave me real pleasure.
H.G.

MOZART: Sinfonia concertante, in
E flat, K. 364 -See Glazunov:
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra,
in A minor, Op. 82.
MOZART: Symphonies: No. 28, in C,
K. 200; No. 38, in. D, K. 504
( "Prague ")
English Chamber Orchestra, Colin Davis.
cond.
$4.98.
OISEAU -LYRE OL 266. LP.
OISEAU -LYRE SOL 266. SD. $5.98.

Hermann Prey: at his best in Così.

The C major Symphony doesn't have the
charm of one of its nearest neighbors,
K. 201, in A, or the intensity of another,
K. 183, the "little" G minor, but it
does have a pleasant little Andante.
with muted violins, a better than average
Minuet, and a sprightly finale which
must have made the Salzburg players
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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really hustle. It is good to have it back
in the catalogue, in this excellent performance. Of the Prague Symphony,
there are several topnotch performances
on records, notably those by Jochum and
Klemperer. but Davis' reading belongs
very near the top. It combines a nice
feeling for phrasing with good tempos
and a firm grasp of structure. The strings
sing warmly, and the tricky woodwind
passages in the finale come off smoothly.
Balances. especially important in K. 504.
are just. As in a previous Mozart recording by the sanie performers, also
made for Oiseau -Lyre. the sound sometimes grows a bit coarse in forte. and
there is no true pianissimo where it is
called for; in general. however, the sound
N.B.
is resonant and faithful to reality.

PORTER: Symphony No. 2
tGiannini: Divertimento No.
Louisville
cond.

2

Orchestra, Robert Whitney,

LOUISVILLE

LOU

642.

LP.

$9.86.

(Available on special order only from
830 S. Fourth St., Louisville, Ky. 40203.)
Quincy Porter's Second Symphony is a
rather wistful. charming work. beautifully orchestrated in a highly soloistic
style, with much of the originality in
form and clarity in expression that characterize the same composer's well -known
string quartets. Vittorio Giannini's Divertimento is much more conventional: it
is, in fact, scarcely more than a pop
concert piece, but its breezy, tuneful,
deftly shaped first movement might well
move in to occupy the vacuum left by
the disappearance of Enesco's Rumanian
Rhapsodies from the repertoire. Louisville's recording here is very good, and
the performances are first -rate.
A.F.

RAMEAU: Pieces in A; Suite in F
Albert Fuller, harpsichord.
CAMBRIDGE CRM 603. LP. $4.98.
CAMBRIDGE

CRS 1603.

SD.

$5.98.

This is the third and final volume of
Fuller's excellent recording of the complete keyboard works of the French
master. Rameau published three sets of
pieces for the clavecin and these constitute the bulk of his keyboard works.
Like most of the great craftsmen of
his age, he was primarily a theatre composer, and lyric -dramatic ideas run right
through his relatively small output of
keyboard works; airs, dances, humors,
character pieces, dramatic and witty musical situations follow closely on top
of one another in elegant array. But
these pieces are also remarkable for the
way these ideas are adapted to genuinely
instrumental conceptions, quite French
and very original.
This aspect of the music depends
heavily on ornament -not just melodic
decoration but flexible linear, rhythmic,
harmonic, and coloristic ornamentation,
rich and complex, growing right out of
the instrument and the performing situa64

tion itself, giving life and expressive
impetus to the music. The point is far
from trivial; ornament (in the broadest
sense) is not really decorative at all but
an essential part of the music.
Fuller deals with these questions in
fine performing style. His treatment,
for example. of the rhythmic aspects
has obviously been worked out with
great care and understanding. but it still
has the feeling of freshness. of spontaneity and inventive freedom (which are
the marks of a genuine performing style
as opposed to a labored pseudoscholarly

arrangement).
This last Rameau volume contains
some of the earliest work in the series:
the Pieces in A make up the composer's
first collection (I706) and the Suite in
E. comprises the first ten pieces of the
second publication (I724). The first set
is elegant. serious, quiet, somewhat abstract. The later pieces tend towards
great liveliness, rhythmic-dance vitality,
varied color, shape. and dramatic profile;
in these respects they anticipate the
virtuoso, characteristic, and idiomatic
qualities of Rameau's late style.
Here as elsewhere. Fuller has everything under control in an imaginative
and stylish way. The present recording.
like the others in the series, is careful
and rich in a darkish way; simply follow
the simple directions on the label and
play at a low level with a boost in the
treble. If you want only a single volume.
I recommend the second, which contains
some of the most fascinating. varied,
and mature music. But all three discs
E.S.
are delights.

RAVEL: Gaspard de la nuit; Jeux
d'eau; Le Tombeau de Couperin
Beveridge Webster, piano.
DOVER HCR 5213. LP. $1.98.
DOVER HCRST 7000. SD. $1.98.

Webster is a powerful and original pianist who deserves to be heard much
more frequently on records. His musical approach is highly interesting: not
much of a colorist, he obviously deems

Beveridge Webster: Ravel seen anew.

structure and rhythmic continuity to be
of prime importance. and at times his
assured playing sounds almost brusque
and monolithic.
One does not ordinarily associate this
type of pianism with Ravel, but in fact
Webster plays a great deal of that composer's (and Debussy's) music in public
recitals. While in Gaspard de la nuit
one misses the impressionistic poetry
of Gieseking. the icy poise of Casadesus, and the celestial detachment of
Michelangeli, the huge canvas of this
work sustains the headlong power and
impetus given it here. One can also admire the brisk basic tempo adopted for
Jeux d'eau, although Robert Goldsand's
Desto version [reviewed in this issue.
p. 70] has that same admirable feature,
and far more poetic delicacy besides.
Unfortunately, Webster's hard -bitten account of the Tombeau de Couperin is a
classic example of miscasting: the pianist races through the movements, missing all the fluency and charm.
Perhaps Dover will see fit to record
Mr. Webster in some Schubert or Beethoven piano music. If so. I hope that
the engineers give him better reproduction than they did here -there is a substantial amount of distortion on both
H.G.
the mono and the stereo disc.

RIMSKY -KORSAKOV: Le Coq d'or
A. Kadinskaya (s). Queen of Shemakhan:
N. Polyakova (s), The Golden Cockerel:
A. Kleshcheva (c), Amelfa: G. Pishchayev (t). The Astrologer: Y. Yelnikov
(t), Prince Guidon; A. Polyakov (b),
Prince Afron: A. Korolyov (bs). King
Dodon; L. Ktitorov (bs), General Pol -

kan: Moscow Radio Chorus; Moscow
Radio Opera and Symphony Orchestra,
Alexei Kovalyov, cond.
ULTRAPHONE ULP 108 /10. Three LP.
$14.94.
Of all Rimsky -Korsakov's operas. his
last, Le Coq d'or. is the only one to
have achieved a measure of popularity
outside Russia. (It has even been performed with some frequency at the Metropolitan, though not since 1945.) Curiously. it has been preceded into the domestic record catalogue by such much
less familiar items as Suegorouchka
(twice!), Tsar Saltan, and Invisible City
of Kitezh.
It is easy to see why it has held
more appeal for non -Russians than the
sprawling, inchoate fairy -legend operas
over which Rimsky spent so much of his

compositional energy. It is reasonably
short. and while it is a satire, it partakes of the charm of its antecedents.
All of Rimsky's orchestral savvy, his
enormous gift for evocation of atmosphere through use of color, his talent
for description and mimicry, his propensity for splashy spectacle -all these
qualities, present in his earlier. more
"serious" works, but often in a bloated
or irrelevant way, are brought to an
ironic comedy which itself uses the stuff
of fairy-legend to an almost savage end.
Indeed, the opera is a bitter one.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

King Dodon is not just a bumbling, lovable fool -he is insufferable in his
stupidity, selfishness, and cruelty. His
two sons are cowards and idiots, General Polkan a boor. But even viler are
the people of the Kingdom of Dodon.
They are servile, lazy, self -pitying. They
fawn over a ruler who treats them

contemptuously; they substitute lamentation for action. (Their cries are almost identical with those of the populace in the scene before the cathedral
in Boris Godunov, turned into infantile
breast -beating.) In subject matter and
general attitude, one is reminded alternately of Love for Three Oranges and
The Nightingale.
Musically, one is reminded constantly
of Wagner. The working of the motifs is
not Wagnerian (though perhaps Rimsky
thought it was), but the harmonies and
sonorities often are. The descending
chromatic phrase associated with the
Queen sounds appropriately Oriental until one places its derivation -Tristan.
Just before her famous Hymn to the Sun
there is a chord straight from the Hall
of the Gibichungs, and other echoes of
the Ring are heard throughout the score.
In much of the vocal writing too there
is the flavor of late-Wagner declamation, only thinly disguised by the swatches
of Eastern coloring.
I do not say this to belittle the score,
which is a likable one, at the very least.
It does not attain the heights of the best
scenes from Kitezh or Tsar Saltan or
Sadko, simply because it is not called
upon to do so. But it is much more of
has much greater control of
a piece
its materials, a much better sense of
theatrical proportion and pace. The pompous marches make an exhilarating effect, and the Astrologer trails dusky
musical magic behind him at every entrance. And of course the Queen's Hymn,
perhaps not as widely known today as it
was when Lily Pons was around to sing
it, is one of the most haunting arias in
the soprano literature.
The performance is one of those about
which there isn't much to say -it's not
poor enough to ruin the album for anyone interested in the work, and not
good enough to attract on its own merits. Perhaps the big drawback lies in
the fact that Korolyov is a merely corn petent, rather labored- sounding bass, who
characterizes Dodon with perfect competence but with no trace of imagination or personal impact. The role is too
important and too difficult (being an accurate musical reflection of a dull and
uninteresting man) to be assumed by a
less than extraordinary artist. The soprano Kadinskaya has that sharpness of
timbre so often found among Russian
female singers, but is a steady, intelligent
vocalist, never painful and sometimes
quite impressive in technical terms. Pishchayev brings a typically high, white
tenor to the Astrologer's music, and
shows fine vocal control and musicality
in the part. The others are neither here
nor there, with the exception of a very
imposing contribution by the baritone
Polyakov as Afron. The orchestra and
chorus perform extremely well.

-it

-

sound is quite decent -though not
best Western studio standards
for Side 5. where my pressing
some distortion and some skipping
I have not been able to correct.
There is no libretto, but there is a very
detailed synopsis which serves the purpose reasonably. Side 6 of the set is
devoted to the Lake Bitten Scene from
Sadko, in a Bolshoi performance under
Golovanov. Here we are severely handicapped by absence of any sort of text,
translation, or note -the soloists are
not even identified. The music is absolutely gorgeous, Rimsky at his most
inspired. The performance is good; the
soloists include an unusually fine soprano
C.L.O.
and an adequate tenor.
The
up to
except
shows
which

for Guitar and Orchestra
tVivaldi: Concerto for Lute and
Strings, in D

tBritten: Gloriana: Courtly Dances
Julian Bream. guitar and lute; Melos
Chamber Orchestra, Colin Davis, cond.
(in the Rodrigo); Julian Bream Consort (in the Vivaldi and Britten).
RCA VICTOR LM 2730. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2730. SD. $5.98.
One could scarcely ask for a
freshing "Day with Julian
There's a bit of everything
superbly done. The Concierto
juez, like a tourist's first trip

more reBream."
here, all
de Aran to Spain,
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ELIMINATE
ALL OF YOUR
STEREO CARTRIDGE

PLAYBACK
PROBLEMS

takes in all the conventional guidebook
Places of Interest-but they are colorful. and the Cook's Tour under Rodrigo
is a happy experience. (The finale does
puzzle me, though: it seems to leap the
Bay of Biscay and land in the countryside of England. No matter.) Bream's
arrangement of the courtly dances from
Britten's Gloriana (the artist himself
took part in the work's premiere before
Queen Elizabeth) calls forth wonderfully
spare sonorities from the consort of
lute, violin, flutes in various sizes, bass
viol, and tabor (the smart little drum of
the Middle Ages). And the Vivaldi is
done with a dash and brilliance that
make it sound as if it were written just
yesterday and played today in the heat
of unpremeditated enthusiasm. The non Dynagroove recording in stereo is clean,
S.F.
bright, and beautifully spaced.

ROSSINI: Overtures

GRADO
TRACER BEAM

Il Barbiere di Siviglia; La Scala di seta;
L'Italiana in Algeri; Semiramide; La
Gaza! ladra.
New York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5933. LP. $4.98.
COLUMBIA MS 6533. SD. $5.98.

STEREO
CARTRIDGES
Eliminate inner groove distortion.

Eliminate completely "Shattering," and buzzing
during playback.
Play both stereo and monaural records.
Be

completely noncritical to installation problem and
still perform superbly.

Track in a good tone arm at 1 gram or less
(not just make sound but trace with low distortion!)
Work in

oll record changers and automatic turntables
at up to
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SCHUBERT: Mass in G -See Mozart:
Missa brevis, in B flat, K. 275.
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9, in C
( "The Great ")
Berlin Philharmonic
Böhm, cond.

Orchestra,

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

LP.

Karl

LPM 18877.

$5.98.
DEUTSCHE

138877. SD.

GRAMMOPHON

SLPM

$6.98.

grams.

Have IM distortion of no more than 2% at the highest

recorded levels and maintain 1% or less IM distortion for
normal recorded levels.
STYLUS ASSEMBLY

Breath- taking virtuosity on the part of
conductor and orchestra is here badly
misapplied. The microscopic precision
with which Rossini's brilliant orchestration is laid bare under Bernstein's baton would probably astound even the
composer. The crescendos mount so effortlessly and so overwhelmingly that
they seem the product of an idealized
piece of precision machinery.
But there is more than that to Rossini. There is wit and graceful melodic
curvature. These elements need breathing space, and this is denied them in
these fierce, hectic performances. A.R.

The only truly satisfactory edition, by
Jeanne Marie Darré and Louis Fourestier
(for Capitol-EMI), disappeared from the
domestic catalogue years ago, unfortunately, and Miss Slenczynska's playing
certainly tops the slovenly Rubinstein
and Gilets entries which are her only
present competition. The new Decca release benefits too from delightfully
pointed orchestral support from Swoboda
and the Symphony of the Air, and the
performance has been given excellently
crisp reproduction.
The Liszt performance is another good
one, but it is outclassed by the formidable rivalry of Richter (Philips), Vásáry
(DGG), Pennario- Leibowitz (RCA Victor), and List (Westminster) records.
Miss Slenczynska's virtuosity here is of
the kind that involves eccentric alterations of tempo and accent, and, as in
the overside Saint -Saëns, she does not
display a very colorful or attractive
H.G.
tone.

REPLACEABLE

BY

MK I STEREO CARTRIDGE
MK II STEREO CARTRIDGE
MK III STEREO CARTRIDGE
MK IV STEREO CARTRIDGE

CONSUMER!

$75.00
$49.50
$37.50
$27.50

For further information please write:

GRADO LABORATORIES, INC.
4614 Seventh Ave., B'klyn 20, N.Y.

SAINT -SAENS: Concerto for Piano
and Orchestra, No. 2, in G minor,
op. 22
Liszt: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 1, in E flat
-1-

Ruth Slenczynska, piano; Symphony of
the Air, Henry Swoboda, cond. (in the
Saint -Saëns): Vienna Orchestra, Carl
Melles, cond. (in the Liszt)
DECCA DL 10084. LP. $4.98.
DECCA DL 710084. SD. $5.98.
.

The Saint -Saëns G minor Concerto, once
the darling of every virtuoso pianist,
has suffered an alarming decline in popularity of late. One rarely encounters
the work in the concert hall these days,
and the present disc is the first recorded
edition to appear in some time. I am
happy to say that Miss Slenczynska plays
with clear technique and generally admirable restraint. She is not much of
a colorist, however, and (like practically everyone else) she takes the final
tarantella at a wickedly fast tempo. Once
again, therefore, the essential triple meter
degenerates into inaccurate duple time.

Karl Böhm will be seventy in August,
a milepost which presumably establishes
his name among the acknowledged old
masters of the baton. Many of us have
been collecting his records for some
thirty years, and this Schubert set belongs among the best of that three -decade
series. It is a performance in the traditional German style. but without the
and arbitrary
flaccid sentimentality
manipulations of tempos often accompanying that approach.
Böhm sees this music as a lyric
drama. He wants to give it heroic stature.
with nobility and breadth of phrase,
but he also wants it to sing. realizing that the eloquence of its song (especially when supported by a firm
rhythmic foundation) is worth more than
rhetorical tricks. The result is a performance that invites rehearing and
grows in stature with each successive
encounter. I have never heard the work
better paced by a German conductor.
There is enough flexibility of pulse to
allow expressive leeway, but each tempo
grows logically out of its musical context and strikes the ear as the ideal
choice. The cumulative effect is won-
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derfully satisfying, not merely as a
faultless exhibition of aesthetic reasoning but as a restatement of Schubert's
most highly developed symphonic ideas.
Happily, all the other elements of
the recording are of equal stature. The
Berlin Orchestra is one of the great
ones and plays as if fully aware of the
reputation it must uphold. DGG provides a good sense of dynamic values,
with well-focused sound, and a warm
R.C.M.
quality for the ensemble.

SENEL: "Music for the Court and
Chapel of Emperor Maximilian I"
Missy Paschalis; Ich weiss nit was er
Ihr verhiess; Die Bruennlein, die da
ftiessert; Gross Weh ich leid; Maria
zart; Maria du bist Genaden voll;
Zwischen Berg und liefern Tal; Ach Elskvn; Es taget vor dem Walde; Wann
ich des Morgens; Da Jakob nu das

Kleid ansah.
New York Pro Musica, Noah Greenberg,

cond.
DECCA DL 9420. LP.
DECCA DL 79420.

SCHUBERT: Die Winterreise
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone; Gerald Moore, piano.

$4.98.
SD. $5.98.

As Court Composer for Maximilian I,

Ludwig Senfl (d. c. 1555) occupies a
place in music history (if not in the
judgment of posterity) equivalent to
that of Albrecht Dürer. Not unlike
Dürer, Senfl was the inheritor of a great
Flemish tradition of the preceding century. The generation of Dufay, of
Ockeghem and Obrecht, of Josquin and
Heinrich Isaac (Senfl's teacher) made
the style a European one. Senfl thus belongs to a third or fourth generation of
polyphonic composers and, surprisingly,
he is virtually the first and last important
German polyphonist in the Roman Catholic tradition.
The Missa Paschalis here is a big
and beautiful piece built on a fascinating alternation of chant and polyphony.

ANGEL 3640B. Two LP. $9.96.
ANGEL S 3640B. Two SD. $1 1.96.

Either something has happened to the
Fischer-Dieskau /Moore Winterreise, or
something has happened to me. I heard
these artists perform this cycle on the
occasion of Fischer -Dieskau's New York
debut in 1955, and count that performance among the few great musical evenings I have experienced; and I have
often been moved by their first recording of Winterreise. Now, I find that I
have almost nothing to say of their new
version, except that it doesn't seem to
amount to a statement of any sort.
Certainly there is nothing wrong with
the state of the singer's voice, which is
more beautiful and flexible than ever.
Nor is there a thing to be said against
Moore's pianism, which is impeccable,
or against the musicality and precision
of the collaboration, which is more uncanny than ever. To he sure, one could
take exception to the manneristic equation by means of which forte almost invariably means accelerando, while piano
equals ritardando. And one could quibble about equally artificial little pauses
which are made to underline. rather too
heavily, the sudden changes in many of
the songs (e.g., the piano octave drop
between G sharps in the bass just before
" erkennst du nun rein Bild:?" in A uf dent
F /tcsse- marked ppp, of course).
But these habits have always been present in the work of this team, and have
never seemed so obtrusive as they do
here. Everything is just too perfect
every i is dotted, every t crossed. And
everything is applied from the outside.
You need warmth? I turn on the warm
tone, so. Anger? I spit the consonants,
so (no other singer can do it!). Soft,
loud, high, low, bright, dark -i.st mir
egal. No genuine, direct feeling, per former-to- audience, ever punctures the
mirror -smooth surface. no bar fails to call
attention to the technical perfection of
this collaboration. Maybe there's something to that Makropoulos business
In short, this is Schubert sung by a
Lieder machine, a living illustration of
the truth that technical and musical perfection can add up to almost absolute
zero. Too much analysis, I suppose, or
too many performances, or possibly too
much clever splicing and snipping. In
any event, this is the most virtuosic Win terreise on records-and I find it the
least moving.
C.L.O.

-

VANGUARD

New Releases

Recordings for the C9nnoisseur

BACH: Concertos for 2. 3
4 Harpsichords and Orchestra
Anton Reiner, Erna Heiller,
Kurt Rapf, Christa Landon,
harpsichordists
I Sol isti di Zagreb; Antonio
Janigro, conductor
Vol. -BG-659 & BGS- 70659*
Vol. 2 -BG -660 & BGS-70660*
JANACEK: Sinfonietta for
Orchestra & Preludes to The
Makropulos Affair, Katya
Kabanova, The House of
the Dead, and Jealousy
Charles Alackcrras conducting the Pro Arte Orchestra
&

1

A historic

recorl:ng

MAHLER
SYMPHONY NO. 8 IN E FLAT MAJOR
("Symphony of a Thoasand ")
Soloist:: Jeannine Crader, Lynn Owen,
B arche Christensen, Nancy Williams, Mar )hia Klkinman, Stanley Kclk, David Clatw r1hy, Malcolm Smith: Conhirec University
si Mal- Choruses and Chidren s Choruses
..00 voices)

Utah Symphony Orchestra
MAURICE ABRAVANEL. _ onductor
2-discs boxed witl- comprehensive
-totes, full text and translaticn.
VRS -1120/ 1 & VSD 71120/ l

`A work with both loftiness of spirit
and emotional impact ... Vanguard's
according conveys he nobility and
streigt-t of Mahler's Eighth better than
any previously attempted."
Herbert Arpferherg,
New York L'er.tld Tribune

'Th: work is tremendous in conception
End e,.ecution ... The sou-td has remarkable depth... Mr. Abravanel's re-

cording makes all t-te po n :s of the
Mahler scores For this the listener
sFonld be grateful?'
Raymond Erikson, New York Times

VRS -1116 & VSD- 71116*

BOUQUET OF SUITES
FOR STRINGS: Don QuiA

xote Suite (Telemann),
Suites
and 2 from The
Fairy Queen (Purcell) and
Echo Suite (Haydn).
The Wiener Solisten; Wilfried Boettcher, conductor
1

BG -662 & BGS- 70662*

CHARPENTIER: Te

Deum and Grand Magnificat
Soloists, Chorus, Orchestra;
Louis- Alartini, conductor
BG -663

&

BGS-70663*

FOLK MELODIES AND

SONGS OF YUGOSLAVIA
Yugoslav Children's Choir

VRS -9138 & VSD-79138*

GOLDMARK: Rustic Wed-

ding Symphony
Utah Symphony Orchestra;
Maurice Amal anel,
conductor
VRS-1104

& VSD -2142

*Stereo
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The effect is that of a simple. sectional work with a broad clear ground
plan but intensely developed in short
bits and snatches. But impressive as
the Mass may be, it is probably the secular vocal and instrumental music on the
overside that is the most immediately
appealing. The lively, off -color Ich
tt'eiss and the more expressive Gross
Weh, Ztt'ischen Berg, and Da Jakob are
superb examples of the great German
Lied tradition to which Senfl made significant and attractive contributions. The
other works are heard in delightful instrumental arrangements; indeed all of
the carefully worked out instrumental
roles -both with and without the voices
-provide the most convincing aural
proof of the essential part that instruments should play in this music.
The singing and playing on this record are of typical Pro Musica high
quality. Noah Greenberg is, as always,
sensitive both to the intellectual demands
of this music and to the significance
of a lively, flexible, and meaningful
performing style. The recorded sound
is excellent.
E.S.

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Fugues, Op. 87

Preludes

and

No. 4, in E minor; No. 12, in G sharp
minor; No. 14, in E flat minor; No.
15, in D flat; No. 17, in A flat; No.
23, in F.
Sviatoslav Richter, piano.
PHILIPS PHM 500048. LP. $4.98.
PHILIPS PHS 900048. SD. $5.98.

with
ROBERTS CROSS FIELD 770
as his working partner
Even after making countless movies and over
160 performances in his ABC -TV series, My Three

Sons, Fred MacMurray still studies a script with
skilled professionalism. He finds the Roberts 770
tape recorder a great non -silent partner when
preparing for the next day's shooting. But voice

rehearsal is just one of many, many uses for the
Roberts 770. It's at its best with music.
The 770 is the only tape recorder with the
renowned Cross Field head. This astounding
engineering development, with its ability to
record true fidelity at 1' /e inches per second,
permits up to 8 hours of stereo hi fi on one 7"
reel of tape. That means the equivalent of 15 LP
stereo albums for the price of one!
With its limitless variety of uses, your family
will find a never -ending source of enjoyment in
the versatile Roberts Cross Field 770 -the most
$499.95
advanced of all tape recorders.

ROBERTS'

Here is music that a fine artist can
make to sound better than it is. Shostakovich's long- winded piano pieces
tend to strike one as repetitious in the
usual performance, but put them into
the hands of a Sviatoslav Richter and
the turgid and sprawling writing suddenly becomes cogent and charged with infinite excitement. The magnificent tension and superb color of Richter's readings afford not only a first -rate pianistic
demonstration but an impressive musical
experience. There are all sorts of things
to admire nere: the almost unbearable
electricity accumulated by the miraculously executed tremolos in Prelude No.
15, the sardonic angularity of Fugue No.
12, the choked desolation of No. 23.
Great piano playing-and good sound
H.G.
too.

SOLER: Six Concertos for Two Key-

two harpsichords and three on harpsi-

chord and organ. The latter combination turns out to be unexpectedly charming, since the organ, which sounds like
a cabinet or positive organ and in any
case employs only flute stops, is in
perfect balance with the harpsichord.
The music is very Scarlattian; and if
it lacks that master's genius, it nevertheless includes some pleasant listening,
as in the quietly melancholy Andante
of No. 2, the above average variations
of No. 4, and the attractive Andante section of the first movement of No. 6. Sensitive and skilled performances, and effective separation in the stereo version,
are additional virtues of this unusual and
interesting disc.
N.B.

STRAVINSKY: Mass; Cantata
Doreen Murray, soprano, Jean Allister,
contralto, Edgar Fleet, tenor, Christopher Keyte, baritone (in the Mass);
Patricia Kern, contralto, Alexander
Young, tenor (in the Cantata); St.
Anthony Singers; English Chamber Orchestra, Colin Davis, cond.
OISEAU -LYRE OL 265. LP. $4.98.
OISEAU -LYRE SOL 265. SD. $5.98.

Davis understands the severe, monumental, yet lyrical and sensitive polyphony of the Mass exceedingly well, and
the recording achieves a clarity and a
separation of the voices which are most
essential to an understanding of the work
but which are seldom attained, at least
to this degree, on discs.
The recording of the Cantata is less
praiseworthy, largely because of strained
and wobbly singing by the soloists. This
is unfortunate, because the work is a
most unusual one and not very well
known. It is a setting, for mezzo, tenor,
female voices, and a small instrumental
ensemble, of A Lyke -Wake Dirge and
other Middle English and Elizabethan
poems, mostly religious in implication.
Part of the trouble is that the text is
not provided and not a single syllable
is intelligible from the discs alone. Stravinsky, of course, has provided his own
supremely authoritative interpretations of
both the Cantata and the Mass on curA.F.
rent Columbia records.

TAVERNER: Tudor Church Music
Choir of King's College, Cambridge,
David Willcocks, cond.
ARGO RG 316. LP.
$4.98.
ARGO

ZRG 5316.

SD.

$4.98.

boards
Send for FREE BOOKLET! "40 and more ways
to use a Tape Recorder" and complete details
on the new Roberts Cross Field 770.

Roberts Electronics, 5922 Bowcroft
Calif., 90016, Dept. HF -7

Anton Heiller, organ and harpsichord;
Erna Heiller, harpsichord.
VANGUARD BG 657. LP. $4.98.
VANGUARD

BGS 5069.

SD.

$5.95.

Los Angeles,

Name
Address
State
City
In Canada: J. M. Nelson Electronics, Ltd.,
2149 Commercial Drive, Vancouver 12, B. C.
!Prices slightly higher in Canada)

According to the manuscript in which
they were found, these sonatas by an
eighteenth- century Spanish monk were
written for two organs, but there seems
to be no compelling reason for not playing them on any pair of keyboard instruments. Here three of them are done on

John Taverner (about 1495- 1545), perhaps the foremost English composer of
his time, is unknown to most music lovers, and it is therefore good to have a
representative selection of his music, well
performed and recorded. Presented here
are the Kyrie Leroy, the Mass The Western Wind, the respond Dion transisse!
sabbatum (the first of three versions
printed in Tudor Church Music, Vol. 3),
and the antiphons Christe Jesu and Mater
Christi. The Kyrie has soaring lines and
mellifluous harmonies. The Western
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Wind, like most English Masses of its
time, lacks a Kyrie. It is based on the
secular song from which it takes its title.
The tune is almost constantly present in
one voice or another, either intact or ornamented. One way in which Taverner
achieves contrast is by juxtaposing twoand four -part textures. Drrm transisset
is rich and quietly lovely, as are the
antiphons. Willcocks leads his fine group
through performances that are varied and
nuanced but stylish and without exaggeration. The recording, made in the magnificent Chapel of King's College, is exN.B.
cellent.

TGHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4,
in F minor, Op. 36
Hallé Orchestra,

Sir

John

Barbirolli,

cond.
EVERYMAN

VANGUARD

135.

s

LP.

CLASSICS

$1.98.

VANGUARD EVERYMAN CLASSICS

135SD.

SRV

SD.

SRV

$2.98.

A fine release at a bargain price. Bar birolli's Tchaikovsky Fourth is fresh,
alive, and interesting in every carefully

phrased passage. There are some very
personal conceptions in this conductor's
reading and a few wide variations in
tempo, but they are all valid interpretative ideas and they infuse the well -worn
score with new spirit. The orchestra
seems especially on its toes here, too.
As to the recording, it is kinder to woodwinds and brasses. while the middle and
lower strings are sometimes badly overbalanced and difficult to hear. Aside
from this one shortcoming, however,
this is an altogether stimulating Fourth.
P.A.

Zurich period. Its absence in the Hun gerford set is not to be taken seriously, particularly in the face of the
superiority of that pianist's performances
in the longer and more interesting of
these works.
Few people can claim familiarity with
Wagner's piano music. Most of it is
early. (The B flat Sonata was, in fact,
his first published work.) Yet as late
as 1875, with his head full of Parsifal, he found time to write a final album piece for the wife of his publisher.
Early or late, however, it is obvious
that Wagner's greatest powers were not
to be realized in keyboard writing.
Probably the best of the works, in terms
of purely musical ideas, is the Fantasia, but Wagner was unable to bring
his thoughts together into a well -developed form. The appreciation of the
sonatas is pretty much an ex post facto
affair. The past century saw many
other works of equal merit published
by young composers who did not turn out
to be Richard Wagner.
Since these are not repertory works,
there is no real performance tradition
and the pianist must supply his own.
Galling seems to borrow his from Liszt.
He plays in an intense, virtuoso manner which is often exciting but. as Hun gerford shows us, often misses the point.
The best things in these works require
a spontaneous feeling for the characteristically Wagnerian phrase as a slowly
unfolding sequence of ingenious tonal
changes. Galling can take a piece of

TAPE
Special issue on this subject next month. Be sure you
keep informed on home video

tape, the new slow speeds,

cartridge players, accessories, microphones, synchro-

nizing sight and sound, elec-

tronic music, the new Fall

recordings and much more.

high fidelity
GREAT BARRINGTON,
MASS.

ANDREA
CHËNIER.

VIVALDI: Concerto for Lute and
Strings, in D -See Rodrigo: Con cierto de Aranjuez, for Guitar and
Orchestra.

COMM
.;.,(xroxarze

WAGNER: Piano Works

STELLA

Sonatas for Piano: in B flat; in A.
Fantasia in F sharp minor. AIMon Sonata, in A flat; Alhumhliitter: in C;
in F minor ( "Arrival at the Black
Swans "); in E flat.

SERENI
I'HE'ROAIEOPLHAOR('NRSrRI

SANTINI
1.96.41

Bruce Hungerford, piano.
BAYREUTH MASTER CLASSES INC.

Two

LP. $15.00.

WAGNER: Piano Works
Sonatas for Piano: in B flat; in A.
Fantasia in F sharp minor; Ziiricher
Vielliebchen Waltzer; Album Sonata, in
A flat; Albumbliitter: in F minor; in
E flat; in C.

GIORDANO

ANDREA CHENIER

realistic atmospheric drama of the French Revolution in a performance of stunning
power. In the title role, Franco Corelli, of whom the New York Post has said, "He is
conceivably the greatest tenor currently occupied in the business of Italian opera."
stereo and mono
(S) 3645 C/ L
Three discs, with libretto
A

Martin Galling, piano.
Vox VUX 2022. Two LP. $6.95.
Vox SVUX 52022. Two SD. $6.95.

gel

Although both editions are marked complete, the Vox includes an indiscretion
in three- quarter time from the composer's
CIRCLE
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juvenilia and make it exciting. Hun gerford can take an album piece and
evoke the mystery and magic of Tristan.
In the end. although one must respect
Galling's technique. it is the slow tempo man who wins

you over.
Both pianists are well recorded, and
the stereophony of the Vox set is no
Bayreuth
The
particular advantage.
Master Classes records (sold for the
benefit of the scholarship fund, at 42
West 58th St., New York, N.Y. 10019)
come with a handsome booklet and an
elegant album. The perfect Wagnerite
will certainly want the master's piano
works, but no one should buy either
edition with the hope of finding a lost
masterpiece. Richard's genius ran along
R.C.M.
other lines.

Indian
Chiefs,

WALTON: Music from "Henry V,"
"Hamlet," and "Richard III"
Philharmonia Orchestra. Sir
Walton, cond.
ANGEL 36198. LP. $4.98.
ANGEL

a

recorder...

1

for people on the go!
A pow wow, prognosis, presentation, or pop concert, can now be

recorded (and played) anywhere,
anytime. A built -in AC converter
allows the transistorized Cosmopolitan 400 to operate on batteries
or on AC power. A light weight
(under 10 pounds), truly portable

unit... fits easily

in a briefcase, or
carried on a shoulder strap. Smartly
styled, precision made miniature,
yet records up to 3 hours on 5"
reels. Easy pushbutton operation. A
built -in AM radio plays separately
or as a recording source. Its versatility, ease of operation, and amazing fidelity makes the Cosmopolitan
400 the most useful tape recorder
in, on, or off the reservation. For
full details and the name of your
nearest dealer, write to Concertone, Box 3246, South

S

36198.

SD.

William

$5.98.

Walton's scores for Laurence Olivier's
three Shakespearean films capture brilliantly the glowing. rhetorical magnificence of those productions themselves.
Heard while we watched the films, the
music seemed a smooth and totally appropriate extension of the words, wrapping itself inextricably around the action. becoming one with the color. the
scenery, and the movement on the screen.
Heard by itself, it retains its integrity as music. To those who have seen
the films, the music cannot help evoking the scenes for which it was written;
of few film scores can this be said.
The recording contains a generous
sampling of the best moments in all
three scores. I myself would have preferred more from Hamlet, especially the
charming music that accompanies the
players' scene. to the full -length and
rather Elgarian Prelude to Richard III.
But there are many great things here:
the fragrant music for Princess Kate
in Henry V. with its echoes of an
Auvergne folk song; the hair -raising battle
music from the sanie film, even more
thrilling to my mind than the analogous
music front Alexander Nevskv; and the
marvelous Funeral Music from Hamlet.
The performances under the composer's direction are, as expected, superb,
and the recording does them full justice.
A.R.

IC

El

Monte, California.

CONCERTONE
COSMOPOLITAN 400
Walton:
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ROBERT GOLDSAND: "Keyboard
Masterpieces of Three Centuries"
Beethoven: Sonata for Piano, No. 23,
in F minor, Op. 57 (' Appassionata.).
Chopin: Ballade No. I, in G minor, Op.
23; Waltz in F, Op. 34. No. 3. Clementi:
Sonata for Piano, in F sharp minor, Op_
26, No. 2. Gershwin: Prelude No. 2,
in C sharp minor. Mozart: Sonata for
Piano. No. II, in A, K. 331. Paganini Liszt: La Campanella. Prokofiev: Suggestion
diabolique, Op. 4, No. 4.
Rachmaninoff: Prelude in G minor, Op_
23, No. 5. Ravel: Jeux d'eau. Schumann: Fantasiestiicke, Op. 12: No. I,
Des Abends: No. 7, TraIcnu'sarirren_
Strauss- Godowsky: "Fledermares" Symphonic Aletamorpho.cis.
Robert Goldsand.

piano.

DESTO I) 200. Two LP. $7.96.
DESTO DS 6200. Two SD. $9.96.

This album. released in conjunction with
Syracuse University's Music Festival,
ends an altogether too lengthy hiatus
in the recording activities of one of the
most distinctive and genuinely absorbing
practitioners of the art of pianism.
Sounding as if it were made under
impromptu conditions. the present program offers a striking verisimilitude to
one of Goldsand's live recitals. i like
the effect: in this age of technical
efficiency and polyethylene- wrapped pabulum, it is a pleasure to listen to a
recording that contains genuine intellecwrong
tual
nourishment -and even
notes! Goldsand's artistic make -up is
one of paradoxes. He can he the reverent scholar and blatant iconoclast; he
embraces something of the lavish romantic and the stringent classicist. the
steel -point
engraver and the exotic
colorist. In any case one can always
be reasonably sure that. whether for
better or worse. his reading of a given
work is going to he different from
everyone else's. Disagree or not. one must
admire his creative vitality and technical
freedom. Not many players still have
Goldsand's sort of pianistic spontaneity.
The Mozart and Clementi Sonatas are
sharply pointed and tersely energetic.
Both are played expressively, even romantically, but they preserve the essential sobriety of these compositions. Gold sand is determined to avoid the "pretty pretty" noninflected symmetry of the
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conventional old- fashioned approach,
and he shows himself to be au
courant with the latest authorities on
classical ornamentation. He plays appoggiaturas on the beat and begins trills
on the upper auxiliary. One also notes
a superb tensile strength in the long,
nonlegato runs, and the magnificent
digital independence which enables Gold sand to achieve such sparkling transparency of texture. Moreover, the difference
between Clementi and Mozart is clearly
suggested: the former lacks Mozart's
rosy inner glow, and is just a trace
more showy and brilliant, less intimate.
The Mozart is shorn of all repeats (to
enable its being fitted to half a disc
side, no doubt), and this is my only
reservation regarding the performance.
In every other way, it is one of the very
finest versions of an oft-recorded
favorite.
The third large work, Beethoven's
Appassionata Sonata, is one of the less
attractive readings in the collection. It
is obsessively detailed and lacks cohesion.
It is interesting to note that Goldsand's
extremely literal approach to contrasts
of staccato and legato here impedes the
forward motion of the music. Changes
of phrase scansion are almost invariably
accompanied by a change in the basic
tempo, and certainly those dramatically
intended pauses in the final movement
are altogether excessive. Nevertheless,
this is anything but a routine Appassionata; it is creative, perplexing, and
fascinatingly wayward.
The two sides containing the shorter
selections are an unalloyed joy. Gold sand's freshly poetic outlook and occasional touches of acid wit illuminate
and dramatize these miniatures with telling effect. By interjecting little "asides"
into his musical narrative, the pianist
is able to make Prokofiev's Suggestion
diabolique caustic and volatile even
though he eschews the customary headlong speed and metronomic rhythm
there. The Ravel Jeux d'eau, on the
other hand, benefits from a tighter,
more rapid basic pulse than usual.
Goldsand successfully underplays the
work. His entire approach to the instrument is sophisticated, impressionistic, and nonpercussive. Even the glissando has a singing quality. So does
the filigree from La Campanella which
is, for once, treated like music. The
Gershwin Prelude is one of the big surprises: Goldsand apparently finds the
idiom thoroughly congenial and he completely suppresses the tawdry flavor inherent in the writing.
The nonvirtuosic Des Abends of Schumann is poignantly beautiful in the flowing simplicity of Goldsand's linear reading. Traumesn'irren is a little flurried
and labored here, however (I have heard
the pianist play it better in recital).
Chopin's G minor Ballade gets a broadly
expressive statement. The difficult coda
section could stand a bit more drive
perhaps, but the expansive legato in the
cantabile passages is ideal. (Goldsand
has always been a formidable Chopin Schumann exponent, and one would like
to hear on records his memorable readings of the Schumann G minor and
JULY 1964

Chopin B minor Sonatas.) Finally, we
come to the Strauss -Godowsky paraphrase. It is a garish piece of exhibitionism, now hopelessly outdated, but no
Goldsand collection would be complete
without its like. He is one of the few
technicians courageous enough to tackle
these all- but-unplayable show -off vehicles, and his playing here is tremendously effective.
The monophonic review copy produced cleanly compact sound, although
one of the discs was warped and the
surfaces all had clicks and sundry other

Internationally
Rcclaimeá...
BENJAMIN BRITTEN

WAR
REQUIEM

H.G.

imperfections.

GREGORIAN CHANT: Missa in
Festo Pentecostes

CALINA VISHNEVSKA\ "A
PETER PEARS

Nuns' Choir of the Benedictine Abbey
of Our Lady of Varensell, Aurelian
Weiss, cond.
$5.98.
ARCHIVE 3203/14803. LP.
ARCHIVE 73203/198803. SD. $6.98.
The Whitsunday Mass is fascinating, not
only for the beauty of its contents,
but also for its wide historic interest.
The melodies for this Mass range in
date from the seventh century to the
thirteenth, thus covering the entire period
of the development of monophonic
chant in the Gregorian tradition. Indeed, the setting of the hymn or sequence Veni, Sancte Spiritus, with its
rhymed, rhythmic, strophic swing, is
actually in striking contrast to the
rest, an ornate, rhythmic Gothic altarpiece in an austere old Romanesque
church.
This is certainly one of the musical
high points of the Mass; the Introitus,
Offertorium, and Communio, all dating
from the earliest period, are others.
Just as the Veni, Sancte Spiritus seems
to suggest the developing art of a vigorous new age, the early hymns suggest
a great past, the last echoes of antiquity. Interestingly enough, both the
oldest and newest music express -in
their own very different ways -spiritual
adoration and ecstasy; the music of the
centuries in between seems, by contrast,
more meditative, more introspective.
This version opens with the celebration sound of bells and includes gospel
readings by the priest in chant as well
as spoken prayers. The realization in
the Solesmes edition is excellent and
impressively recorded; the engineers
have obtained richness without the usual
hollow, murky reverberations that are
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often supposed to reflect pious musical expression amid properly sanctified,
cathedral -echo surroundings.
E.S.

performed with spirit and skill, and the
sound is first -rate in both versions.
N.B.

LOUIS LANE: "Rhapsody"

LEONARD PENNARIO: "Virtuoso
Favorites"

Chabrier: Espana. Alfvén: Swedish Rhapsody No. 1: .11idsnmmer Vigil. Fnesco:
Rumanian Rhapsody, No. I, in A, Op.

Herbert: Irish Rhapsody. Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2.
11.

Cleveland Pops Orchestra, Louis Lane,
cond.
EPIC LC 3879. LP. $4.98.
EPIC BC 1279. SD. $5.98.
The one thing these five rhapsodies have
in common is that they are all nationalistic; and with the exception of the
Chabrier each deals with music of the
composer's own country. All but Victor
Herbert's pleasant potpourri of mostly
familiar Irish tunes have been frequently
recorded, but it is doubtful that one
can hear more carefully prepared and
executed readings than the present disc

stands
for

affords. These performances are meticulously note -perfect. right down to the
last turn and trill. There is only one thing
missing: excitement. Not that Lane's
readings are dull -far from it -but they
could have been just that much better
had they been invested with a little more
sparkle and zest. The standards of reproduction match those of the playing:
clean, even, and extremely faithful.
P.A.

NEW YORK PRO MUSICA: "It Was
a Lover and His Lass"

Gounod: Faust: Waltz.. Kreisler: Liebeslied. Mendelssohn: Alidsummer Night's
Dream: Scherzo. Prokofiev: Love for
Three .0i-tinges: March. Ravel:
La
Vulse.
Saint -Saëns:
Shostakovich:
Age

Strauss, J.

Danse

macabre.
Polka.

of Gold:
IL Emperor Waltz.

Leonard Pennario, piano.
RCA VICTOR LM 2714. LP. $4.98.
RCA VICTOR LSC 2714. SD. $5.98.

-

Pennario has all of the prerequisites
for dealing with these transcriptions
save one: subjective involvement. He
is too apt to content himself with a
display of technical facility and let
the charm and bravura fend for themselves. Although his fingerwork is remarkably controlled in the Gounod,
Mendelssohn, and Prokofiev selections,
his statements are lacking in the swashbuckling excitement, pointed accentuation, and sheer sardonic wit that Petri,
Rachmaninoff, and Rubinstein, respectively, brought to their recorded versions
of these items. His own paraphrase of
the Emperor Waltz is too smooth- skinned
and plush -more Madison Avenue than
old Vienna. The most satisfactory performances on the disc are those of the
Ravel Valse and the Shostakovich Polka.
pieces which can benefit from the cynical detachment of Pennario's style.
RCA's sound is somewhat leaden but
H.G.
otherwise acceptable.

New York Pro Musica, Noah Greenberg,
cond.
LP. $4.98.
DECCA DL 9421.
SD. $5.98.
DECCA DL 79421.
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The subtitle of this handsomely produced
record is "Music of Shakespeare's Time."
All the composers were contemporary
with the Bard, and they include such
well -known names as Morley. Byrd,
Weelkes, and Wilbye. As usual with the
Pro Musica. however. there are practically no chestnuts: the only item that
alight be so classified is Morley's It was
a lover and his lass. Of Weelkes there is
the expressive lament When David heard
that Absalom was slain; of Dowland a
song with lute called Sorrow .stay, which
sounds all the sweeter and more affecting
because it follows a dry piece for unaccompanied bass viol by Captain Tobias

Hume.
Again as usual with Mr. Greenberg's
programs, there is variety of color and
contrast in the succession of pieces.
Byrd's lovely, plaintive fantasy on a tune
called Browning is played by a mixed
consort, the Weelkes piece is sung by six
unaccompanied voices, and there are
various combinations of voices with instruments, as well as a couple of dances
for lute. one of which, the anonymous
Kemp's Jig, is a homely little piece of
Elizabethan Gebraachsnucsik with a
strong Irish flavor. All of the music is

MALORY: Le Morte d'Arthur
Harry Andrews. William Squire, Joan
Hart, Tony White. et al.
LONDON A 4329. Three LP. $14.94.
LONDON

OSA

1329.

Three

SD.

$17.94.

For some idiotic reason. London has imbox containing these rec"The Works of William
I think the attribution
him. Though the Bard
has been accused of being many people,
to the best of my knowledge this is the
first time he has been identified with
Sir Thomas Malory. But I write on
Shakespeare's four hundredth birthday,

printed on the
ords the words
Shakespeare "!
would surprise
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and perhaps by this time his shade is
used to surprises.
Obviously, this fine British recording
of selections from Le Morte d'Arthrtr is
not for all markets, but those who are
capable of caring for it at all will care
for it much. As the Foreword explains:
"John Barton's adaptation and his production have attempted to create for
the gramophone a style which lies somewhere between a reading and a dramatic
play. With linking music we have tried
to re- create a troubadourlike retelling
of the story. Two narrators are used,
one representing the reflections of Mal ory, and the other telling the narrative
action. The music is intended to punctuate and to link the story; we have
tried to avoid 'mood' music."
Actors are used for the various speaking roles -Harry Andrews for Arthur,
William Squire for Lancelot, and so on.
My only criticism of the way this has
been managed is that it is very annoying
to have the narrator breaking in on the
speeches with said Sir Arthur," said
Sir Lancelot," etc. (Where it is necessary to use these tags for clarity, it
would have been much less obtrusive
to have them spoken by the actor who
is playing the role.) I might also note
that the recital of the long list of knights
who tried to heal Sir Urre before Lancelot succeeded in doing so makes for tiresome listening. Otherwise, I have only
praise for this production.
The healing of Sir Urre is used at the
beginning to bring Lancelot back to
court; from here we proceed to the
climax of the Lancelot- Guinevere story,
the betrayal of Lancelot by his enemies,
the treason of Mordred, the passing of
Arthur, and the last days and atonement
of Lancelot and Guinevere. The story
leaves one with the feeling that love
is the glory of life, however it comes
and whatever sufferings it may entail,
and that cruelty is no less destructive
of human values when it cloaks itself,
even before its own eyes, in the garments
of healthy moral indignation.
There is much incidental music, selected and arranged from medieval
sources by Thurston Dart, and performed
under his direction. Many old instruments
are employed; the harp music comes
from the traditional repertory of the
Irish harpers, and the plainsongs are
done in the ancient manner.
EDWARD WAGENKNECHT

POINT OF ORDER: A Record of the
Army- McCarthy Hearings from the
Film Documentary
Eric Sevareid, narrator.
COLUMBIA KOL 6070. LP. $5.98.
COLUMBIA KOS 2470.
SD. $6.98.
Few realized it at the time, but the
sultry spring of 1954 marked the climax
of an era; and, like the era itself, that
climax was a travesty of legal procedure.
For some four years, Senator Joseph R.
McCarthy (R. -Wis.) had ranged the
land denouncing "communists in government." A complex, ambitious man
unburdened by scruples, he sounded a
JULY 1964

responsive chord in the A..ierican public.
Bewildered by the Cold War. shocked by
revelations of Soviet espionage, they
gratefully embraced McCarthy's simplistic world where radical purging of the
body politic could cure all ills. When
the Senator swung his broad ax, he did
so with consummate democracy: his accused Washington traitors encompassed
General of the Army George C. Marshall
and a Negro cleaning woman. For all
the pyrotechnics, McCarthy fingered few
if any real threats. Newspapers. though.
gave hint more space than any President
and, at his zenith. he presided over a
kind of shadow administration that affected this country's policy far more
profoundly than did the laissez-faire
Eisenhower cabinet.
Intoxicated by publicity and power,
McCarthy all but gutted the State Department: the China Desk, in pre -World
War II days the envy of every Foreign
Ministry in the world, he purged virtually to the last man. His assistants
too left their mark. Roy Cohn and David
Schine created an international spectacle
by touring U.S.I.S. libraries abroad and
casually censoring books and people. In
their silly wake, volumes burned and
heads rolled. Finally, because the U.S.
Army had had the effrontery to draft
Schine, McCarthy took on the entire
Establishment. This recording, drawn
from a documentary film, synthesizes the
dramatic confrontation of the Senator
and Secretary of the Army Robert T.
Stevens. More than twenty million Americans spent almost two months following
the daily hearings on television. It is
an irony of history that McCarthy,
preening himself before a record audience in this, his brassy noontide, succeeded only in eviscerating himself
politically.
Here, then. garroted by their own
words, are the principals: McCarthy,
smooth and arrogant. swallowing his
vowels and slurring his words in a kind
of sublime contempt for his adversaries;
Acting Chairman Karl E. Mundt (R.S.D.), his testy ineffectualness epitomizing his political career: Senator Stuart
Symington (D. -Mo.) slugging it out
epithet -to- epithet with McCarthy. And
finally there is Attorney Joseph L. Welch.
whose emotion- packed face -to -face indictment of a particularly scurrilous
McCarthyism opened the wound that,
another year and another hearing later,
proved politically fatal to the Senator.
The editing. incidentally, casts Welch in
an anti -McCarthy role far more relentless than that he actually played. Still,
here are the words and the people and
the event that ended an American nightmare. It is history in the raw -very
important and still very disturbing.
O.B.B.

Richard Burton. et al.
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"Funny Girl." Barbra Streisand, Sydney Chaplin;
Original Broadway Cast. Capitol VAS 2059, $4.98
(LP); SVAS 2059, $5.98 (SD).

441

NEED GOOD singers for my scores," Jule Styne
remarked recently. "If I don't have a good
singer, Fm dead." So far as his Funny Girl score is
concerned, Styne is definitely alive and kicking. To
a much greater extent than most musicals in recent
years, this treatment of the early years of Fanny
Brice's career is tailored to the talents of one per former-in this case, Barbra Streisand. This does
not mean, however, that the score has been restricted
in the process. Far from it. So all- encompassing are
Miss Streisand's vocal abilities that song after song
of hers appears to resolve problems of the book
that otherwise defied rational solution.
The plot, such as it is, involves Miss Brice's
romance with the highly publicized gambler Nick
Arnstein -and it raises certain interesting problems
on the side. For one thing, Arnstein is still living
and in a position to object to his stage representation.
For another, the producer of the show, Ray Stark,
is Miss Brice's son -in -law. The need to protect the
public image of both protagonists placed librettist
Isobel Lennart in a difficult position, to say the least
-for the book could not bypass such inescapable
facts as Arnstein's jail sentence.
The decision was reached, at some point, to
paint Arnstein in suave, Prince Charming colors
which left Miss Lennart with a banal, soap opera

1

-

Barbra Streisand as Fanny, Sydney Chaplin as Nick.
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plot. Fortunately, it has been reduced to the slightest
of sketches. To fill the void, Styne and Bob Merrill
have written an imposing set of songs for Miss
Streisand, ranging from low comedy to big, wide open emotionalism. On disc, the score is, in effect,
a Streisand virtuoso performance.
She meets every challenge. She produces a tour de
force of singing styles and devices on !'in the Greatest Star. She catches and projects a lusty music hall
attack on Cornet Man. She shows a superb sense of
timing and a fine feeling for comedy as she floats
through a countermelody supporting a very funny
seduction scene. She ventures into a validly Brice -an
comedy bit in some World War I stage hokum.
She also exhibits the strong, wide-ranging singing
style that has made her previous recordings so effective. Don't Rain on My Parade brings out the urgency in her voice, implemented with shout and growl.
People is constructed to fit her natural tendency to
stretch a melodic line, to reach just a little farther
out than you expect her to. The dramatic effects of
these two songs are fairly obvious; but she has
chances to be subtle too, on the lyrical Who Are You
Now and a slow torch song, The Music That Makes
Me Dance, which she sings with shadings and accents
suggesting a healthy Helen Morgan.
For all Miss Streisand's merits, however, the
recorded condensation of the show really does it
less than justice. In the theatre, her songs are spread
out through an evening. On the disc, they follow one
after the other -strong, punching performances that,
cumulatively, produce a strident effect. There are,
to be sure, other performers present. Danny Meehan
is an especially vital contributor, bringing vitality
and sparkle to several songs. Sydney Chaplin is
capable and unobtrusive as Nick Arnstein, Kay
Medford adds some wry touches as Fanny's mother,
and Jean Stapleton is aptly ratchet -voiced as a
neighborhood biddy. But it is Miss Streisand who is
in front of the microphone almost all the time. The
wonder is that she manages to show so many different vocal facets and, at the same time, to sustain
a strong sense of involvement in everything she does.
The stereo recording uses sharp separation on
the numbers involving more than one singer, with a
general tendency to move towards the center as the
performance progresses.
J.S.W.
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"Cabin in the Sky." Rosetta Le Noire,
Ketty Lester, Tony Middleton; New
York Cast. Capitol W 2073, $4.98
(LP); SW 2073, $5.98 (SD).
This memorable musical by John Latouche and Vernon Duke, in which
Ethel Waters scored a great personal triumph, was originally produced in 1940,
before the days of original cast albums.
The present release is its first recording,
for which a successful off -Broadway revival has provided the opportunity and
the cast. The 1940 score was strong to
begin with
includes Taking a Chance
on Love. Honey in the Honeycomb, Cabin in the Sky, and the seemingly idiomatic spiritual Wade in the Water. For
this production. Duke has reinstated a
charming lullaby cut from the original,
We'll Live All Over Again, and has added
a delightful tune he and Latouche originally wrote for Banjo Eyes: Not a Care
in the World. The result, as Duke points
out in his notes, is a production "musically richer" than the original. Rosetta Le
Noire, in the role created by Ethel Waters. is primarily an actress. and her singing tends to be flat and rather unmusical.
She does well in her pensive and dramatic delivery of Love Turned Out the
Light and in the lightheartedness of Not
a Care in the World, but one would like
more vocal color in Taking a Chance on
Love, Cabin in the Sky, and Savanna.
The most vivid personality here is Ketty
Lester, who brings a properly visceral
vitality to Honey in the Honeycomb,
Love Me Tomorrow, and Do What You
Want To Do. Sy Oliver's orchestra seems
to surround the singers in the stereo version, giving a helpful sense of unity, but
some of his arrangements plod heavily
and appear to weigh on the singers.
Even a less than perfect recording of
Cabin in the Sky, however, is a valuable
addition to the recorded repertoire of
our musical theatre.
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Laurindo Almeida: "Broadway Solo Guitar." Capitol T 2063, $3.98 (LP); ST

Robert Goulet: "Manhattan Tower." Columbia OL 6050, $3.98 (LP); OS
2450, $4.98 (SD).
Manhattan Tower, that monumental bit

City, State
CIRCLE
7 ()
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"May I Come In ?"
Capitol T 2086, $3.98 (LP); ST 2086,

Blossom Dearie:

$4.98 (SD).
The first thing you notice about this
album is the cover picture of Blossom
Dearie, which is not only sheer ethereal
loveliness but is one of the few pictures
I have seen that really does justice to
this charming singer. Not as much can be
said for the disc itself, however. Miss
Dearie has a small, intimate voice and a
shrewd knowledge of phrasing which is
extremely effective in the kind of material she usually uses in her night club
performances with her own piano accompaniment. Here she is backed by a
routine studio band, and many of the
songs are not calculated to show her
off at her best. She indicates what she
can do on The Best Is Yet To Conic and
a bossa nova, Quiet Nights, in which
the blend of tune, lyrics, and voice is

thoroughly

complementary.

At

other

times, a squeaky, little-girl vocal quality
appears. In general, the program offered
here is far too bland for so provocative
a singer.

2063, $4.98 (SD).

Almeida, a guitarist who is at home in
both the classics and jazz, stands at a
midpoint in his musical spectrum here,
playing tunes from Broadway on the
classical guitar, unaccompanied. It proves
to be a very happy idea. The tunes chosen have big, open melodic lines that offer
Almeida opportunities for interesting developments, and he possesses the skill
and imagination to give them a sensitive
interpretation. This is a reflective, low keyed collection that includes contemporary Broadway (People from Funny
Girl, Was She Prettier Than I? from
High Spirits), recent Broadway (tunes
from My Fair Lady, The Sound of Music,
Stop the World), and evergreen Broadway (My Funny Valentine, Smoke Gets
in Your Eyes, The Most Beautiful Girl
in the World). Since the emphasis is on
flowing melody, it may be more than coincidence that four of the twelve selections were written by Richard Rodgers.

Name
Address

of hokum constructed by Gordon Jenkins from some of the ripest musical and
sentimental clichés about New York
City, has found an ideal interpreter in
Robert Goulet. His glassy, side- of -themouth singing fits right in with the more
banal aspects of Jenkins' piece, and yet
he can rise to the occasion when he approaches the pools of glowing melody
that occur through it. As a meeting of
talent and material, this could be considered a fairly definitive version of the
piece (Jenkins himself conducts it). On
the other side of the disc is Jenkins'
The Man Who Loves Manhattan, a continuation of the same idea which is more
consistently musical than the Tower
and is less given to pretentiousness. Goulet handles it well, with a calculated
come -on in his tone that is, roughly, the
vocal equivalent of Robert Mitchum's
bared chest.

"Anyone Can Whistle." Lee Remick.
Angela Lansbury, Harry Guardino;
Original Broadway Cast. Columbia
KOL 6080, $5.98 (LP); KOS 2480,
$6.98 (SD).
Stephen Sondheim (music and lyrics)
and Arthur Laurents (book) have undertaken an ambitious satirical allegory
so full of implications, plays on words,
side remarks, topsy -turvy references, and
a hundred- and -one other elements that
their points become obscured in the confusion. A brief, speeded -up Keystone
Cops bit of introductory music sets the
tone for a situation arising when a bankrupt manufacturing town is infiltrated
by residents of the Cookie Jar (described
as "a motel for mental misfits ") and
the appearance of a messiah who promises to solve the town's problems. Sondheim's lyrics are far more ambitious in
their development than the usual musical theatre fare. But as he piles up deliberate clichés, offhand digs, witticisms
(some that have point and some that
misfire), one becomes conscious of a
studied cleverness stretched beyond the
point of effectiveness. His music is more

CARD
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rhythmic than melodic, and is weakened
by the fact that the three leading singers
-Lee Remick, Angela Lansbury, and
Harry Guardino -are only passable vocalists. Sondheim's disdain for the routine and his desire to venture into fresh
territory (one sometimes hears overtones
of Marc Blitzstein in this music) rouse
the listener's interest. But the score, in
its present condition, leaves that interest
suspended and unresolved. Apparently,
this was also the case on Broadway,
where the show closed after barely two
weeks.
Judy Garland: "Just for Openers." Capitol W 2062, $4.98 (LP); DW 2062,
$5.98 (SD).
Like the girl with the curl, Judy Garland
can range from very, very good to awful.
She encompasses that spectrum in this

collection, taken from the sound tracks
of her television series. Happily, she is
much more inclined toward the good
occasionally the very, very good. Her
worst moments are, unfortunately, the
curtain raiser, /t's a Good Day, taken at
so fast a pace that she seems to be
struggling just to hang on. She is in better voice and much better control when
she is warming the lyrics of such moderately paced pieces as That's All, 1
Wish You Love, and Fly Me to the
Moon. And she shows that fast tempos
do not necessarily defeat her when she
laces into Some People and Jamboree
Jones with great punching confidence.
The sound recording, however, is not at
all like the girl with the curl. It is just
plain awful -thin, muffled, and a decided liability.

-

Vera Lynn: "The Wonderful Vera." London 3359, $3.98 (LP); 359, $4.98

(SD).
Miss Lynn is one of the most completely
polished singers in the pop field, and her
merits are made amply evident here. She
is a model of what a popular singer
should be -she has a luminescent purity
of tone, an intuitive feeling for phrasing,
a beautiful sense of timing, a full corn mand of range and power so that she
can spread out effortlessly, and the ability
to inject a dramatic touch without overplaying it. These arrangements are extremely well suited to her rich, warm
voice and are full of imaginative touches.
l'rn Gonna Sit Right Down and Write
Myself a Letter, for example -known
best in Fats Waller's boisterous treatment
turned into a gentle bossa nova that
works out extremely well primarily because Miss Lynn is such a musical performer. She brings a confident ease to
everything and even her less interesting
selections-songs such as With These
Hands and My Heart Tells Me -are

-is

made considerably more enticing than
they might otherwise be.
Sylvia Syms: "The Fabulous Sylvia
Syms." 20th Century -Fox 4123, $3.98
(LP); S 4123, $4.98 (SD).
Miss Syms seems to be coming full cycle
as a singer. In the years immediately
after World War II, she was a highly
promising stylist following in the worthy
footsteps of Mildred Bailey and Billie

Holiday. Her problem then was to find
her own individuality. She was considered primarily a jazz singer and, following jazz fashions in the Fifties, she
turned to a flat, distorted style that
negated most of her interesting qualities.
Her horizon broadened when she spent
considerable time playing Bloody Mary
in South Pacific. Now she has returned to
the material of her early days, and she
appears to be veering back toward the
early ingratiating manner. Her voice now
has a slightly worn, weathered quality
quite in keeping with her low- lights,
smoky approach. The grotesqueness
characteristic of her middle period occasionally crops up in this set, but these
are for the most part warm and lyrical
performances. Miss Syms is accompanied
by several sterling instrumental soloists:
Ben Webster on tenor saxophone, Urbie
Green on trombone, Joe Newman on
trumpet, and Kenny Burrell on guitar
each of whom adds a personal touch.
The songs are sturdy, sentimental ballads
-In a Sentimental Mood, You've
Changed, 1 Don't Want To Walk Without You -and an occasional rollingly
rhythmic piece such as Keepin' Out of
Mischief.

-

"High Spirits." Beatrice Lillie, Tammy
Grimes, Edward Woodward; Original
Broadway Cast. ABC Paramount OC
1, $4.98 (LP); S OC 1, $5.98 (SD).
This musical version of Noël Coward's
Blithe Spirit, which Hugh Martin and
Timothy Gray have called High Spirits,
is built on a firm foundation and is
topped by the highly individual performances of Tammy Grimes and Beatrice
Lillie. The foundation consists of more
than the Coward play: the Martin -Gray
score is often aptly Cowardian, and has
moments of charm and wit. Edward
Woodward and Louise Troy, as the married couple whose lives are complicated
by the appearance of the spirit of Mr.
Woodward's first wife, are open, forthright singers who can color their songs
with the kind of rolling precision of
which Mr. Coward is the supreme exemplar. (Coward, incidentally, staged
the musical.) Their material and their
performances would be distinctive contributions to any musical, though in this
case they serve primarily as side lights
to the work of Miss Grimes, as the returning spirit, and Miss Lillie, as the
medium who conjured her up. Miss
Grimes's voice, which combines elements
reminiscent of a young lynx, Tallulah
Bankhead, and proper Boston mixed in
tantalizing fashion, is fascinating in any
circumstances and particularly when
she is given a song as melodically and
lyrically amusing as Home Sweet Heaven
-which stems more from Cole Porter
than from Coward. The recording includes some snatches of introductory
dialogue which preserve her entertainingly mushmouthed way of chewing up
words. Miss Lillie has four songs which
-even alone -would make the disc
desirable. Her inflections, asides, and
sudden whoops bedeck material that is
provocative to begin with -and includes
a hymn to the joys of bicycling and a
love song to a Ouija board.
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"...THE

FINEST LOW - POWERED

AMPLIFIER ON THE MARKET... "*
the Dynakit SCA-35 gives
superlative performance at less than $100
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Now there's a Dynakit for everyone. Long acknowledged as the
quality leader of the high fidelity industry, with performance directly comparable to the most extravagant designs, Dynakit now
introduces high quality performance concepts at a remarkably
Take the time to listen to this latest Dynakit on your
low price.

favorite speakers. Compare it to amplifiers at least twice its
cost. Even with low efficiency speakers, the SCA -35 sounds like
a big, powerful, expensive amplifier.
Why does the SCA -35
sound so much better than higher priced designs? As detailed
and as fine as its specifications are, they cannot adequately define absolute performance. Dyna's painstaking engineering and
consummate concern with quality have evolved unique circuitry
which fully utilizes the superior performance characteristics of
patented Dynaco output transformers -transformers frequently
used in far more expensive equipment than our own. Years of
refinement have evolved a new design with the stability, low
noise, low distortion, full power bandwidth, and excellent overload characteristics usually reserved for more costly equipment.
One look inside the SCA -35 will convince you that this is the
easiest of all such amplifiers to build. A clean, uncluttered layout and three factory assembled etched circuit boards speed
assembly and assure consistent performance from unit to unit,
even in the hands of novices. Detailed pictorial diagrams and
easy step -by-step instructions leave nothing to chance.

Fi Tape Systems Annual, in their Editor's Choice of Hi Fi Systems,
selected the SCA -35 and the FM -3 Dynatuner as offering the "Most Fi per
Dollar" (after choosing other Dynakits unanimously for higher priced
categories) with the following comments: The SCA -35 is the finest low
powered amplifier on the market, delivers 16 watts from 20 to 20,000
cycles with less than 1% distortion, and below 3 or 4 watts the distortion
is unmeasurable."
High Fidelity Magazine (May 1964) reported: "A kit -built version of the
SCA -35 proved to be an outstanding performer among low power amplifiers. (It) offers performance that belies its cost, meets or exceeds its
specifications, and is in general an excellent high fidelity component"
Audio Magazine (March 1964) concludes: "The SCA -35 ... is perfect for a
small installation where excellent quality, simplicity of construction and
operation, and attractive appearance are requisites."
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Better Living Center
Room 224

Stereo 35
$59.95 kit
$79.95 assembled

PAS -3

$69.95 kit
$109.95 assembled

If you prefer the additional flexibility and matchless performance of the renowned
PAS -3 Dyna preamplifier, the Stereo 35 offers the same power output as the SCA -35
with the recognized advantages of a separate power amplifier.
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FM -3

$109.95 kit
$169.95 assembled

The FM -3 Stereomatic tuner is the ideal
companion to the SCA -35 for flawless
mono and stereo FM automatically!

Complete specifications and impartial test reports are available on request.

DYNACO INC.

3912 POWELTON AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.
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Folk Song at Full Crest

-

From Newport, 1963

_AFTER a two -year hiatus, the annual

(sometimes) Folk Music Festival convened for its third installment at New port, R.I., in July of 1963. It proved to
be the biggest (forty -six thousand spectators, seventy artists) and the best yet.
The high quality of both singers and programming stems largely from the fact
that a board of seven folk musicians now
directs proceedings. Vanguard, which has
covered the festivals faithfully from the
beginning (and there were years when
precious few cared $4.98 for what transpired at Newport) marked the occasion
by recording in depth. These six discs
memorialize a dynamic episode in the
folk song revival.
The first volume, "Newport Broadside,"
covers the new wave of topical balladry.
Actually, broadsides derive from a rich
eighteenth- century Anglo-Saxon tradition: once, in that time before what now
passes for universal literacy, such ballads
served as the newspapers of the untutored. The best single selection, Bob
Davenport's Come All Ye Gallant Drivers, comes from England. The American material is very heavily weighted
with songs of the Civil Rights movement. One hesitates to criticize a good
cause in any of its facets, but these ballads-earnest and dull and puerile beyond belief-wouldn't even send Malcolm X to the barricades. On another
front, Bob Dylan mounts a tedious assault on Playboy Magazine that will cost
it no subscribers but costs Dylan at least
one listener.
A separate record brackets the blues.
Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry interlock beautifully in Long Gone, and two
JULY 1964

white singers, John Hammond and Dave
Van Ronk, display credentials of the
highest order in Tallahassee Woman and
Gambler's Blues respectively. But the
star of this disc is seventy -year -old Mississippi John Hurt. Lost to the recording
art fo: almost forty years, this gentle
old man offers a trio of dialogues with
his guitar -happily supplemented by another four on VSD 9148 -that are calm,
cool, and moving.
Another single record covers country
music and bluegrass. This might well
rank as the best disc of the lot. Border
Ride -quick and intoxicating -by Jim
and Jesse and the Virginia Boys is one
of the finest bluegrass expressions I
know. This group, which is smooth,
swift, and rustic, personifies the lonely
reaches and weekly hoedowns of the
Blue Ridge Mountains and the Shenandoah Valley. In another older country
genre, Wiley and Zeke Morris shape a
driving, delightful reprise of their twenty year -old hit Salty Dog. You won't catch
this kind of singing on local stations in
the South any more, and Nashville's
Grand 01' Opry has graduated to bathos
by the bushel, so this appearance of the
Morris boys is the more precious.
The same forces figure to a large degree
in the pre -bluegrass selections on "Old
Time Music at Newport." Doc Watson
offers a lugubrious-but by no means
comic-Little Orphan Girl and a smartly
paced Train That Carried My Girl from
Town. Tom Ashley, crowding seventy,
provides a curious link between the old
Child ballads of the Appalachians and
contemporary country music techniques,
and bis Coocoo Bird is the pièce de

résistance of the entire festival. Maybelle
Carter, of the famous Carter family,
chips in with The Storms Are on the
Ocean, and Dorsey Dixon, his voice now
old and light, sings three of his 1930 -ish
compositions, of which Wreck on the
Highway is Americana of the highest
and purest kind. Also out of a past generation comes sixty- six -year -old Dock
Boggs, singing sepulchrally of doom and
liquor; one won't soon forget the brutal
inevitability of his Oh Death.
The evening concerts, encapsulated on
two discs, provide a sharp change of
pace. The large -caliber pros -Ian and
Sylvia, Joan Baez, Jackie Washington,
Theodore Bikel, et al.-are prominent
here and the level of performance is very
high. The festival reaches an emotional
pitch when an ensemble sings Bob
Dylan's Blowin' in the Wind, then passes
naturally into a heartfelt We Shall Overcome. As for individuals, once again one
is struck by the intense soaring artistry
of Miss Baez. Her singing of Oh Freedom wrenches the soul and stings the
eyes. She is magnificent.
Vogues pass and cycles repeat. Some
year soon, as it was not too long ago,
these singers may well be entertaining
each other in near solitude. But this
splendid set catches the folk song revival
at full crest. Here in all its varied splendor is a moving testimonial to a musical
O.B.B.
heritage that is as old as man.

The Newport Folk Festival -1963 (Vols.
1 -6). Vanguard VRS 9144/49, $4.98
each (Six LP); VSD 79144/49, $5.95
each (Six SD).
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disc will carry you into secret glens and

Theodore Bikel: "A Folksinger's Choice."
Elektra EKL 250, $4.98 (LP); EKL
7250, $5.98 (SD).
In this, his sixteenth album of folk songs,
Theodore Bikel departs from custom to
offer a purely Anglo -Saxon program. Still,
the customary international flavor remains intact, inasmuch as the songs range
from Scotland (Highland Muster Roll)
to Canada (Springhill Mine Disaster) to
Australia (Wallaby Stew). The excellence of Bikel's voice and style requires
no comment at this point, but his incredible ability to project a characterization-a dividend, no doubt, from his acting career -and to capture accents as
various as the hard nasality of Australia
and the lilting brogue of Ireland never
fails to dazzle one. The cool cynicism of
his Vicar of Bray and the lighthearted
libertinage of Limerick Rake (beautifully
sung without accompaniment) rank with
the finest things the singer has ever done.
Resplendently recorded.

Logan English: "Logan English Sings the
Woody Guthrie Songbag." 20th Century -Fox TFM 3126, $3.98 (LP); TFS
4126, $4.98 (SD).
Woody Guthrie grows increasingly fortunate in his interpreters. Logan English,
out of Kentucky and the Yale Drama
School, knows and respects Guthrie: he
uses his own fine, flexible baritone to
imbue the master's lays with wrath and
rue and laughter in the original spirit.
Some of today's young and earnest folk
singers tend to embalm these exuberant
ballads in solemn respect, but English
romps with them: his Pastures of Plenty
and Sally, Don't You Grieve recall
Woody's own light touch. Yet, as is the
way with great folk poetry, tragedy often
lurks no farther than the next measure.
English's singing of Plane Wreck at Los
Gatos rivals that of the late Cisco Houston -and I know no higher praise. In
sum, a splendid grab bag of the finest
folk ballads of our time.
Buffy Sainte- Marie: "It's My Way." Vanguard VRS 9142, $4.98 (LP); VSD
79142, $5.95 (SD).
I cannot remember when a ballad last
struck me with the raw emotional belt
of Buffy Sainte -Marie's Now That the
Buffalo's Gone. From the opening chord
to the last despairing cry, this paean to
the victimized American Indian excoriates the listener like a musical j'accuse.
This isn't cute and it isn't subtle and
Miss Sainte -Marie -herself an Indian
wounds you with every bitter bar. Once
having heard this, you will never again
view the Indians and their problems without a twinge of collective guilt. Miss
Sainte -Marie shares in a resurgent phenomenon. She is a poet- singer in the
stamp of the ancient trouvères. Most of
the songs in this album are her own
work, written and sung out of a sensitive social conscience and reflecting the
impassioned contradictions of our overstressed era. All, too, are intensely personalized, and Miss Sainte -Marie will involve you with her vividly drawn addicts
and soldiers and pregnant princesses
despite yourself. In addition to the searing Now That the Buffalo's Gone, her

-
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recall "old forgotten far-off things and
battles long ago."

Buffy Sainte -Marie: a poet-singer.
finest efforts include a lightly swung
Cripple Creek, a sensual Eyes of Amber,
and a curiously medieval Incest Song. A
very exciting record.

Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs: " Flatt and
Scruggs Recorded Live at Vanderbilt
University." Columbia CM 2134, $3.98
(LP); CS 8934, $4.98 (SD).

Flatt and Scruggs, guitarist and banjoist
respectively, are the evangelists of the
bluegrass sound and, like other figures of
the folk song revival, have found their
most enthusiastic audiences on college
campuses. This recital, taped live at
Vanderbilt University, offers an exciting
glimpse of the two roughhewn artists
caught on the wing. The essence of bluegrass is a driving, hyperquick rhythm; in
unskilled hands, everything begins to
sound alike after a ten -minute exposure.
But the genius of this duo shapes a kind
of musical kaleidoscope of leaping banjo
and flashing guitar. In addition, Flatt's
twangy, nasal voice -avoiding the sickening filigrees so favored by most
country music virtuosos -falls pleasantly
on the ear. Listen to his Poor Rebel
Soldier and You Are My Flower for a
sampling of the best of Grand 01' Opry
style. Scruggs, inventor of the three finger banjo style, has no peer on his
instrument. Bluegrass has never been
better served than by this release.

Neil A. Duddy: "The Donegal Piper."
Folkways F6 3553, $5.95 (LP).
The bagpipe is a strange, haunting, and
ubiquitous instrument with a peculiar
affinity for the fighting man. One of
my most vivid memories is of a platoon
of the Fifth Gurkha Rifles, Indian Army,
going into action in Katanga a few years
ago while a single piper played Flower o'
the Forest. The piper was a small and
brown Nepalese who spoke neither
English nor Gaelic. But once, a century
ago on India's northwest frontier, the
Gurkhas had fought side by side with a
Highland regiment; ever since, these professional soldiers from the remote Himalayas have gone into action to the sound
of Scottish tunes played on a Scottish
instrument. Piper Neil Duddy infuses
some of this universality into his recital
of Highland airs. The solo pipes can be
both stately and moving; Duddy plays
them with the rich, poignant coloration
of a master. If your soul has ever responded to the skirling of pipes, this

"Dalmatian Songs, Vol. II." Various
artists. Monitor MF 413, $4.98 (LP).
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of
this winsome album is the striking similarity revealed between the songs of
Dalmatia and those of Italy. Only the
narrow Adriatic separates the two coasts,
so some degree of acculturation would
be inevitable. But Mornaru, Vrati Se
(Sailor Return) is as Italian in sound
and sentiment as Santa Lucia, and
Nostromo Se Tuzi (The Helmsman Is
Sad) would also sound at home in Naples.
For all this, a subtle aura of Slavic
sadness spices the songs, and there is, in
all the world, nothing quite like them.
The soloists, backed by guitars and
mandolins, are uniformly excellent. An
exceptionally beguiling and very different release.
The Icelandic Singers: "Songs From
Scandinavia." Sigurdur Thordarson,
cond. Monitor MF 407, $4.98 (LP);
MFS 411, $4.98 (SD).
Due either to difficulties of language or
lack of enterprise, American labels have
been remiss in recording music of the
Northlands. On this release, a stunning anthology of Scandinavian song,
very old folk melodies alternate with
compositions of the twentieth century.
The beauties here -the tender lift of a
lullaby, a melting Ave Maria, the golden
fairy -tale quality of the Finnish Far Does
He Stray- testify to the richness of an
idiom too little known on these shores.
The singers are splendid technically. and
they project without flaw the emotional
cachet of every selection. For something
different and arresting, audition this one.
West Virginia Centennial Album of Folk
Music. Folk Heritage Recording. Star
Series 35, $3.98 (LP). Available only
from the Centennial Commission Of1608 Kanawha Blvd. East,
fice,
Charleston, W. Va. 25305.
The rich spring of unspoiled song that
flows from the Southern mountains will
not survive another decade of TV, and
West Virginia's Centennial Folklore
Committee has served the entire nation
well by preserving these gems of Appalachian balladry, recorded at their birthplace. Listen to twelve -year -old Nancy
Houch of Lewisburg sing The Cherry
Tree Carol in a voice like cool silver,
and you may realize for the first time
the carnage being wrought on our own
musical heritage by the unending battalions of trios, quartets, and assorted
combos. A Negro spiritual group from
Beckley will break your heart with the
incandescent sincerity of its wobbly
Heab'n. Here are sharp -note hymns and
dulcimer solos, a five- string banjo banging out Cripple Creek, and a nifty fiddle
sawing Old Joe Clark. Despite a certain
uneven quality in the field recording
some bands sound slightly muffled -this
ranks as a splendid and profoundly moving contribution to the public archives.
Thank you, West Virginia.
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Louis Armstrong: "Hello, Dolly!" Kapp
1364, $3.98 (LP); 3364, $4.98 (SD).
Although Louis Armstrong, during a
career spanning more than forty years,
has never gone into a decline, there have
been periods when he has been simply
taken for granted. His remarkable hit
single of Hello, Dolly! has shot him back
into the spotlight (that the Beatles
should be toppled from the head of the
popularity list by a performer like Armstrong with a tune like Dolly makes the
matter doubly remarkable). This album,
which includes his original treatment of
the tune, has also, happily, drawn him
away from the relatively limited, Dixieland -based repertory which he has dwelt
upon for the past fifteen years. Here
he plays and sings Broadway tunes and
pop tunes with all the vim that made
Hello, Dolly! so happy a hit. The vigor
and exuberance in his singing are absolutely amazing. not simply because he
seems more outgoing than ever, but because they belie the incontrovertible fact
that these are performances by a man of
sixty- three. His work on trumpet is just
as positive, cleanly stated and to the point
as ever. The addition of a banjo-guitarist
to the usual Armstrong line -up gives the
group an additional rhythmic impetus
that helps kick the performances along.
The disc shows Armstrong's band in
transition, for two selections (Hello,
Dolly! and A Lot of Livin' To Do) were
made while Trummy Young was still
with the group. On the remaining pieces,
his role on trombone is taken over by
Big Chief Russell Moore. who gives
every indication that he will be an effective replacement.

Dave Brubeck Quartet: "Time Changes."
Columbia CL 2127, $3.98 (LP); CS
8927, $4.98 (SD).
In Elementals, Dave Brubeck has written
a seventeen- minute work for his quartet
and symphony orchestra that has more
unity and validity than most extended
ps.udojazz pieces of this type. Working
over a flowing rhythm established at the
outset in the throbbing of strings, Brubeck keeps the piece moving through an
almost constant interweaving of solo and
ensemble lines. He has managed -by
writing in a loose, free, almost chamber
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music style
avoid the intrusion of the
"symphony orchestra sound" that is
almost jarring in a jazz context. Solos
by Brubeck and alto saxophonist Paul
Desmond appear from time to time, but
they are not carried to great lengths and
are soon woven into the over -all texture.
For one who has frequently been accused
of an inability to swing, Brubeck has
been remarkably successful in getting this
group, which might have been large and
cumbersome, to loosen up and do just
that.
There is also unusual evidence of a
swinging attack in Brubeck's own playing
on the five short pieces on Side Two.
On a Joe Morello composition called
Shim Wha, he even develops some surprisingly strong, jagged figures without
diluting them with the pounding that has
been a regular part of his arsenal since
his early days. This is certainly one of
Brubeck's most promising appearances,
both as a performer and composer.

of the style; Antonio Carlos Jobim, the
leading composer of bossa novas (who
plays piano); and the American saxophonist Stan Getz who, with guitarist
Charlie Byrd, launched the bossa nova
fad in this country with the "Jazz Samba" album. There is a very attractive
and appealing informality about these
eight performances. The musicians weave
in and out of the selections in a casual
fashion which, in Getz's case at least, is
initially deceptive, for he builds to some
strongly emotional statements that are
quite appropriate even in the subdued
atmosphere of this collection. Gilberto's
wife, Astrud, sings briefly and none too
effectively- making one wish for the
return of Maria Toledo, who sang beautifully in similar circumstances with Getz
and Luis Bonfa on "Jazz Samba Encore"
( Verve
8523 ). The program includes
well -established tunes (Desafinado, Corcorado) and several persuasive new
pieces.

Ray Bryant: "Live at Basin Street East."

Neal Hefti: "Li'l Darlin'." 20th Century Fox 4139, $3.98 (LP); S 4139, $4.98

Sue 1019, $3.98 (LP); S 1019, $4.98
(SD).
The theory of recording a jazz group
during a club performance, as I understand it, is that the contact between
audience and musicians is apt to generate
more interesting results than would
occur in an empty studio. Could be. But
the microphone is an impartial reporter.
and makes it all too plain that the audience at Basin Street East was not paying
much attention to Ray Bryant on this

occasion. This is understandable: for
Bryant -despite his capabilities. his
search for stylistic devices, and the positiveness of his attack -plays what is
essentially attractive background music.
He is a very melodious and strongly
rhythmic pianist, but this collection. like
most of his others, floats pleasantly past
the ears without leaving anything memorable in its wake.
Stan Getz-Joao Gilberto: "Getz /Gilberto." Verve 8545, $4.98 (LP);
6 -8545, $5.98 (SD).
Three masters of the bossa nova idiom
are brought together here -Joao Gilberto, the Brazilian guitarist and singer
who was one of the earliest popularizers

(SD).

Hefti has a fine background as a composer and arranger (primarily for Count
Basie's band) and as a conductor. He
works in all three capacities on this disc,
and one can only wonder why he did it.
He rias assembled an orchestra of strings,
flutes, and a harpsichord to play a group
of his own compositions, including Li'l
Darlin'. This sort of ensemble might be
satisfying as a change of pace in an
album involving other instrumentation,
but a program in which one selection
after another is dragged listlessly along
by the strings and woodwinds while the
harpsichord sets up a discordant clangor
in the interstices becomes very tedious.
Hefti's tunes are deserving of better
treatment, but in this case he apparently
has no one to blame but himself.
Illinois Jacquet: "Desert Winds." Argo
735, $4.98 (LP); S 735, $4.98 (SD).
Jacquet, once one of the wildmen of the
saxophone, has mellowed into a suave
and lyrical performer, reverting to a style
strongly touched by the influence of
Lester Young. This is most evident here
when he undertakes Young's piece. Lester
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HOW GOOD IS THIS

WIN EGARD FM
STEREOTRON

ANTENNA?

Leaps In. which he lopes through with
assurance and gusto. Most of the selections are taken at a moderate tempo,
suitable for showing off the smoothness
of Jacquet's tone and phrasing. The one
slow ballad. You're My Thrill, is particularly notable for Tommy Flanagan's
lovely piano-sketching behind Jacquet's
dark, pensive playing. On one selection
Jacquet switches from tenor saxophone
to alto, which he plays with a hard tone
reminiscent of his earlier frantic tenor
saxophone style.
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SYSTEM?
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Up to 2 years to pay I
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Send Us

$5.98 (SD).
Mangelsdorff, a trombonist. has been one
of Germany's outstanding jazz musicians
for many years. Lewis, of course, is the
pianist and musical director of the Modern Jazz Quartet. Accompanied by bass
and drums. they play six selections. three
of them Lewis compositions. Mangelsdorff is not of the lyrical school of
trombonists. He uses a thick, heavy,
lugubrious tone that may contribute successfully to an ensemble or be useful
in a short solo among other soloists; but
as a solo instrument heard in steady
doses, it has a deadening effect. Lewis'
piano is as gracefully bouncy as usual
and offsets. to some extent, the thickness of Mangelsdorff's playing. The disc
also includes one selection by the Zagreb
Jazz Quartet, a Yugoslavian ensemble of
piano, vibraharp, bass, and drums -the
same instrumentation as that of the Modem Jazz Quartet, which the Zagreb
group attempts to emulate. It is a fairly
good copy, but no more than that.
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-

GUARANTEED to bring in 85% of all FM stations
in a 200 mile radius when used with the Stereotron
antenna amplifier
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100% satisfied or your

money back.

The Winegard Stereotron FM antenna
will improve the performance of even the
most expensive FM or FM stereo tuner.
It is the most powerful receiving device
you can own and will bring in FM signals
up out of the hiss and noise with utmost
clarity. Stereotron has an exceptionally
high front to back ratio which shuts out
multi -path distortion. Has extremely
high gain and is highly directive.
If you want the very finest in FM or
FM stereo sound, get a GUARANTEED
Stereotron today.
STEREOTRON ANTENNA Model
SF -8 $23.65. Stereotron nuvistor amplifier Model AP- 300 -input 300 ohms,
output 300 ohms. Can be used with any
FM antenna -$39.95.
Amplifier Model AP -375 for use with
coax cable, input 300 ohms, output 75

-

ohms

-

$44.95

Write now for technical specs, gain
charts, polar patterns, VSWR, etc., and
get FREE FM STATION LOG AND
MAP.
World's most complete line of FM
and TV antennas, FM -TV couplers and
amplifiers.

Wine,qard Co.
3014-D Kirkwood Blvd., Burlington,

Iowa
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Junior Mance: "Get Ready, Set, Jump!"
Capitol T 2092, $3.98 (LP); ST 2092,
$4.98 (SD).
Mance has repeatedly shown himself to
be one of the most swinging of contemporary pianists and one who can
build his performances with astute economy. In trio performances, his sense of
conciseness has often been put to the
test, for he has been called upon to fill
up considerable slots of time. Here, he
big-band
is in his proper setting
arrangements which form both a background and a frame for his piano, and
allow him to trickle through the ensembles with coloring lines and accents. The
arrangements, by Bob Bain and Dave
Cavanaugh, are easy and unforced. In
Moten Strings the horns are employed
on long. sustained, mellow lines over
which Mance can pick his way with
casual airiness, eventually building to an
effect that sounds very much like Mary
Lou Williams with Andy Kirk's band.
Broadway comes out crisp and bristling;
But Beautiful has rich, dark harmonies
to support Mance's gentle piano; Gee,
Baby, Ain't I Good to You is a big, deliberately paced piece into which Mance
digs with real zest. Although Mance is
featured, this disc is basically a big -band
set -and an unusually good one.

-in

Wes Montgomery: "Fusion!" Riverside
472. $4.98 (LP); 9472, $5.98 (SD).
These are wonderfully relaxed, late evening, dim -lights performances in

YOUR FAVORITE TAPES...
AS YOU DRIVE WITH A

TERADO POWER INVERTER
for any tape recorder !
If your tape recorder fits into your car, you can
hear your tapes wherever you travel. A Terado
power inverter changes the direct current from
your car battery to 60 cycle, 110 volt alternating
current, stable within 1/2 cycle, in spite of
changing input or load. Will also operate other
equipment . . . amplifiers, TV, small power
tools, etc. Inverter sizes
from 15 to 600 watt ca-

pacity.
See your tape recorder
dealer or electronic parts
jobber, or write:

CORPORATION
1067 Raymond Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota 55108
In Canada, Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd.- Toronto, Ont.
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Finest

... "The KSC -1 is easily the
finest speaker in its price class that I
have heard."
...Larry

Zide, American Record Guide*

Admirable ..."Its

handling of

percussives, plucked strings, and other
sharply articulated sounds is very
good; its tonal balance, admirable; its
general timbre quite natural and not at
all 'honky', 'boxlike', or overly 'projected' at the listener. It will...permit
organ records to sound authentic, if not
awesome."
.... High Fidelity Magazine*

The

Startling
New

which Wes Montgomery's remarkably
rich, mellow, single -string guitar solos
are cushioned on perceptive string orchestra arrangements by Jimmy Jones.
Montgomery swings so directly that he
is able to sustain these slow tempos
without being dragged into stodginess.
The arrangements flow smoothly, with
the guitar weaving through the texture
or riding over it, but always polarized
to a group concept and avoiding extraneous solos with the rhythm section
alone. This is one of the most satisfying
blendings of jazz soloist with strings I
have heard. Considerable credit must go
to Jones for his settings, but it is basical-

Montgomery's exceptional talent that
makes these performances so appealing.

KSC -1

ly
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François Rabbath: "Bass Ball." Philips

Listen and Compare ... then see if you don't
agree that this remarkable 3 -way speaker
system produces extraordinary realistic sound
quality that is a delight to hear ... compares
with the best you've ever heard anywhere.
Three magnifiicent speaker units from SEAS of
Norway, meticulously blended, plus ingenious
cabinet design. Beautiful oiled walnut, unfinished, other fine finishes.
NEW KSC -55 LOW COST SYSTEM of radical new design, with superb 10" wide range coaxial SEAS
speaker. Delightful realistic performance. Nothing
else like it near this low price.
`Send for reprint of complete review.
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P.O. Box 303,

Knickerbocker Sta., N.Y. 2, N.Y.
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Here is world -famous Tandberg professional quality in a handsome, compact,
self- contained tape recorder music system. (Complete with built -in speakers
and amplifiers, F \1 multiplex filter, facilities for external speakers and other
equipment. Frequency response is remarkable; wow and flutter virtually nonexistent. It is indeed another Tandberg
achievement for "Better, Clearer, More
List $449.50
Natural Sound!"
see your dealer or write:

andberg* ;f

Inc.
P.O. Box 171, Pelham, N.Y.
America,
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SAVE
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS
The Original Kit Organ

200128, $3.98 (LP); 600128, $4.98
(SD).
A full LP of string bass and drum duets
may sound like a prescription for monotony. But this is not taking into account
the remarkable François Rabbath, whose
imagination is as virtuosic as his bass
technique. With Armand Molinetti, a
highly sympathetic drummer, Rabbath
bows and plucks his way through a
series of compositions so varied in style,
approach. and melodic flow that they
seem to reveal the potentialities of the
string bass as if for the first time. He
creates haunting, otherworldly pieces,
warm melodious songs, strange electronic
sounds, brilliant passages of bowing and
plucking that are both astonishing and
purposeful. To what extent these performances are jazz may be open to
question. Whatever it is, it is fascinating
-and it swings, both in and out of
tempo.

Denny Zeitlin: "Cathexis." Columbia CL
2182, $3.98 (LP); CS 8982, $4.98 (SD).
Zeitlin is a remarkable young pianist who
-despite the amazing assurance, virtuosity, and individuality shown here -is
only a part -time musician. He has just
graduated from Johns Hopkins, and will
take up an internship in psychiatry in
San Francisco. With Cecil McBee on bass
and Frederick Waits on drums (both
members of the Paul Winter Sextet),
he has assembled an unusually provocative debut album. He and his accompanists are capable of a roaring forcefulness, which at times (on .Stonehenge) becomes so expansively and compellingly
powerful that merely listening to it can
be physically exhausting. He also has a
gently flowing lyricism and a disciplined
manner of probing such familiar material as Soon and 'Round Midnight.
On a fifteen -minute work, Blue Phoenix,
he shows himself already more capable
of developing an extended idea than
most of the jazz musicians who are
making similar attempts. With all this,
however, it is his technique that is most
impressive. He can rip the keyboard
apart or coax the most delicate nuances
from it with a virtuoso's assurance. And
it is done not as showmanship but as a
means toward a distinctively creative
end. Zeitlin is a very exciting young
musician who is well worth keeping an
eye on.
JOHN S. WILSON

No

longer is the luxury of owning a full size organ restricted to
those in the upper income brackets. Now you can have the pride
of possessing an instrument of
superbly beautiful tone-one that
sounds like the glorious pipe organ -and meets the specifications
of the American Guild of Organists. Hundreds of non -technical
people
housewives, doctors,
business men, are building Arti-

-

san Organs for their homes,
churches or schools.
BEFORE YOU BUY, COMPARE!
Be sure to get all the facts about

kit organs before you buy any
organ. Ordinary kit organs have
only 12 master oscillators. Artisan has an independent oscillator
for each key of every keyboard.
Most kit organs have only a few
tone filters, preamps and couplers. Artisan has 22 tone filters,
22 preamps and 14 couplers on
the smallest two manual organ.
Ordinary organs key the "audio ",
causing thumps and key clicks.
Artisan keys the oscillators, providing pipe -like attack and decay
so essential to traditional pipe
organ tone. These are only a few
of the more than 50 unique features found in Artisan Kit Organs. Prices range from $1750 to
$7500. You can pay as you build
and play as you build.

information about
COworld's
JRGANSU --7
Of;

Get

the
happiest hobby

2476

H

N. Lake

,Altadena,Calif

Please send me free informa
ion about building an Artisan Organ

Name
Address
City
State
CIRCLE

Zip
6
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No, not for the true audiophile.
To such a man, music is much more than just a "nice sound."
Because of this, he demands the maximum performance from
his equipment for the ultimate in listening enjoyment.
Aren't. you such a man?
Sansui's new tuner /amplifier. the heart and brains of a stereophonic system, includes the most advanced features, plus
all the power you'll ever need. A peak output of 55 watts per channel means there's not even a hint of strain -even
at the highest volume.
Every sound, from the husky tones of the chanson singer to the full majesty of the symphony orchestra, is produced
with brilliant clarity. Better still, this is no eyesore of tangled wires and glowing tubes that must be hidden away in
some cramped cupboard or cabinet. This power -house has been luxuriously designed to please even the harshest critic.
Now, you can have your cake and eat it, too.
Extravagance? No- ELEGANCE!
All the performance, power, fidelity and styling found only in the most expensive models is now available at a price any
music-lover can afford.
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Superior Quality.
Sansui's new tuner; amplifier is the heart and brains
of a stereophonic system. You'll see it at the
Chicago Music Show from June 28 to July 3. Be
sure to take a look. Be sure to ask questions.
We know you'll like our Sansui products.
Sansui is the

Brand

Name

of

*-

*
**
*
*

*

*** ******* ****** * * * *
OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Built -in FCC Multiplex
110 watts Maximum, 55 watts each channel

Transistors and silicon rectifiers used
Interia -type Flywheel for Smooth Tuning

Headset Jack provided
C Indicating Lamp for FM Stereo provided
Automatic Frequency Control for FM
Reception
C The DIN Method adopted
C Ferrite Loopstick Antenna provided.

ste ref plrcnrie frmplifiers in Japan

SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

460, Izumi -cho, Suginami -ku, Tokyo, Japan.

CIRCLE 48

S-t

Power Consumption:

Cabinet Dimensions:
W 18 W

AM IMW) Section

Music is the spice
of life!

Tel. Tokyo (3281 0111
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HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

The following reviews are of 4 -track
7.5 -ips stereo tapes in normal reel form.

BACH: St. Matthew Passion, S. 244:
Choruses and Arias

tDebussy: Préludes, Book II: No. 4,
Les Fées sont d'exquises danseuses:
No. 5, Bruyères; No. 6, General
Lavine- eccentric
Vladimir Horowitz. piano.

Teresa Stich -Randall, soprano; Hilde
Rössl-Majdan,
contralto;
Waldemar
Kmentt, tenor; Walter Berry, bass; Vienna Chamber Chorus; Boys' Choir of the
Schottenstift; Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Mogen W¢ldike, cond.
VANGUARD VTC 1682. 59 min. $7.95.
This first major tape representation of the
St. Matthew Passion -from Vanguard's
memorable edition of 1959- includes
many of its greatest moments. most of
them exceptionally well performed and
all of them magnificently recorded in an
immaculately processed taping. Indeed,
this reel would be essential for every library simply on the basis of the heart wrenching final chorus, "Wir setzen uns
mit Tränen nieder." Happily, the opening
chorus, "Koltun/ ihr Töchter," Hilde
Rössl -Majdan's serene "Erbarme dich."

and Walter Berry's gravely expressive
"Am Abend" and "Macke dick, mein
Herze" are scarcely less superb -and
stereogenic. After these, the chorales
seem a bit too sedate, and Teresa Stich Randall's "A us Liebe will mein Heiland
sterben" relatively dispassionate interpretatively, although her voice alone is
pure enchantment. The stereo recording
reveals every detail of the intricate orchestral scoring. This is a reel to be
treasured even though it still leaves unfilled the need for a complete version
on tape.

BEETHOVEN: Sonata for Piano, No.
8, in C minor, Op. 13 ( "Pathé-

tique")

t Chopin: Etudes: in
Op. 25, No. 7; in

min. $7.95.

Even the rapturously acclaimed attractions of the first two Horowitz recital
tapes ( March and September 1963)
scarcely prepare one for the fabulous
versatility and dramatic power demonstrated here. The electrifying bravura of
Horowitz's Chopin might have been expected, though the two études are new
to the pianist's recorded repertory, but
the virile eloquence with which he revitalizes the Pathétique and the mandarin perfection of his shimmering Debussy Préludes reveal truly astonishing
new facets of his mastery. Not the least
remarkable features of this extraordinary
release are the well -nigh infinite variety
of tonal coloring and the bold authenticity with which this prismatic spectrum
has been recorded. The dynamic range is
so wide that the tape processing discloses
not only occasional preëchoes (some of
which were noted in the original disc
edition) but at least one definite whisper
of spill -over between selections. Yet such
minor technical flaws seem excusable as
the perhaps unavoidable consequence of
the engineers' daring to capture so realistically the full sonic drama of these in-

comparable performances.

BRAHMS: Symphonies: No. 3, in F,
Op. 90; No. 4, in E minor, Op. 98
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON LCK 80136 (double- play).
74 min. $11.95.

C sharp minor,
C minor, Op. 10,

No. 12 ("Revolutionary"); Scherzo
No. 1, in B minor, Op. 23
JULY 1964

COLUMBIA MQ 617. 44

Even if you've already heard Ansermet's
distinctively "different" way with Brahms
in the double -play reel of the First and

Second Symphonies (May 1964), you'll
find that he provides further surprises in
a beautifully colored, integrated. and
eloquent Third and an introspective and
leisurely Fourth. Again, there is no direct competition with more orthodox and
overtly dramatic versions (the recommended tape choices remain those by
Steinberg for Command and Walter for
Columbia, respectively), yet no one can
study Ansermet's without gaining new
insights into the familiar scores. Again
too. the rich. warm recording is ideal
for these poetic performances, although
I strained in vain to hear the triangle
part in the third movement of the Fourth.
and in the second side of the present
reel there seemed to be a couple of whispers of between -movement spill -over.

MOZART: Concertos for Piano and
Orchestra: No. 17, in F, K. 453;
No. 20, in D minor, K. 466
Artur Rubinstein. piano; RCA Victor
Orchestra, Alfred Wallenstein. cond.
RCA VICTOR FTC 2182. 63 min.
$8.95.

The manufacturer is to be congratulated
for combining these two concertos in
a single reel and thus eliminating the
side -breaks and fillers necessary in the
separate disc versions. Rubinstein wins
our heartiest thanks too, for giving us
the first stereo tape edition of the cheerful and glowing No. 17. and for the contagious relish with which he plays both
works. No one who already owns any
of his earlier Mozart tapings (Concertos
Nos. 21 and 23 of 1963. No. 24 of
1961) can afford to miss these performances -which are, if anything. even better integrated and more persuasively eloquent. Wallenstein's accompaniments are
warmly expressive if perhaps less refined in some details; the transparent

Continued

On

next page
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this one is still remarkable for the blazing power of its recording and the
strength of its generally more deliberate
performances. It is particularly welcome
for what is, I believe. the first taping of
the early but prophetically evocative
Faust Overture, and valuable too for a
broadly festive Rienzi Overture that I
find markedly superior to the more mannered reading in Solti's Wagner program
for London. The other works are scarcely less well done, but display perhaps
too much restraint for maximum dramatic impact. My first tape choices for
Die Meistersinger Prelude and The Flying Dutchman Overture remain Bruno
Walter's more romantically fervent versions for Columbia (January 1962).

RAVE REVIEWS
ON SONY 500

.

Continued from preceding page

non -Dynagroove recording does full
justice to the sparkling pianism; and tape
processing is first -rate.
My only -very minor-reservations
are on the grounds of personal predilections where the stylistic treatment of No.
20 is concerned. Rubinstein's is the relatively large -scaled, dramatic, almost Bee thovenian approach (enhanced here by
his choice of the rather elaborate Beethoven cadenzas) which has long been
the most popular one. Legitimate as it is.
however, some Mozarteans may like
still better a smaller- scaled, lighter, and
more intimate reading -such as that already available on tape in the Haskil/
Markevitch Epic version of July 1962.
Yet even those of us who treasure that
reel (which also includes the Concerto
No. 24) will find this one valuable for
its different illuminations of No. 20 and
essential for its inclusion of No. 17.

NICOLAI: Die lustigen il'eiber von
Windsor (excerpts)
Ruth -Margaret P(itz (s), Mistress Ford;
Edith Mathis (s), Anne: Fritz Wunderlich (t), Fenton; Gottlob Frick (bs).
Falstaff, et al.; Chorus and Orchestra
of the Bavarian State Opera (Munich),
Robert Heger, cond.
ANGEL ZS 36149. 53 min. $7.98.

What a pleasant surprise this light -opera
setting of Shakespeare's play is! To be
sure, this first tape representation of
Nicolai's finest achievement is a sampler
selection only. but fortunately the opera
lends itself fairly well to piecemeal presentation. The present highlights are a delight. Making a welcome return to records after too long an absence, the veteran conductor Robert Heger brings just
the right spontaneity and elastic yet firm
control to these performances starring
Gottlob Frick as a genial, buffo Falstaff.
Fritz Wunderlich as a lyrical Fenton, and
a bevy of pert German songstresses as
the merry wives. The music bubbles
and sings irresistibly from beginning to
end; the pure, sweet, unexaggeratedly
stereoistic recording is ideal, as is the
quiet- surfaced, preëcho -free tape processing. And for good measure the accompanying notes -leaflet include texts and
translations. A reel "sleeper" that will be
a delicious discovery for most of us.

WAGNER: Preludes and Overtures
Faust Overture. Der fliegende Holliinder: Overture. Lohengrin: Prelude to Act
Ill. Die Meistersinger: Prelude. Rienzi:

Overture.

Pittsburgh Symphony, William Steinberg,
cond.
COMMAND 11020. 46 min. $7.95.
If not quite so arresting as Steinberg's
first Wagner program for Command
(the Ring excerpts of February 1963),
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"Live at Newport." Herbie Mann and
His Orchestra. Atlantic ALC 1927,
4(1 min.. $7.95.
These are crisp, vivid, close, on- location
recordings of five Latin- American -flavored contributions to the 1963 Newport
Jazz Festival (all with the audience applause quickly curtailed). The flutist -leader monopolizes the spotlight to his own
disadvantage. since his florid improvisations generally run on so long that they
exhaust much of their original interest.
Fortunately, however, several of Mann's
young sidemen- vibraphonist and sotto voce vocalist Dave Pike, pianist Don
Friedman, and guitarist Attila Zollerprovide shorter, more distinctive solos;
and the animated performances of a
songful Garota de Ipanema and a contagiously jaunty Samba de Orfeo. in
particular, are notably deft and buoyant.
"More of Everything." The Limeliters.
RCA Victor FTP 1251, 34 min.. $7.95.
With Ernie Sheldon taking the place of
Glenn Yarbrough (who is now striking
out on his own ), the Limeliters have
gained notably in robustness and gusto.
Indeed. the prevailing he -man bluffness
is a bit overdone here. The mood of
bunkhouse -heartiness is bolstered by
Sheldon's adaptation of a French -Canadian loggers' tune called The Best Is
Yet To Conte. and the newcomer also
provides (in the haunting Bringing a
Rose) the most memorable song in the
whole program. The poorest selection is
an embarrassingly pretentious and solemn
combination of speech and song in a setling of John Donne's Devotion "no man
is an island." For the most part, however.
the vibrantly strummed accompaniments
well match the lusty singing. So does the
strong, if overdose and somewhat coarse,
Dynagroove recording.
"Old Cold and Ivory." George Shearing, piano; Orchestra. Milton Raskin, cond. Capitol ZT 2048, 34 min.,
$7.98.
Shearing proves himself a tasteful arranger-as well as an ingratiating pianist
-in a richly scored program of light
classics. Some of them (like the Cyril
Scott Lotus Land, Fauré Pavane, Chopin
Prelude No. 20, Tchaikovsky None But
are surprisingly
the Lonely Heart)
Continued on page 88

high fidelity MAGAZINE
April, 1964, says:
"The NAB playback characteristic of the 500,
measured at USTC, was among the smoothest
and closest to the NAB standard ever measured, indication that the Sony 500 is capable
of providing excellent reproduction from prerecorded tapes. Speed accuracy at 71/2 ips was
fair; wow and flutter were very low-lower in
fact than Sony's specifications. Signal -to -noise
ratio was very good- again, better than specified. The record /playback response at 71/2 ips
was almost perfectly flat out to 12 kc; at the
slower speed, the high end rolled off sooner,
Distortion was very low at both
as expected.
as

speeds.
Sony 500, in sum, combines reliable,
performance with a good deal of versa tility. It has the attractiveness of a complete,
self- contained package and offers everything
needed by the amateur recordist -from microphones to stereo speakers, which incidentally
sound surprisingly good, distinctly better than
the kind of normal speakers often supplied in
complete recorders. And for the more demanding
hobbyist, it does have the facilities -and the
performance capability -for serving as the tape
recording and playback element of a component
stereo system."

"The

clean

IIihi/Stehe Pifi`Tiew
MAGAZINE April, 1964 says:
"Although intended for
Sony

would

do

use in the home, the
in a manner that

constructed
honor to many

TC -500

is

a

professional

ma-

chine."
"One of the striking features of the TC -500
the detachable speakers, each of which forms
half the cover of the portable unit. The loudspeakers are fully enclosed and are obviously
of small size, yet when driven by the TC -500's
built -in 3 -watt monitor amplifiers they produce
sound of an astonishing quality. Not only are
the Sony's speakers among the best-sounding
have ever heard in a portable tape recorder,
but they compare favorably with some of the
low -price bookshelf systems. With the bass
boost switched in, the speakers appear to go
down cleanly to about 50 cps, and have a
nicely balanced over -all sound.
"The two Sony F -87 microphones, which are
stored in the speaker cases, also sounded a
good deal better than the microphones usually
supplied with tape recorders. They have an
excellent cardioid pattern and do a creditable
job of recording music or voice.
"The sound quality of the Sony TC -500
played through a hi -fi system was generally
excellent . . . the over -all sound remained
clean and very much of high -fidelity caliber."
is

1

further information, or complete copy of
above test reports, write Superscope, Inc.
"Test Reports A," Sun Valley, California.
For

the
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A magnificent new stereophonic high fidelity tape system; precise,
versatile, com plete in itself, the Sony Sterecorder 500, with the
revolutionary lid -integrating speakers, may be purchased for less

than $399.50 complete with two F -87 cardioid dynamic microphones
Outstanding operatuonal features distinguish the amazing new Sony
Speakers combine
Sterecorder 500: Acoustical cone suspension speakers
to form carrying case lid 4 -track stereo and monophonic recording and
line mixing
and
Microphone
operation
playback
Vertical or horizontal
Sound on sound Two V.U. meters Hysteresis -Synchronous drive
Dynamically balanced capstan flywheel Pause control Contour
motor
switch Automatic shut -off Automatic tape lifters FM stereo
inputs Multiplex Ready!

SONY:

SUPERSCOPE

The Tepewey

to Stereo

Sony tape recorders, the most complete line of quality recording
equipment in the world, start at less than $79.50.
For literature or name of nearest dealer, write Superscope, Inc., Dept.
Sun Valley, Calif. In New York, visit the Sony Salon, 585 Fifth Avenue.
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97 composers
can't be wrong.
they're all on
L Ampex Stereo Tape
They're Haydn, Purcell, Vivaldi,
Bizet, Gounod, Bach, Scarlatti,
Torelli, Fux, Neukomm, Stradella,
Daquin, Stanley, Altenburg,
Legrenzi, Telemann, Tchaikowsky,
Delibes, Grofé, Brahms,
Mendelssohn, Bruch, RimskyKorsakov, Stravinsky, Beethoven,
Dvorák, Schubert, De Falla, Ravel,
Berlioz, Debussy, Chabrier,
Granados, Grieg, Meyerbeer,
R. Strauss, Weber, Mozart, Liszt,
von Suppe, Rachmaninoff, Rossini,
Sibelius, Mussorgsky, Bartòk,
Sadko, Chopin, Prokofiev, Saint
Saëns, Schumann, Franck, Litoff,
Mahler, Handel, Albeniz,
Offenbach, Enesco, Holst,
Khachaturian, Borodin, Bruckner,
Fauré, Wagner, Pergolesi, Gluck,
Pachelbel, Shostakovitch, Smetana,
Respighi, Rodrigo, Ohana,
Ashkenazy, Verdi, Puccini, Boito,
Lehár, Leoncavallo, Strauss,
Des Pres, Mascagni, Donizetti,
Cilea, Bellini, Britten, Gabrieli, Lalo,
Thomson, Glinka, Perotin,
Honegger, Milhaud, Barber,
Williams, Copland, Gottschalk,
Ketelby, Chavez. 97 in all.
Have we forgotten one of your
favorites? Or misspelled one?
We'll try and rectify the situation.
Just mail the coupon and let us
know. We'll also send you the
complete catalog of exactly what
works the above composers have to
offer on Ampex stereo tape, plus
a list of the 40 Master Tape Centers.

r

world of tape 1
turns on Ampex

The new

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation
Consumer Products Division
2201 Landmeier Road
Elk Grove Village, Illinois
In Canada, write: Ampex of Canada,
Rexdale, Ontario

Please send me the complete Ampex stereo
tape catalog, plus a list of dealers where
Ampex stereo tape can be purchased.

You left out
You misspelled

Name

Address_

L--

CIRCLE

titi

_

J
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Continued from page 86
straightforward in style: others (like the
Grainger Country Gardens. Chopin Fan taisie -Impromptu, Grieg So/t eig'.s Song,
and a bit of Rachmaninoff's Variations
on a Theme of Paganini) include sonie
jaunty, mildly jazzy, improvisatory variations. All of them are enhanced by the
beautifully recorded tonal qualities of
the solo piano and of a fine accompanying orchestra, which features some exceptionally attractive French horn playing. And the reel is well -nigh ideally
quiet- surfaced and preëcho -free.

"The Pink Panther: Selections." Henry
Mancini and His Orchestra. RCA
Victor FTP 1236, 29 min.. $7.95.
Unwilling to rest on his latest Charade
honors, Mancini adds another to his long
series of film score successes. His music
for The Pink Panther includes, as usual,
a sure pop hit in It Had Better Be Tonight- although to my mind his gifts of
melodic invention are still more impressively demonstrated in the nostalgic
lyricism of The Lonely Princess, Royal
Blue, and Piano and Strings. As usual
too, there are lively contrasts in the
partly ironical use of pop clichés (in
the title theme, Tiber Twist, Shades of
Sennett, etc.), further varied here by
some ingenious exploitations of Italian
pop idioms and a deft use of solo accordion. The imaginative scorings are
done full justice by the spirited (though
sometimes a bit strident) orchestra and
the glittering Dynagroove recording.
"Sandy's Gone." Johnny Hodges and
His Orchestra. Verve VTC 306, 26
min., $7.95.
"Theme from `The V.I.P.s.'" Bill Evans,
piano, and His Orchestra. M -G -MSTC 4184, 31 min., $7.95.
Old fans of the jazz stars featured here
are likely to be disconcerted by these
frank attempts to crash the teen -age pops
market; and the potential customers
themselves may not appreciate the superior skill with which the present arrangements and orchestral performances temper the crudeness of the plugging beat.
whistling strings, wordless voices, and
other formulas. Such formulas, however,
are made more acceptable than usual
thanks in Evans' case more to the warm
string section than to his own one -finger
pianism in Laura, More, Hollywood,
etc. In the Hodges disc, the bounciness of
an ensemble featuring Kenny Burrell on
guitar and Wild Bill David on electronic
organs enhance the proceedings, and the
enchantingly colored and expressive sax
playing of Hodges himself is a decided
asset. Both discs are excellently recorded,
but in both there is an exasperating use
of fade -outs at the close of selections.

-

"Songs I Like." Dick Van Dyke; Ray
Charles Singers; Enoch Light and His
Orchestra. Command RT 860, 34 min.,
$7.95.
Van Dyke's recording debut promises to
emulate the successes of his current TV
and radio appearances. While his voice

may not be particularly remarkable in
itself, he sings in an engagingly unmannered style that is rare indeed among
contemporary pop vocalists. Notable too
is his ability to make the most of the
lyrics. His choices here are exceptionally
appealing: Gershwin's breezy They All
Laughed, Nice Work If You Can Get
It, and the very early. now seldom heard
When You Want 'Em You Can't Get
'Ent. He does well too with Easy Street,
Any Place I Hang My Hat. and his own
Peet On a Happy Face; and he is backed
up by consistently effective arrangements
and performances by the orchestra and
chorus, as well as by crisply lucid Command stereoism. The tape processing is
preëcho -free throughout, but flawed in
my review copy by rough surfaces on
the A side only.
"The Sound of Sight: Music for an Experiment in Imagination." Ray Martin,
cond. London LPL 74040, 45 min.,
$ 7.95.

The latest Phase -4 spectacular differs in
locale and intent from the earlier extravaganzas "Pass in Review" and "Victory in Review." Apparently recorded in
this country rather than in England. it
humorously caricatures many of the
multidubbing and sound effect gimmicks
used more seriously earlier. Essentially.
the program provides a field day romp
for composer, arranger, and conductor
Ray Martin, a big orchestra and band.
and a busy bevy of technicians. Apart
from the opening Overture To End All
Overtures, an amusing enough patchwork quilt which, however, lacks the
genuine inspiration of the best comparable Hoffnung Festival travesties, the
targets are mainly epic film and TV
series scores: Westorama, Destination
Space, Hoodunnit, Tearjerker, Cartoonik,
Flagwaver, etc.
There is action galore, particularly in
the first of these, but more musically effective to my ears are the better integrated and often quite dramatically effective Whale of a Tale (sailing ship.
storm, and whale -chase scenes) and an
elaborate Egyptian Epic which gives
Cleopatra a run for its money. Needless
to say, the sonics are magnificent and
the stereogenics often sensationally vivid.
with stronger lows and a more natural
spectrum balance in this tape edition
than in the sharper -edged, far more
intensely modulated disc version.

"What Makes Sammy Run ?" Steve Lawrence; Original Broadway Cast. Columbia OQ 618. 44 min.. $9.95.
Steve Lawrence makes a leap into stardom in this musical based on Budd Shulberg's best -selling novel. Lawrence has
long been one of the better pop vocalists.
and he not only sings exceptionally well
here but demonstrates unsuspected depths
of both dramatic and comic ability. And
this reel has many other substantial attractions: fine singing by the supporting
cast (with special honors going to Bernice Massi's The Friendliest Thing), Lehman Engel's spirited orchestra, and unbrilliant- though perhaps
commonly
overdose and sometimes exaggeratedly
stereoistic -recording.
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ORGANS WITHOUT PIPES
Continued fron] page 30

literature on the pipeless organ. There
are comprehensive surveys: Richard H.
Dorf's Electronic Musical Instruments
(2nd ed., 1958); Alan Do' glas' Electrical
Production of Music ( 4th ed., 1962 ), and
Electronic Musical Instrument Manual
13rd ed.. I957); and Robert L. Eby's
Electronic Organs ( 1957) Norman H.
tseful introCrowhurst has provided
duction in his ABC's of lectronic Organs (1962). For technicians there are
H. Emerson Anderson's Electronic Organ
Handbook ( 1960), Carl R. Pittman's and
Eugene J. Oliver's Servicing Electronic
Organs (1962), many periodical articles
and individual manufacturers' technical
manuals -one of the most extensive of
which is Robert L. Eby's Artisan Organ
Builder's Manual ( 5th ed., I964).
But of course the best means of ac-

quiring a thorough practical understanding is to build an instrument for oneself.
No audio craftsman with any previous
kit -building experience should have any
serious difficulty with the relatively small
spinet kits available from Heath (a
Thomas model) and Schober. even
though these may require some forty or
fifty hours of labor. And while the larger
Artisan and Schober console models demand greater patience (probably two
hundred or more hours), the results can
represent a kit builder's triumph, to say
nothing of a saving in cost. A further
economic advantage of these larger kits
is that they can be purchased and assembled in small -unit installments.
To most people, however. the vital
question is not how pipeless organs work
one is
but what they sound like and
a potential performer -how convenient
and how satisfying they are to play. In
this area answers can only he highly subjective. In general, it is safe to say only
that no electric or electronic organ is
more difficult to play than a pipe organ
of corresponding key- and pedal-board facilities; and that the degree of satisfaction
depends primarily on the suitability of a
particular model's "stop" provisions and
timbre qualities for the music (and performance styles) favored by the indi-

-if

vidual player.
For the beginning performer. pipeless
spinets are probably the easiest of all

multitone instruments on which to learn
to play simple music. Surely this ease,
enhanced by the lure of simple "effects"
manipulation, has contributed to the wide
acceptance of these instruments. The
promise that "You can have fun on the
organ" is supported by such
short -cut aids as chord buttons, Thomas'
"Color -Glo" key lighting. and many
recommended "Pointer- System," "Minute"- and "Instant " -music publications.
At least three recorded instruction
primers are also available: a three LP album from Magnavox, a four -LP
album from Thomas (and Heath), and
Paul Renard's two-LP "How To Play the
Hammond Organ" from Washington
Records -each with step -by -step illustrated lessons in reading and playing simple tunes and harmonizations.
Serious musicians warn that reliance
on "chord" buttons or key crutches can
handicap later attempts to play in an
orthodox manner and that the limited
key, pedal, coupler. and "stop" provisions
of spinet models are quite inadequate for
the performance of standard organ- literature masterpieces. Adult novices who
are simply in search of fun -only can disregard such admonitions, but they should
be given real consideration by students
with more serious intentions.
How electric and electronic organs actually sound in the hands of professional
pop, theatre, and jazz players can best be
judged by the evidence of demonstration
records issued by several manufacturers
and by the many commercial releases
representing these instruments. One of
the former, Jack Malmsten's "Exciting
Sounds of the Thomas Electronic Organ,"
warrants special mention as a vivid primary instruction course in theatre -organ
registration and special- effects techniques.
One of the latter -Mark Laub's "Electronic Organ Wizardry" from Golden
Crest -is particularly interesting for its
direct comparisons of Baldwin, Conn.
Hammond. Lowrey, Thomas, and Wurlitzer instruments. Many releases are
listed in the Schwann catalogue. and
organ manufacturers may be queried
about the availability of pops demo discs.
Although at the present time there are
still only a few recorded examples of
what the pipeless organ can do in serious
musical repertoire, skeptics may well find
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these discs ear- and mind -openers. In
this category are some serious demonstrations played by Martin E. Boehling on
a "Recital" model in a Schober demo LP
(which also includes lighter fare on the
"Consolette II" and "Spinet" models,
with narrations by Richard H. Dorf); recitals of mainly serious music, without
commentary, by Tom Hazelton on a
Conn "Classic" model in the Mission San
Juan Battista, California, and by Gordon
McMillan on an Artisan "Classic" model;
and -most impressive to my ears -"The
Sound of an Allen Organ" demo-recital.
This last is notable as the first serious
demonstration disc I've heard in stereo
and for the fact that its Side excerpts,
with commentary by Hugh James, are all
drawn from serious commercial recordings. Two of the selections are played
on the Allen instrument that substituted
for Philharmonic Hall's own (Aeolian Skinner) pipe organ in the first few
months at Lincoln Center: a movement
from Mahler's Eighth Symphony with
Bruce Prince -Joseph as organist in the
Lincoln Center Inaugural Program. and
the Richard Strauss Festival Prelude with
E. Power Biggs. Both are Columbia releases, as is the more recent Also sprach
Zarathustra conducted by Ormandy and
with the organ part played by William
Smith. A fourth excerpt is the "Power
and the Glory" program, released by
Electro -Dyne Laboratories, Waukegan.
Illinois, and played by Robert Reuter on
the Allen organ in the Christian Catholic
Church of Zion, Illinois. But what I
liked best -for sonic quality and interthe Side 2 recital,
pretative artistry
without commentary, of works by Bach.
Handel, Arne, Vierne, and Wright, played
by Berj Zamkochian on the Allen organ
of the Church of the Mediator, Allentown, Pennsylvania.
There are sure to be other such landmarks established before long. For it is
not only in theory that electronic tone
production. at its best. can faithfully
match anything pipes have been able to
do in the past. For many years the industry catered mainly to mass -public
tastes and budgets, but already there are
indications that even the demands of a
connoisseur minority can be satisfied too.

black tide " -by which highly emotive
phrase he meant all spirituality -and to
convince the world that religion and art
were only perverted sex. Jung believed
that Freud was violently suppressing his
own religious instinct, and in his theory
of universal sexuality actually taking unconscious revenge upon it; but his reading of Freud only caused a breach between the two men.
Freud's theory was that art (and religion) was an attempt to compensate
for some hurt. inadequacy, or deprivation, almost invariably in our sexual life.
Of course, we all build compensation fantasies; but they rarely result in great art.
Psychology, at least as far as its main
branches are concerned, has not begun to
account for the only thing in a composer
that matters: his ability to write great
music. In fact, compensation fantasies
weaken talent. The worst excesses of the
romantic period demonstrate this. Any
traumatic experience may color the work
of an artist, sometimes to its detriment,
but most certainly does not originate it.
In fact, one composer did retreat into this
fantasy -world until he actually went insane-Schumann. And Schumann was
not compensating for anything. He had
an adoring wife, an easygoing temperament, and the comfortable enjoyment of
his gifts. In fact, he had too few problems, a much more serious complaint.
We need problems to keep us on our
toes. What greater evidence of outstanding gifts could one want than that. like
Beethoven. an artist should take fate by
the throat?
What, then, is the origin of genius.
and why have so many different kinds
of men been given, each to his different
degree, the ability to create artifices that
their fellow men value so much? What
kind of analysis is needed to account
for creative gifts? I intend to try, leaning heavily on one of the lesser -known
"heresies," to offer some observations on
the subject. Both reason and emotion go
to the making of music. The emotional
side is extremely difficult to deal with,
because of the imprecision of the subject: it has been said that the actual effect of a work on the listener is the one
scientific datum we possess, but this it is

1
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impossible to ascertain. Thus we return
to the composer himself.
Let us begin with "reason." I like this
word better than "intellect," because

music is not very intellectual. Whatever
it is that informs Bach's Art of Fugue
and Beethoven's last quartets, it is not
intellect of the same order that goes to
an understanding of quantum physics.
The actual language of music is not more
difficult to learn than French, and all
students are taught to reproduce the mere
mechanical formulas of the most complex music of the past. Reason in music
reveals itself in pattern and balance;
pattern in form. in the spacing of intervals, melodic and harmonic; even form
is controlled by pattern. This is what we
should expect. since the universe itself
When we
is experienced as pattern.
reach the amorphous complexities of
quantum theory, of the more mysterious
particles and waves. this pattern begins
to take on a decidedly ambiguous nature.
Is it really there, or do we ourselves
impose it upon chaos? Bertrand Russell
has asked himself if the mathematics
which seem to underlie reality really
exist, or if it is merely that our minds
work mathematically. Whichever, pattern is our immediate response. We impose order upon chaos not because we
are mentally sick, but because we are
mentally well; the man who can impose
order upon all things of his own creation
is the master of them that know.
We listen to a tap dripping in the
night. and the sound shapes itself into
rhythm- rhythm imposed almost wholly
by our own minds. We have begun to
compose. Composition extends from a
simple rhythm through complex bar
structures, phrases, forms. We play a section, another section. then repeat the
first, and there is pattern. We compose
that elaborate pattern called fugue, the
voices answering each other in subject,
answer, countersubject, episode. and stretto. Imitating or creating within the universe, we compose.
It is pattern that
turns the cry of emotion, of pain or joy,
into art. Pattern determines the frequency of notes, the simplest relationships being the simplest concords, the
increasing dissonance expressed in remoter relationships -until with cacophony there is no relationship, no pattern.
The universe has returned to chaos.
There is also emotion in music. Deryck

Cooke, in his book The Language of
Music has proved that, quite independently of each other, composers use the
same melodic shapes, the sanie harmonic
progressions, in the sane emotional contexts. This language is partly imitative,
partly instinctive; but from the simple
effects of loud noises and soft, of wide
intervals and narrow, what a strange and
subtle mirror is held up to nature and the
landscape of the soul. Art is the perilous
balance of measured quantity, as in the
steps of Ulanova; this balance is what
the mad have lost. There is a pulse in
the mind that counts, and a balance
in the mind that poises things as does a
gyroscope: in the insane this rhythm of
life is disturbed. Who has not counted
the pulses of The Ring -and when those
tremendous chords, with their timing as
of the beat of eternity, have ushered out
the gods. remembered the sustained note
of E flat that began Das Rheingold four
nights previously, and marveled exceedingly? Who has not glimpsed, in the terrific coda of the first movement of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, setting the
seal upon a human tempest. the unearthly
calm of inhuman counting, uniting each
phrase, bar, and note, in the Olympian
serenity of perfect pattern?
The great composers have all been
loftily sane: and we can determine their
emotions, and their triumph of ordered
creation, from the works they left beis the ability to
hind. And more
wrest order from chaos that is itself sanity. This sanity may he colored by emotion, but as long as that emotion is con will not destroy
trolled -even created
sanity. Tchaikovsky was not as great as
Bach and Beethoven; and when Schumann and Wolf lost their reason, they
sang no more. We call Beethoven-par-
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could have been as ordered as his music
if it had been sane enough.
We have chopped with Occam's razor
until we have only a transparent paring
left to hold the truth, and we poise the
keen blade and wonder. On which side
lies the truth? Does the universe impose
its patterns upon us, or do we in some
mysterious way share the great task of
creation? Veni, s eni, creator Spiritus.
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Magazine-sparks ideas that help you achieve the
best stereo reproducing system at the price you
decide to pay.
Or it helps you get the most out of your present stereo system, if you are that far along.

There's much more, of course, but this gives
you an idea of the scope of this annual of about
the size of this issue of HIGH FIDELITY.
AND IT'S YOURS FOR ONLY $1.
JULY 1964

If you're particularly interested in high
fidelity reproduction of music, can you afford to
be without STEREO: 1964 Edition?
Over 150,000 already distributed.
Want a copy conveniently delivered to your
home? Just mail us a note asking that we send
you a copy of STEREO: 1964 Edition for the
dollar enclosed. Do it now -while you're thinking about it!
Send to High Fidelity, Publishing House,
Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.
95

PICK
IT UP
TODAY!
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Korvette of Chicago
Olson Electronics -Western Inc., 123 N. Western
Radio Shack Corp.
Evanston -Allied Radio, 602 Davis St.
Oak Park -Allied Radio, 7055 W. North Ave.

INDIANA

Bloomington- Custom Electronics, 1006 W. 2nd St.
Indianapolis- Graham Electronics, 122 S. Senate
Terre Haute -C. T. Evinger, 1216 Wabash Ave.

SON O CASTER

NOW...
ON DISPLAY

AT THESE
LEADING
AUDIO
SHOWROOMS!

ARIZONA

Phoenix -Audio Specialists, 333

ARKANSAS

E.

Camelback Rd.

- Lavender Dstbg. Corp.,
CALIFORNIA
Texarkana

Azusa- Rancho Sound Co.,

520 E. 4th St.

Ranch Center

Berkeley- Pacific Electronics,

Shattuck Ave.
Robert E. Lee, 2826 Telegraph Ave.
Burbank -Electronic City, 4001 Burbank Blvd.
Castro Valley -Calbar Music, 3223 Castro Valley
Culver City Bar -Shell Supply,5512 Sepulveda Blvd.
Gardena -Stereo HiFi Center, 13996 S. Crenshaw
Hayward -Styles & Engelman, 25354 Cypress St.
Inglewood -Olson Electronics, 4642 W. Century
Los Angeles Beverly Electronics, 8413 Beverly
Henry Radio, 11240 W. Olympic Blvd.
Sound Foyer, 1421 S. Hill St.
N. Redondo Beach -Bay Electronics, 2315 Artesia
North Sacramento -California Radio & TV Supply
Oakland-Fidelity Sound, 3311 Grand Ave.
Millers Radio & TV Supply Inc., 530 E. 8th St.
W. E. Wenger Co., 1450 Harrison St.
Pasadena -Electronic Components, 1759 E. Colo.
2801

-

-

Riverside- Massey Radio Supply,

2944 8th St.
Sacramento -Dunlap Radio & TV, 1800 22nd St.
Lombard Electronics, 1827 Jay St.
-Kit, 3453 University Avenue
San Diego
Western Radio & TV Supply, 1415 India St.
San Francisco -Eber Electronics, 2355 Market St.
Columbia Music & Electronics, 1080 Market St.
Lakeshore Hi Fi Inc., 222 W. Portal Avenue
San Francisco Radio & Supply, 1284 Market St.
Zack Electronics, 1422 Market St.
San Jose -Alco- Paramount, 79 S. Third St.
West Coast Audio Sales, 1423 W. San Carlos St.
San Leandro -Radio Shack Corp.
Santa Maria-Affiliated Consumers, 204 N. Blosser
Santa Rosa -Golden Ear, 1612 Fourth St.
Stockton -Jack Hanna Music Inc.,6130 Pacific Ave.
Sunnyvale -Sunnyvale Electronics, 534 S. Murphy
Van Nuys -House of Sight 6 Sound, 14513 Victory
Walnut Creek -Stevenson Electronics, 1531 Locust

-T

Whittier -Oxbow Electronics, 15914 E. Whittier
COLORADO
Colo. Springs -Dick Jurgens HIFI, 530 S. Tejon
Denver -Burstein -Applebee Co., 1237 16th St.

IOWA

Cedar Rapids -Iowa Radio Supply Co., Inc.
Des Moines -Radio Trade Supply, 1216 Grand Ave.
KANSAS
Wichita -Sound Merchandisers, 6401 E. Kellogg

KENTUCKY
Lexington -Barney Miller's Inc., 232
LOUISIANA

E.

Main

Baton Rouge -Davis Electronic Supply Co., Inc.
Ogden Record Shop, 7125 Florida Blvd.
Monroe -C. & O. Electronics, Inc., 201 S. Stanley
New Orleans -Epcor, 3622 Toulouse St.

MAINE

Portland -H. D. Burrage & Co., 197 Federal St.
Radio Shack Corp.

MARYLAND

Korvette of Maryland
Baltimore -Henry O. Berman Co., 12 E. Lombard
Baltimore Dictating Machine Co. 3316 Greenmount
High Fidelity House, 5127 Roland Ave.
Electronic Center, 5258 Reisterstown Rd.
Dundalk- Stansbury Pharmacy, 1709 Poplar Place
Hyattsville -Mark Electronics, 3003 Hamilton St.
Langley Park -Parts Unlimited, 1157 University E.
Silver Spring -Silver Spring Electronic Supply
Towson -Baynesville Electronics, 1631 E. Joppa

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston -DeMambro Hi

Fi, 1093 Commonwealth
Radio Shack Corp.
Braintree -Radio Shack Corp.
Brookline -Radio Shack Corp.
Cambridge -Radio Shack Corp.
Fitchburg -Electronic Center, John Fitch Plaza
Framingham -Radio Shack Corp.
Holyoke -Del Padre Supply
Northampton -Del Padre Supply, 28 Main St.
Saugus -Radio Shack Corp.
Springfield -Del Padre Supply, 999 Worthington
Radio Shack Corp.
Soundco Electronic Supply Co., 147 Dwight St.
Worcester -Radio Shack Corp.

MICHIGAN

Birmingham -McCallum 6 Dean, 409 E. Maple
Dearborn -Almas Hi Fi Stereo, 15031 Michigan
Detroit -High Fidelity Workshop, 16400 W. 7 -Mile
Korvette of Detroit
Pecar Electronics, 11201 Morang
Stereoland, Inc., 17127 W. McNichols
St. Joseph -High Fidelity, 2940 Niles Ave.

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis -Audio King, Inc., 913 W. Lake St.
Lew Bonn Company, 67 S. 12th St.
Schaak Electronics, Inc., 3867 Minnehaha Ave.
St. Paul -Radio Shack Corp.

MISSOURI

Joplin -Four State Radio Supply Co., 402 Wall St.
Kansas City -Burstein -Applebee Co., 1012 McGee
St. Louis -Hi -Fi West, 8217 Delmar
Van Sickle Radio Electronics, 1113 Pine St.

MONTANA
Great Falls- Electronic Distrib., 324 2nd Ave. S.
Missoula -Electronic Parts, 2104 Brooks St.
NEVADA
Las Vegas -Audiophile Center, 909 E. Sahara
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord -Evans Radio Inc., Rt. 3A, Box Junction
Manchester -Radio Shack Corp.

IDAHO
Boise -Robbies Supply Co., Inc., 3715 State St.
ILLINOIS

NEW JERSEY
Korvette of New Jersey
Berlin -Midstate Radio Supply, White Horse Pike
Collingswood- Donald Christ Music & Hi Fi Center
Newark -Sound Reproduction Inc., 34 New Street
Paramus -Gem Electronics Inc., 385 Route 17
Springfield -Gem Electronics Inc., U.S. Rte22
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque -High Fidelity Consultants
Sound Equipment & Hi FI House
NEW YORK
Albany -Audio -Video Corp., 324 Central Ave.
Gem Electronics Inc., Mid -City Shopping Center
Binghamton -Stack Electronics, 45 Washington St.
Brooklyn -Mark Electronics, 1171 Flatbush Ave.
Parts Unlimited, 2086 Rockaway Parkway
Buffalo -W. Bergman Co., Oak and Eagle Sts.
F. M. Electronics, 1241 Main St.
Victor L. Cole, Inc., 1396 Main St.
Elmira -Chemung Electronics Inc., 403 E. Third St.
Farmingdale -Arrow Electronics, 900 Broad Hollow
Gem Electronics Inc., 34 Hempstead Tpke.
Garden City -Churchill Custom Hi Fi, 710 Stewart
Jamaica -Audio Exchange Inc., 153 -21 Hillside
Leavittown -Parts Unlimited,3146 Hempstead Tpke.
Long Island -Korvette of Long Island
Middletown- Certified Electronics, Inc.
New York City -Airex Radio Corp., 85 Cortlandt St.
Audio Unlimited, 715 Second Ave.
Gem Electronics, Inc., 202 E. 44th St.
Sam Goody Inc., 235 W. 49th St.
Harvey Radio Co., Inc., 103 W. 43rd St.

47 Fox St.
Benton -Lampley Radio Co., 452 E. Church St.
Chicago -Allied Radio, 100 N. Western Ave.
Allied Radio, 2025 W. 95th St.
Heathkit Electronic Center, 3462 -66 W. Devon

Korvette of New York City
Leonard Radio Inc., 69 Cortlandt St.
Packard Electronic Corp., 33 Union Square West
Parts Unlimited Electronic Centers, 265 8th Ave.
Parts Unlimited Electronic Center, 489 Lennox

Heathkit Electronic Center, 2901 Sheridan Blvd.
Howard Sound Corporation, 843 Broadway
Ward Terry & Company, 70 Rio Grande Blvd.

CONNECTICUT

Korvette of Connecticut
Hartford -Hatry of Hartford, 100 High St.
Radio Shack Corp.
Milford -Parts Unlimited, 1610 Boston Rd.
New Haven -Radio Shack Corp.
Stamford -Radio Shack Corp.
Waterbury-Bond Radio Supply, 439 W. Main St.

DELAWARE

Wilmington -Sloan Camera Center, 108 W. 9th St.
Willard S. Wilson, Inc., 403 -405 Delaware Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington -Korvette of Washington, D.C.

Commissioned Electronics, 1776 Columbia, NW
Electronic Wholesalers, 2345 Sherman Ave., NW
U.S. Recording Co., 1347 S. Capitol St.
Jos. M. Zamoiski Co., 2122 24th Place, NE

FLORIDA

Jacksonville -Parts Unlimited, Cedar Hill Center
GEORGIA
Atlanta -High Fidelity SSS, 3319 Peachtree Rd.,NE
Specialty Distributing Co., 763 Juniper NE

HAWAII

Honolulu -Audio Center Ltd., 1633 Kapiolani Blvd.

Aurora -Hi Fi Record Shop,

Rabsons 57th Street, 119 W. 57th St.
Radio Shack Corp.
Terminal- Hudson Electronics, 3 W. 61st St.
Olean -Blumenthal's, 234 Union St.
Rochester -Rochester Radio Supply, 140 W. Main
Staten Island -Parts Unlimited,1381 Forest Ave.
Syosset- Lafayette Radio, 111 Jericho Turnpike
Syracuse-Radio Shack Corp.
Morris Electronics, 1153 W. Fayette St.
West Babylon -Parts Unlimited, 665 Montauk Hwy.
Yonkers -Gem Electronic Inc., 1937 Central Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA

Charlotte -Carol Dist. Co., 124 W. Morehead St.
Dixie Radio Supply Co., Inc., 1431 Bryant St.
World Electronics, 1415 S. Tryon St.
Fayetteville- Southeastern Radio Supply Co.
Jacksonville- Southeastern Radio Supply Co.
Raleigh- Southeastern Radio Supply Co., Inc.
Wilmington- Southeastern Radio Supply Co.

OHIO

Cincinnati -Hi Fi Audio Inc., 2000 Madison Rd.
United Radio Inc., 1308 Vine Street
Cleveland -Audio Craft Co., Inc., 2915 Prospect
Olson Electronics -Southland, 6813 Pearl Rd.
Pioneer Electronic Supply, 5403 Prospect Ave.
Columbia Electrical Contractors, 1343 Holly
Columbus-Olson Electronics, 142 N. High St.
Rea's Variety Sales, 479 W. Rich St.
Dayton- Custom Electronics Inc.,1918 S. Brown St.
Marion-Servex Electronic Distributing Inc.
Mayfield Heights -Parts Unlimited, 6153 Mayfield
Parma-Winteradio Electronic Supply, 5373 Ridge
Portsmouth -Radio Station WPAY & WPAY-FM
Steubenville- Lafayette Radio Electronics
Toledo -Audio Center, 1546 Alexis Rd.
Lifetime Electronics, 1501 -1505 Adams St.
Warren Radio Co., 1002 Adams St.
OREGON
Eugene -Audiosonics, 348 W. 8th St.
Grants Pass -Rolfing's Radio TV & Appliance
Medford -Sound Shop, 1116 N. Riverside
Portland-Oregon HI Fi & Recorder, 500 SW 5th
United Radio Supply Inc., 22 NW 9th St.
Salem- Willamette Radio Supply, 2460 State St.

-

PENNSYLVANIA

Korvette of Pennsylvania
Allentown -Parts Unlimited, 1369 W. 7th St. Pike
A. A. Peters Inc., 231 N. 7th St.
Erie -Mace Electronics, 24th & French Sts.
Harrisburg -Electronic Wholesalers, 1922 Paxton
Havertown -Kass Electronics Distributors, Inc.
McKeesport -HI Fi Center, 321''/ 6th St.
Philadelphia -A. C. Radio, 1539 W. Passyunk
Almo Radio Company, 913 Arch St.
Radio Electric Service Co., NW Corner 7th & Arch
Radio 437 Store, 437 -39 Market St.
Raymond Rosen Parts & Service, Parkside at 51st
Pittsburgh -Olson Electronics, 5918 Penn Ave.
Radio Parts Co., Inc., 6401 Penn Ave.
Reading- George D. Barbey Co., 333 N. Fourth St.
York -Rosen Electronics Co., 129 S. George St.

RHODE ISLAND

Cranston -Radio Shack Corp.
Providence -W. H. Edwards Co.,

116

Hartford Ave.

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia -Dixie Radio Supply Co., 1900 Barnwell
Dixie Radio Supply Co., 1628 Laurel St.
Greenville -Dixie Radio Supply Co., 500 Pendleton

TEXAS

Austin -Berkman's On the Drag
Hargis- Austin, Inc., 410 Baylor St.
Dallas -Crabtrees Wholesale Radio, 2608 Ross Ave.
Hillcrest High Fidelity, 6309 Hillcrest
Radio Shack Corp.
Fort Worth- Larry's Speaker Service, 1121 S. Main
Radio Shack Corp.
Swieco, Inc., 1512 -18 E. Lancaster
Houston -Radio Shack Corp.
Lubbock -R & R Supply Co., 1607 Avenue G
San Antonio -Radio Shack Corp.

UTAH
Ogden- Carter Supply Co., 259-31st St.
Salt Lake

City- Standard

Supply, 225 E. 6th S.

VERMONT
Burlington- Concert Electronics,

40 Church St.
Radio Service Laboratory, 703 Pine St.

VIRGINIA

Korvette of Virginia
Falls Church -Television Workshop, 116 W. Broad
Norfolk -Radio Supply Co., 711 Granby St.
World Electronics, #3 Southern Shopping Center
Richmond -Audio Fidelity Corp., 6521 W. Broad St.
Gary's, Willow Lawn
Radio Supply Co., Inc., 3302 W. Broad St.
Roanoke -Dixie Appliance Co.
Lee Hartman Sound Equipment, 3236 Cove Rd. NW
Southeastern Radio Supply,1330 Courtland Rd. NE
Staunton-Southern Electronic Corp.
Winchester -Kann Ellert Electronics, 1650 ValleyRd.

WASHINGTON
Everett -Pringle Electronic Supply, 2101 Colby
Mount Vernon- Skagit -Whatcom Electronics
Seattle -Radio Shack Corp.

Western Electronics Co., 717 Dexter Ave., North
Spokane -Alltronics Dist., 2008 Northwest Blvd.
Tacoma -C & G Electronics Co., 2502 Jefferson
Paulson's Inc., 6111 South Kay St.
Yakima -Lay & Nord, 511 S. Second St.

WISCONSIN
Green Bay- Dean's TV 6 Radio, 1223

S. Broadway
Menasha -Tip -Top Radio & TV, 300 Racine St.
Kinnickinnic
Allan's
Camera,
2341
S.
Milwaukee
Allied Radio, Point Loomis Shopping Center

-

NEW

EV

SO NOCASTER
Indoor /outdoor
High

fidelity Speaker

At last an outdoor speaker with full sized sound, yet so small and light it
goes aniwhere- connects to any portable radio, TV, console or component
high -fidelity system!
E -V Sonocaster at the
pool, or the patio, by the barbecue, or
at your next beach party or picnic for
the fir est sound you've ever heard from
any ppr: able!

Use the new

The 000caster boasts such true component quality features as an 8 -inch die cast speaker frame, high compliance
cone suspension, long -throw voice coil
and Efficient ceramic magnet. And
everything is weatherproof -including
the finish. No rusting, fading,
or peeling- attractive Dune
Beige color is molded into
the unbreakable plastic
housing forever!
It costs no more than
$36.00 to add the new E -V
Sonocaster to your outdoor living. Or use it the
year-round in your recreation room. Set it down or
hang it on its wall bracket,
as you wish. Pick up a
Sonocaster (or a pair for
stereo) at your E -V hi -fi

showroom today!
SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency
Response, 70- 13,000 cps; Impedance,
8 ohms; Peak Power Handling,
30 Watts; Dispersion, 120 °;
Dimensions, 16% in. H, 17-in. W,
5% in. D; Net Weight 8 lbs.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
Llep:. 744H, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND
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Sherwoods, of course
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Only Sherwood precisely graduates its FM tuning dial every 200 kilocycles
minimum spacing between FM station channels. If, for example, the FM
broadcast of your choice is being transmitted at 97.3mc., you can visually
pre -tune the Sherwood tuner dial to receive it with professionally -calibrated
accuracy. Final zeroing -in of the FM station's carrier is merely a matter
of referring to Sherwood's D'Arsonval Zero meter.

Sherwood's new S- 80001Y FM stereo tuner/
amplifier, $329.50.
Genuine Walnut cabinet optional at $29.50.

-the

Precision tuning is but one of many superlative engineering reasons
for buying Sherwood's new S -8000W FM stereo tuner /amplifier. Others
include
80 -watts of stereo music power
1.8µv. IHF sensitivity
-$1.00 value Information Kit
2.4db. FM capture effect
at your Sherwood Dealer.
only 1/3% distortion at 100%
modulation
new "powered" center channel for a
Take this coupon to your Sherwood dealer and receive:
mono
-ideal for extension speakers
speaker
Time -Saver Shopping Guide-detailed comparative specifications
on components offered by major manufacturers.
stereo headphone jack and separate
64 -page book, An Introduction to Hi -Fi & Stereo published by the
speaker disabling switch.
Institute of High Fidelity.

FREE

FM & FM Stereo Station Finder- listing current and proposed
stations
Installation portfolio -a pictorial review of how many different
component systems have been installed.
Descriptive literature on Sherwood components.

r ---

If you prefer, send 25c in coin direct to Sherwood, together with
your name and address. Your package will be sent by return mail.
Name

Street
City

'

L

State

Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., Dept.

High Fidelity

Zip Code

STEREO RECEIVERS
TUNERS
AMPLIFIERS
STEREO INDICATOR LIGHTS
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

H -7

4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60618

OM
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